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Dover, N^. H., January 20, 1894.
To John B. Stevens, City Clerk:—
You are hereby directed to place the manuscript of the Annual










The first Wednesday in Jamiary at lo o'clock, A. M.
STATED MEETINGS;
The first Thursday in each month at y.jo o'clock, P. M.
Mayor.
ALOI?ZO MELYIN FOSS.
Residence, 114 Locust Street. Office Hours, 10.30 to 11.30 A. M.
President of Common Council,
George E. Buzzell.
Eesidence, 10 Lexington Street.
City Clerk,
John B. Stevens.
Residence, 159 Washins:ton Street.
Clerk of Co77imon Council,
William E. Whitely.




Chakles E. Wendell, Horace T. Babh.
Ward 2.
Erastus a. Crawford, James M. Fauxham.
Ward j>.
Charles L. Ricker, Charles K. Meserve.
Wat d 4.
Charles Francis Sawyer, Charles H. Prlme.
Ward J.
John J. McCann, John Killoren.
COUNCILMEN.
Ward I.
George E. Whipp, Charles O. Baker,
Alvah T. Kamsdell.
Ward 2.
Charles A. Leathers, Charles E. Jenness,
William A. Oilman.
Ward J.
William H. Jones, George E. Buzzell,
Alfred R. Flinn.
Ward 4.
John F. Brown, D'Orville L. Pinkham,
James Walter Twomblv.
Ward J.





IN BOARD OF ALDERMEN.
On Elections and J^eturns—Me^ei'Ye.
On Bills on Secojid Readittg—Vi\me, Ricker, McCann.
On Enrollmt7it of ^z//^—McCann.
IN COMMON COUNCIL.
On Elections and Returns—\.^2i\hQ,x^^ Baker.
On Bills on Second Reading—K-dim<^^^\\ Browu, Mooney.
On Engrosse'd Ordinances—Vs\vv^^^ McXally, Jones.
JOINT STANDING COMMITTEES.
Finance—T^Q Maj^or, President of Common Council, Crawford.
Gilman.
a^zwj—Killoren, Flinn, Jenness.
Repairs of School Houses—YAo^^W, Twomblv, Whipp.
Cemetery—Prime, Leathers, Ramsdell.
Lands and Buildings—'AdiWJQi\ Leathers, Brennan.
Streets, Sewers and Drains—^le^erve, Baker, Pinkham.




City i^ar/w—McCann, Gilman, Brown.




Residence, 98 Silver Street. Office, City Building.
Office hours, 8 to 8..30 a. m., 11.45 A. m. to 12.30 p. m., on school
days; 7.30 to 8.30 r. m., Mondays and Fridays; 8 to 10 a. m.
Saturdays.




Residence, 84 Locust Street.
Office, 81 Washington Street.
Office hours, Mondays, 8 a. m. to 12 m., 2 to 6 and 7 to \\ m,
Water Commissioners,














Office, Dover National Hank.
Health Officers,




MiCA.JAii S. TIanscom, John W. Rines,
James M. Hayes, Nathaniel C. Hobbs,
James II. Davis, James McSorley.
City Physician,





Overseer of the Poor,
George W. Gray, 2d.
Executive Officer, Board of Health,
Charles M. Jones.
Office, City Building.




Sealer of Weights and Measures,
Edwin C. Colbatii.
Commission of City Opera Building,




DeLI\ KK'E]) AVEDNE8DAV, JaNUAUV 3, 1894.
Gentlemen <>e the Citv Councils:—
I wish to welcome you all to the positions of trust and respon-
sibility which you are to assume to-day, and I feel highly honored
by the flattering vote received at my election for the second time
as chief executive of the city, and consider it as an endorsement
by the citizens, of oui- endeavors to conduct the municipal att'airs
in an honest and economical manner during the past year.
According to custom we will now refer to the work that has
been accomplished by the several departments, and make some
suggestions as to the needs of the same for the coming year, and
we will first refer to the
FINANCES.
Liabilities:
Bonds not returned $300 00
Missing bonds 10,000 00
P. &D. E. R. bonds maturing Jan. 1, 1897 33,000 00
Four per cent, loan, dated July 1, 1890 120,000 00
City Opera House bonds ..." 181,000 00
Xotes due Savings Bank for County of 8tratF«»rd,
Avater works loan 332,500 00
Currier fund, (charity) 1,000 00
Outstanding claims, (estimated) 300 00
Trediek fund, (Cemetery) 5,000 00
Xotes outstanding 36,601 00
I'otal liabilities s<S719,701 00
Assets.
Cash in treasury .$28,507 00
Uncollected taxes, (less abatements and
salaries 35,000 00
Public water works 355,000 00
P. & D. stock at par 33,000 00
Total assets .$451,567 06
Xet municipal debt .$268,133 94
Public Water Works 332,500 Go
Total net debt of the city of Dover .S600,633 04
Xow, if we reckon assets at their present value, .$67,500 must
be added to the above assets, and the actual standing of the city
is so much bettered beyond the showing stated. From a responsi-
ble source it is learned that the public water works plant and its
franchise can be sold lor .$400,000.
STREETS.
During the first part of the year the street department was
under the necessity of expending a large portion of the appropri-
ation in removing snow aijd keeping the streets passable and safe.
This, of course, restricted the amount of work that could be ac-
complished the rest of the year. The superintendent is, however,
to be congratulated upon the condition in ^Yhich he has kept the
streets. With the small appropriation remaining it was impossi-
ble to attempt much macadamizing, consequently his endeavors
have been directed toward keeping the depressions tilled, streets
clean and free from stones.
I would suggest that the manner of ci-ushing stone be chang-
ed by lowering the machine, i)utting in an (devator and bins,
thereby doing away with the larger part of running expense.
1 woukl also reconnnend that if it can legally be done, the
superintendent of streets should be elected at the beginning of





The long talked about Broadway brook has been covered aud
now is one of the best sewers in the city. The Central Avenue
sewer has been comi)leted so far as it would be advisable to build
at this time. Several additions have been made to existing sew-
ers and the money appropriated has been profitably expended.
The covering of Broadway brook below the railroad will soon
demand attention, otherwise it will become a nuisance and a men-
ace to public health, (.'are should be taken in building new sew-
ers to make them sufliciently large to accommodate the increas-
ing demands.
LIGHTS.
At the Ix-ginuing of last year I called attention to our electric
lights. During the season frequent complaints have been made
as to lights not burning, and the committee in charge have used
theu- utmost endeavors to have the fault rectified, but without
effect. Something should be done whereby we may obtain better
service for the money expended. One light has been added during
the year at the corner of Hanson and Payne streets, where it was
badly needed.
POLICE.
To this department we look for pi'otectiou, the maintenance
of order and enforcement of the low. This duty could not be in-
trusted to better hands, and we have a police force to whom all
citizens can look with confidence.
WATER WORKS.
The qualitj- of water furnished during the year has been bet-
ter than the year preceding, but during the heated term it had an
unpleasant taste, which we hope can be changed in the near fu-
ture for the better.
Dover, like many other cities, has seen their water sui)ply di-
'
minishing year after year and we must soon be making an addi-
tional provision. It would appear that now would be a good
time to utilize the water running to'waste from the Kelley springs
bv furnishing all the water takers with this water that can be
12
easily connected with the old system. It seems evident that the
time will soon come, however, when we shall have to look to
Barbadoes Pond to supplement our i)resent supply.
FIRE DEPARTMENT.
During the year just ended this department has been reor-
ganized, new hose companies commissioned at the north and south
ends, and through the efforts of the engineers and committee
everything has been put in perfect condition.
We have had several mysterious fires, but through the ener-
getic efforts of the firemen they have not been very disastrous.
HEALTH.
The demand upon this department is constantly increasing in
the way of removing rubbish, etc., and its benefits can be seen in
our freedom from the prevailing epidemics the past seasou. And
we can safely say that the interests of tliis branch of o\ir munici-
pal works has been carefully attended to.
CEMETERY.
As I suggested last year, we shall soon have to look for an
addition to our cemetery, and can only reiterate what we said at
that time, that it would be advisable for the city to purchase ad-
joining lands if possible. The committee and sux>erintendent have
made careful and judicious use of the money given into their
charge, and brought about changes that have greatly benefitted
and beautified the grounds.
SCHOOLS^.
This department of our city demands and receives the utmost
care and attention of the gentlemen having it in charge, and our
city is noted for the high character of its educational institutions.
The addition to High school house has given that grade the
facilities it has long needed, although there is a diversity of opin-
ion as to whether it may be adequate for the needs of the school
for many years to come.
PUBLIC LIBRARY.
(Jur library is increasing in value every year, and more people
are availing themselves of its i-esources as they become acquaint-
13
ed with its value. The opening of the reading room Sunday af-
ternoons has seemed to meet with approbation. Under the con-
tinued able and efficient management it will no doubt increase in
importance.
^ C0XCLU8I0X.
And now, gentlemen, we have been chosen bj' our fellow citi-
zens to take charge of municipal affiiirs for the coming year, let
us try and remember that we have their interests to consider, and
so conduct affairs that at the end of our term of office we shall
have not only their approval, but that of our own consciences.
Annual Report
OF THE
Joint Standing Committe on Finance.
To THE City Couxcils of the City of Dover :
Gentlemen :—The books of the City Treasurer have been ex-
amined and compared with those of the Cit^^ Clerk, by the Joint
Standing Committee on Finance, and all accounts are found to be
eorrecth' kept, with proper vouchers on tile for all payments.
We have examined the bonds and cash on hand, and also the
sources from which the income of the City has been derived, and
are satisfied that the report of the City Treasurer is correct.
We have examined all appropriations, vouchers and receipts
in the City Clerk's oftice, and compared the same with the Treas-
urer's, and find bills approved, certified, and checks properly is-
sued. We find the accounts of the office plainly and legibly set
forth and agreeing with the books of the City Treasurer.
We find the cash balance in the hands of the City Treasurer





Joint Standing Committee on Finance*.




ISAAC F. ABBOTT, TREASURER,
IX ACCOUNT AVITII THE CITY OF DOVER.
Dr. Receipts.
1803. Jau 1, Balauce from 1892 accoimt $275,461 38
'• ^' rortsmoiith &. Dover E.
E. eoupoD account, 129 00
Dec. 30.
Cemeterj' 841 00
RECEIVED FOR GRAVES FRO:.I
Jacksou, Frederick E. Xo. 65, .S3 00
Nesbit, James, Xo. 93 3 00
RECEIVED FOR LOTS FROM
Adams, Jolin T., Ave. B., Xo. 151 1-2 .. . $20 00
Culliu, William M., Ave. K., Xo. 1256 . . . .50 00
Estate of Charles Hayes, Ave. L., Xo. 1228. 50 00
Foss, Darius, Ave. J., Xo. 1213 .50 00
Foss, E. 11. Ave. J., Xo. 1215, 50 00
Gliddeu, Alonzo F., Ave. U., Sec. 42, Xo.
967 20 00
Gray, Charles, Ave. L., Xo. 1230 50 00
Hobbs, Sarah A., Ave. T., Xo. 856 ... . 15 00
Kincade, Maggie, Ave. T.. Xo. 891 . . . . 20 00
Law, Henry, Ave. C.. Xos. 051, 052, 0.53,054 100 00
'' " '' 0.55, 057, 058 . . .50 00
$50 00
17
CuiTier fund, City of Dover Bond $1,000 00
Fire Departmeul 23 48
Received of Horace T. Ihihh for 125 feet of
old hose .$0 75
Hose carriage and old hose 14 00
02 feet of old hose 3 68
.$23 43
Income, Cemetery Funds ,$43 18
Received from funds in Savings Bank, for
benefit of lots Xos. 2, 10, 75, 235, 459,
867, 81.50 each $9 00
Received from J. H.York 1 50
Received from Nos. 34 and 36 2 25
Received from Nos. 56, 72, 216, 278, 304, 503,
S3.00 each 18 00
Received from Xo. 110 3 38
Received from Xo. 142 1 12
Received from Xo. 275 1 68
Received from Xo. 376, 574, 82.00 each . . 4 00
Received from Xo. 738 2 25
843 18
Income, Cemetery, Tredick Fund 8200 00
Interest on 5000 City of Portsmouth, X. H., 4 per
cent. Bonds, for year 1893.
Income, Charity, Currier Fund .50 00
Interest for 1893.
Interest, Coupons, Jan. 1893 .$180 00
Interest. Divs. P. & I). R. R. Stock .... 1.980 00
82,160 00
Licences, Circus, Huntings 815 00
Licences, dogs 1,113 00
Licences, lunch carts. Fr:ink L. Smith & Co. 25 00





Note dated May 17, 1898, 6 mos ,
Note dated June 5, 1893, 6 mos.
Note dated July 6, 1893, 5 mos.
Note dated July 20, 1893, 5 mos
Note dated Oct, 6, 1893, 2 mos .
Note dated Dec. 19, 1893, 6 mos.












Police court, clerk's fees
Police court, costs and fines
Sewers
Bishop, liupert G., Fisher street
Brooks, ilrs. John and Vickery, Ilattie A
690 Central Ave
Gate, Joseph W., Central Ave . . .
Cunningham, Frank, Central Ave .
Davis, Herbert M., 15 East street .
Deland, Mrs. E. J., 698 Central Ave
Duxbury, Mary and Emily V., Union street
Foote, Geo. E., 17 and 19 Mechanic street
Fuller, Mrs. Solomon, 652 Central Ave
Furber, W. L., 47 Fourth street . . .
Hamilton, Kobert, Trakey street . .
Hanson, M. E., 87 Belknap street . .
Harvey, F. C, Central Ave
Hill, Moses C, 24 Fourth street . . .
Holland, J. S., 609 Central Ave . . .
Hurd, C. I., Central Ave
Hurd, Samuel F., 634 Central Ave . .
Jackson, Kobert, Watson street . . .
Jenness, C. L., Central Ave
Johnson, Samuel F., Grove street . .
Kenuard, B. F., Central Ave. and Hill






Littlefield, Cyrus, Locust street
Mathes, Valentine, Locust stre^et, five en
trances . '
>rclntyre. Mrs. Duncan, 12 ilt. Vernon st
Kobb. John, Court street
Smallcon, Xellie, 8 Fisher street . . .
Southwick, James H., Central Ave . .
Stevens, Wm. S., Central Ave., three
trances
Trickej', C. H., Trakey street
Trickey, C. H., I^ocust street












1893, RecM of C. W. Demeritt, coll .
1892. •• Geo. P. Demeritt, coll
1891, • C. W. Demeritt, coll
Insurance received from State . . .
Literarj' Fund, received from state.
Railroad Tax, received from State .
.Savings Bank, received from State













ISAAC F. ABBOTT, TREASURER,




Bridges, Wa-^hington Street 10,628 73
20
Cemetery $1,103: 75
Cemetery, special appropriation for improvement o1
old part of Cemetery '-^'20 00
Cemetery funds 202 00
Deposited in Strafford Savings Bank, income
only to be used, for benefit of lot ]S^o.
657, standing in name of John H. Gil-
man, received of S. X. Drew .... S50 00
Lot Xo. 101, Ave. K., received of Emma D.
Flagg 50 00
Lots Xo. 1216, 1217, 1818, 1219, standing in
name of R. A. Waldron ; received of
R. A. Waldron, Admr. of estate of
Martin and Juliet A. Waldron, twen-
ty-five dollars each; also, estate of
Mary Waldron, fifty dollars 100 03
Lot Xo. 304, standing in name of Joseph
Young, Thos. Spurling, Exr. of est.
of Caroline Young 2 00
§202 00
City of Dover Bonds, January, 1S03 y224.700 00
100 11,000 Bonds.
Xos. 1 to 100. inclusive .^100,000 00
200 .$500 Bonds.
Xos. 1 to 200, inclusive 100,000 00
75 $200 Bonds.
Xos. 1 to 75 inclusive 15 000 00
97 .$100 Bonds.
Xos. 1 to 28, inclusive 2,800 00
Xos. 32 to 100, inclusive 6,900 00
.$224,700 00
City of Dover Bonds, July, 1893 .si 0,000 00
10 $1,000 Bonds, Xos. 21 to 30, inclusive.
City Farm $51 22
City Hall 8,833 69
City Park 24 75
City .Stable .f 54
Cleaniiii;; school houses 98 35
Damage by dogs 247 55
Election expenses 1,044 19
Engineering department 3 84
Fire department 9.538 63
Fourth of July 36 50
Health 1,928 81
High School house addition 3,483 25
High^vays $18,333 51
Highways, Ash street culvert 158 50
Highways, Washington street culvert . . 197 25
Highways, Gage"s Hill 455 80
$19,145 06
Hydrants 4,480 75
Income, Cemetery funds 43 18
Savings Bank Books.
Paid for benefit of lots Xos. 2. 10. 75. 235,
459, 867, 81.50 each $9 00
J. H. York 1 50
Xos. 34 and 36, 2 25
Xos. 56, 72. 216, 278, 304. 503. 83.00 each . 18 00
Xo. 110 3 38
Xo. 142 1 12
Xo. 275 1 68
Xos. 376. 574. 82.00 each 4 00
Xo. 738 2 25
843 18
Income. Cemetery, Tredick Fund $72 80
Income, Charity. Currier Fund 50 00
Interest 82,522 19





Memorial Day 200 00
Military appropriation 400 00
Miscellaneous expenses 3,581 15
Xotes payable 75,540 00
Xote dated May 17, 1893, 6 mos $10,540 00
Xote dated June 5, 1893, 6 mos 30,000 00
Xote dated July 6, 1893, 5 mos 10,000 00




Printing and stationery "99 62
Public Buildings 953 68
Repairs of school houses 2,339 96
Salaries ^-^^^ -^
Schools '^26.020 00
Schools, evening schools 350 00
Schools, literary fund 2,018 01
Schools, text hooks 1,200 00
$29,588 01
Sewers $1,098 87
Sewers, Broadway brook 2,371 53
Sewers, Locust street 372 27
Sewers, New York street 5,284 80




Street sprinkling 835 00
Support of prisoners 1,116 72
Taxes, county 35,103 90
l^axes, state 22,525 00
23
VV^arming aucl li,2:hting city offices $1,022 20
Water works debt 22,500 00
.$565,044 22
IJalance oii hand $28,567 06
$593,611 28
Dover, X. 11. , December 30, 1893.
Kes|;e('tfully submitted,
ISAAC F. ABBOTT, Treasurer.
WATER WOKKS.
Dr.
1893, Jail. 1, To balauce from 1892 account $1,968 76
Dec. 30, Keceived of \V. D. Taylor. Supt . . . 26,200 00
$28,168 76
Or.
1893, Dec. 30, By Commissioner's checks . $24,572 74
Dec. 30, By balance on hand .... 3,596 02
$28,168 76
Dover. X. H., Dec. 30, 1893.
Respeclfullv submitted,
ISAAC F. ABBOTT, Treasurer.
ME.AIOKAXDIM OF FKOfEHTY IX THE HANDS OF THE CITV TKEAS-
UKER.
City of Dover.
330 shares Portsmouth & Dover R. 11. Stock.
Tl?i:ST FUNDS.
Tredick Fund, Cemetery $5,000 00
City of Portsmouth, four per cent, bonds, Xos. 102,
103, 104, 132 and 133, maturing January 1, 1907.
24
Cemetery Funds, Savings Bank Books, income for
benefit of lots
:
No. J. H. York
No. 2, Mrs. Timothy Emerson
No. 10, deposited by Betsey Weed in name of John
Weed
Nos. 34 and 36, Ave. E., deposited by Ephraim Jen-
kins, in name of Irene Cheney
No. 56, deposited b}- James Thurston. Exi-., in name
of Amanda M. Jaclison
No. 72, G. A. R. land,—Isaac G. Felker
No. 75, G. A. E. land, deposited by Thomas J. Ham.
in name of Sarah M. Ham
No. 101, Ave. K., Emma D. Flagg-
Nos. 107, 108, 109, 110, William S. Stevens, Jeremiah
Home and Cyrus Bangs
No. 142, Ave. A., deposited by Esther Banfield, in
name of Joshua Banfield .
Nos. 214, 216, deposited by Emily Colbath, in name
of Martha Guppy and King Colbath
No. 235, Stephen J. Marden
No. 275, deposited by Annie jM. Neal, in name of
Rev. J. S. Neal
Nos. 276, 278, George L. Shepley, Exr
No. 304, deposited by Thomas Spurling, Exr. of Est.
of Caroline Young, in name of Joseph Young.
No. 376, Elizabeth E. Smith and Edwin O. Hills . .
No. 459, Ehzabeth Foye
No. 503, deposited by W. F. Bodfish and others, Exr.
of Est. of Maria T. Eich
No. 574, deposited by Ephraim Jenkins, Exr. of Est.
of Joseph T'owle
Nos. 650, 651, 652, 653, deposited by Martha A. Kel-
ley, Exr., in name of Martha C. Pendexter . .




No. 738, Charles Whitney, Exr. of Est. of Abigail
Place . . • $84 86
No. 867, Abby V. Kicker 51 75
Nos. 1216, 1217, 1218, 1219, deposited by Richard A.
Waldron, Admr. of Est. of Martin and Juliet
A. Waldron and Mary Waldron 100 00
Dover, N. H., Dec. 30, 1893.
Respectfully submitted,
ISAAC F. ABBOTT, Treasurer.
Annual Report
OF THE
OVERSEER OF THE POOR.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
Gentlemen:—I hereby submit the following report as Overseer
of the Poor of the City of Dover for the year ending Dec. 31,
1893 :
EXPENDITURES.
Support of soldiers and families .SI, 764 51
Support of paupers and families 254 39
Kemoving paupers to Farm 4 00
K. R. fares 7 15
Transient 5 75
Medicine 2 45
C. A. Fairbanks 25 00
Salary of Overseer 100 00
$2,163 25
RECEIPTS.
Received of City 'JYeasurer $600 00
'' '' '• 1,563 25
$2,163 25
Respectfully submitted.
GEO. W. GRAY, Overseer of the Poor.
27
We, the undersigned, Joint Standing Committee on Finance
of the City of Dover, having audited, examined and investigated
the books, accounts and vouchers of George AY. Gray, Overseer
of the Poor of tlie city, tind all correct, with a just balance due






To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
Gentle7nen:—There are four suits pending against the city at
the present time, all of which are for alleged defects in highways.
At the September term of court the suit of Hari-iet A. Ricker
vs. the City was entered ''neither party."
The suits pending are known as follows :
IsTellie Davis vs. City of Dover.
Margaret Gorman vs. City of Dover.
Almira F. Gray vs. City of Dover.





JOSEPH W. GATE, President.
ARTHUB G. WHITTEMORE.
CHAS. A. FAIPRAXKS. Clerk.
-. Superintendent.
AVater Commissioners :
Jime 14. 1888, election of first Board of Water Commissioners
Charles A. Fairbanks, Term expired May 1, 1889.
Joseph W. Cate, '^ '' May 1, 1890.
Robert G. Pike.*
Arthur G. Whittemore, '' •• May 1, 1891.
Charles A. Fairbanks, " " May 1, 1892.
Joseph W. Cate, '' '' May 1, 1893.
Arthur G. Whittemore, Term expires May 1, 1894.
Charles A. Fairbanks, '' " May 1, 1895.
Joseph W. Cate, " '' May 1, 1896.
Resigned July 5, 1888 ; succeeded by Arthur G. Whittemore.
WATER COMMISSIONERS' REPORT.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :—
Gentlemen:—We hereby submit to you the sixth aunual report
of the Board of Water Commissioners for the year eudin^ De-
cember 31, 1893.
FINANCES.
In addition to our general statement of receipts and expendi-
tures, we have compiled an itemized statement of the expendi-
tures for the year 1893. Both statements are annexed and made
a part of this report, and marked appendices "A."" and "B."
Upon an examination of the same it will be found that the
net balance is $3,596.02. This is the largest balance in the history
of the Water Works. While the gross receipts do not equal in
amount the receipts of last year, this is accounted for in part by
the reduction of the hydrant rental. Early in the year there was
applied to the reduction of the water debt the sum of $22,500,
the same being premiums received on the Portsmouth and Dover
Railroad stock. As this reduction was made from a source out-
side of the regular income of this department, the Commission
deemed it equitable to give the city the benefit, and immediately
reduced the hydrant rental from $30 to $24 per hydrant, a sum in
the aggregate which equalled the amount of interest saved by
the reduction of the debt.
It is the purpose, also, of the Commission, to apply early in
the year 1894 the surplus income to a reduction of the debt.
WATER SUPPLY.
The rainfall has continued to be less than normal during the
last year, thereby keeping AVillaud Pond at a low level, which has
(as has been heretofore explained) been the occasion of giving a
slight taste to the water at certain seasons of the year. 'I'o rem-
31
cdy this the Board ha^ extended the supply pipe nearly a thous-
and feet into the pond. This extension has greatly improved the
quality of the water, and remedied in part the unpleasant taste.
If we are to have a continued drouth, and Willand Pond does
not increase itvS yield, then the matter of additional water supph^
will become one of vital importance.
The Kelley Springs and Barbadoes Pond have been mentioned
as a source for this additional supply. Upon investigation we
find that the additional amount of water that could be obtained
from this source is very limited, as nearly all the yield of the
springs is being consumed by water takers who have not changed
to the new system, and to add this source to the new system
would require pumps and pumping station, and the amount
which could be obtained would not justify the expenditure.
Before settling this question permanently it will be necessary
to investigate the source of suj^ply back of Barbadoes Pond, in
the town of Baniugton. We are in hopes, however, that the
coming season will show a larger amount of rainfall, and then
our present supply of water will be adequate for several years.
The monthly pumping record, showing the amount of water
pumped and consumed may be found in Appendix ''E.'*
The only break during the year, of a serious natuie, occurred
on the 17th day of January. This was a break in the main pipe
on Central Avenue, opposite the counting room of the Cocheco
Manufacturing Co., and owing to the promptness in closing the
valves, no great amount of damage was done.
We are pleased to report that the system is in first-class con-
dition, and it is the policy of the Board to keep it in as good con-







Dover. X. H., Dec. 80, 1893.
Li
Appendix A."
RECEIPTS AND EXPEKDITURES OF DOVER WATER
WORKS FOR 1893.
INDEBTEDNESS.
Notes due Strafford Savings Bank, bearing 4 1-4 per
cent, interest $332,500 00
Water debt, January 1, 1893 .$355,000 00
Water debt, January 1, 1894 332,500 00
RESOURCES.
Balance from 1892 .$1,968 76




Total expenditures for 1893 .$24,572 74
Balance to new account $3,596 02






(tENera l account .
Office expenses $122 20
MAINTENANCE.
General >?H,mH 97
Distribution pipiuj^; , 899 27
.\reter service 50 82
Pipe shop 84 70
Pumping station 2,796 21
Service pipes 297 06
$7,295 03
CONSTRUCTION.
Meters and meter service ,f699 55
Extensions and improvements 860 99
Service pipes 559 94







Jan. 3. 1. Pay roll, labor
35
Samuel Bon>er, for repairs
W. D. Taylor, salary
D. Foss & Son, for liiinl)er aud labor.
Cochet'O ^Ifg Co., labor aud bairginii-
at time of break in main pipe . .
G. B. Prescott, agent, iusiirauce . . .
IT. A. Kedfield, agent, insurance . . .
D. H. ^Veudell, agent, iusurauce . .
C. A. Tufts, agent, insurance ....
Mrs. Minna X. Foye, rent of stable •
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal
W. D. Taylor, salary
Pay roll, labor
Furbish c^ Spiune.v. lalior on drill*
and picks
B. et M. K. P.. freight
P. Haley <!t Co., coal
C. K. Hartford, salary
V. Mathes. grain
Frank Y. Fisher, salary
Lav.rence Machine Co. for pump au'l
tit tings
John T. Hill, cement
J. H. Seavey. shovels, screws, nails,
lead.etc 4-J 81
4"). John S. Clark, sawdust for packing
pipe at Sa^A•yer^s 31ills 2 00
Pay roll, labor -io 25
John J. (ionnan, damages
Mir. 7. 4S. Edgar M. Home, tyjxe writing . . .
X. E. T. it T. Co., u«e of telephone .
Pay roll, labor
7. r,\. W. D. Taylor, salary
7, Trl. Lirtl-tield, Frary l^' Co.. wash boAvl
au:l tittiiigs in city building . . .
14. oo. Pay roll, labor




May 2, 85. Pay roll, labor
2, 86. Somersworth Machine Co., castings,
pipe
2, 87. W. T. Perkins, asbestos packing, pipe,
"S. & W." cocks
B. & M. E. K., freight
W. D. Taylor, salary
Pay roll, labor
X. E. T. & T. Co., use of telephones .
Fay roll, labor
II. O. Stratton, lubricating oil ... .
Geo. P. Palmer, tripoli and cleaning
oil
B. & M. R. P., freight
Pay )-oll, labor
Pay roll, labor
Frank Y. Fisher, salary
C. K. Hartford, salary
June 1, 100. Strafford Savings Bank, interest . .
Tay roll, labor
W. D. Taylor, salary
V. Mathes, grain
Swarascot Machine Co., special fittings
Pay roll, labor
C. H. Triekey & Co., coal for pipe
shop
C. H. Triekey & Co., coal
Chapman Valve ^Ifg. Co., valves. .
Xed E. Stiles, printing
C. W. Smith, supplies
Sawyer Woolen Mills, lead
Eugene Davis, labor at pumping sta-
tion
Pay roll, labor
C. K. Hartford, salary
Pay roll, labor
Frank Y. Fisher, salary
9,
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June "27, 117. X. E. T. l^ T. Co., use of telephones . .$12 00
27, 118. N. E. T. &T. Co., use of telephones . 12 00
27, 119. Boston & Lockport Block Co., for re-
pairs ou piuiip 2 25
27. 120. (illchrist & Taylor, corporation cocks,
stop and wastes 84 87
27, 121, ^y. D. Taylor, 8upt., amounts paid
out for office expenses
E. &M. E. E., freight
J. W. Cate & Co., labor and supplies
.r. W. Cate, cash paid out for expen-
ses to Boston to select pump . . .
July 4. 125. I'ay roll, labor
Pay roll, labor
W. D. Taylor, salary
Straft'ord Sa\dng-s Bank, interest . .
Pay roll, labor
C. K. Hartford, salary
F. Y. Fisher, salary
Ned E. Stiles, printing
Samuel Bonser, labor
Geo L. Damon, Tr., furnace linings .
Clinton Iron Works, service boxes .
Chadwick I^ead Works, lead and lead
Pip*^
Pay roll, labor
Com. Cit}' 0])e)-a Building, rent of of-
fice
Aug. 1, 189. Pay roll, labor
N. E. T. & T. Co., use of ttdephones •
John IT. Kell(\v, rent of Kelley springs
Somersworth Machine Co., castings . 52
G. II. Churbuck, rent of stable ... 5 25
AValworth Mfg. Co., fn slide i>lugs for
boilers 80
Cocheco Mfg. Co., stula ash 5 27
W. D. Taylor, salary 83 88
27,
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Auii'. s, 147. Pay roll, labor
8, 148. J. W. Gate, salary on acct. 1898 vote .
8, 149. A. G. Whittemore, " " '' .
8, 150. C. A. Fairbanks, " " " .
15, 151. Thomson Meter Co., meters
15. 152. Pay roll, labor
15, 153. Straftbrd Saving'.^ Benk, interest . . .
•22. 154. Pay roll, labor
22, 155. B. & M. K. R., freight
22, 156.
.
H. D. Freeman, mdse
22, 157. Crew Levick Co., oil for pumping- sta-
tion
22, 158. O. W. Farrar, Tr., printing
29, 159. Pay roll, labor
29, 160. Geo. A. Webster, labor, cement and
brick, milling, fire brick
29, 161. Converse & Hammond, lumber, lime .
29, 162. Fi-ank Y. Fisher, salary
Sept. 5, 168. National Meter Co., meters
5, 164. Pay roll, labor
5, 165. C. II. Horton, binding
5, 166. Chas. K. Hartford, salary
12, 167. W. D. Taylor, salary
12, 168. Pay roll, labor . . ]
12, 169. E. S. Xowell, coll. taxes in Rollins-
ford




19, 172. Pay roll, labor
26, 178. Pay roll, labor
26, 174. F. Y. Fisher, salary
26, 175. C. K. Hartford, salary
26, 176. B. & M. E. P., freight
26, 177. X. E. T. & T. Co., use of telephones .
26, 178. " " " "
Oct. 8. 179. Pay roll, labor
10, 180. ^y. D. Taylor, salary
•124 00
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Oct. 10, 181. Gilchrist & Taylor, iueh aud inch and
quarter plain pipe
10, 182. Pay roll, labor
17, 183. Pay roll, labor
24, 184. Pay roll, labor
31, 185. ?^. E. T. & T. Co., use of telephones .
31, 186. Frank Y. Fisher, salary
31, 187. C. H. Trickey & Co., coal for pump-
ing station
31, 188. Geo. H. Churbuck, rent of stable . .
31, 189. Pay roll, labor
31, 190. C. K. Hartford, salary
Nov. 7, 191. J. W. Cate, salary on acct. 1893 vote.
7, 192. A. G. Whittemore, " '• "
7, 193. C. A. Fairbanks, '' " "
7, 194. W. D. Taylor, salary
7, 195. Samuel Bonser, labor on stop cocks
aud valves
7, 196. Pay roll, labor
14, 197. Pay roll, labor
14, 198. H. C. Grime, agent, insurance on pipe
shop
21, 199. Pay roll, labor
21, 200. C. H. Trickey & Co., coal for pump-
ing station
. 28, 201. F. Y. Fisher, salary
28, 202. C. K. Hartford, salary
28, 203. Pay roll, labor
28, 204. B. & M. E. R., freight
Dec. 5, 205. Pay roll, labor
5, 206. E. B. Lane, stationerj^, etc
5, 207. W. D. Taylor, salary
12, 208. Pay roll, labor
12, 209. Somersworth Machine Co., supplies .
12, 210. Catherine Sarstield, damages ....
19, 211. Pay roll, labor
^55 21
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1>('0. T.t, -ll-l. W. I). Taylor. Supt.. Minoniits paid
out for supplies .$15 85
19, 2U. Xed E. Stile:s, priuting 2 25
19, 214. Geo. P. Burleigh, horse shoeius; . . 18 95
26, 215. J. B. Folsom & Co., oil, benziue, ete. 8 56
26, 216. . C. K. Hartford, salary 50 00
26, 217. Frank Y. Fisher, salary 100 00
26, 218. \y. A, Morrill, window shailes ... 2 00
26, 219. l.n. Williams ct Sons, belting, gas-
kets 24 05
.26, 220. Foote & Suell, nidse 4 60
26, 221. Pay roll, labor 22 95
26, 222. Com. City ()pera Building, rent, bal-
ance 180 00
Total 824.572 74
Total amount collected $26,200 00
Balance from 1892 1.968 76
Total $28,168 76
Expended , 24,572 74
Balance on hand in Citv Treasury 83.596 02
Appendix "C."
RECEIPTS.
The following is a correct statement ol cash received at the
Superintendent's office from Januar}' 1, 1893, to December 31,
1893
:
Water Eates due July 1, 1889 $5 00
July 1, 1890 7 50
Jan. 1, 1891 4 67
July 1, 1891 48 52
Jan. 1, 1892 243 40
July 1, 1892 767 74
Jan. 1, 1893 10,566 93
July 1, 1893 7,864 01
Jan. 1, 1894 1,120 11
Meters 482 07
Repairs of Meters 19 75
Stock and labor 445 95
Service rates 146 74
Rent of hydrants 4,480 75
,-^26,203 14
Balance Dec. 31, 1892 88 25
^26,291 39
l^aid City Treasurer {^26,200 00
Balance on hand December 31, 1893 91 39
,<ii;26,291 39
The following statement shows the amount of cash received
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trom all sources at the Superinteadent's office from January 1,
1889, to December 31, 1893 :










1893 • 26,200 00




During: tlie yeai- 2000 feet of 1 iiu'li pipe luis been cement
lined.
Fortj'^-one new services have been laid.
The total amount of service pipe laid ^n 1893 is 8051 feet and 7
inches. 512 feet and 4 inches laid in Pine Hill Cemetery, 348 feei
4 inches in spur lines, and 2190 feet and 11 inches in services.
Amount of service pipe laid to date is 74,591 feet and B inch-
es, or 14 miles and 671 feet.
Number of services laid to date, 1(;07.







Stand Pipes for Street Spriuklino;




ino: the veai- 1893.
INVENT* >HV, l'r:MPIN(; STATION. JAN. 1, 1894,
1 axe.
175 lbs. ash soda.
1 air pump.
30 feet boards, soft pine.








15 barrows, wood. old.




1 can, 5 gallon oil.




1 engine, compound condensing.
2 fronts, patent water.
4 glolies, lantern.
Hose, 1 1-2 inch, 100 feet.




1 ladder, 18 feet.




Oil, polishiug, 2 qirnrts.
Oil, cylinder, 35 gallons.
Oil, machinery, 35 gallons.
Oil, kerosene, 3 gallons.
1 pmnp, tin oil.
1 pump, boiler feed.
1 pick.
3-8 packing, 5 pounds.
4-8 packing, 5 pounds.





1 shovel, long handle.










.MONTHLY KECOKD OF PIMPIXG SERVICE.
Audit
Accounts of the Water Department.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :—
The undersigned, appointed to audit the aceouut>i of the \Va-
ter Department of the City f<»r the year 1893, respectfully rei)<)r1
as follows
:
We have examined the books and aceuunts of tlie Commis-
sioners, kept by Chai'les A. Fairbanks, Clerk of said Board, and
find them properly kept, correctly cast, and voucliers approved
by tlie Commissionei'S.
^Ve have examined the accounts of tlie Superintendent of snid
Water Works, and find the same correct, with propei- voucher?!
for all payments made to the several departments.
AVe have also examined the books of the City Treasurer, and
find a balance of thirty-five hundred ninety-six, 2-100 dollars, as





Dover, N.H., .Tan. "iO. 1S1)4.
Annual Report
OV THE
Chief Engineer of Fire Department
Getitlenien:— I have the honor to ?iiihiiiit, for consideration,
trhe annual report of this department for the fiscal year ending
December 81, 1893, showing" lists of otheers and companies, to-
gether with inventory of property, locality of reservoirs, hy-
drants and alarm boxes.
It is usual to generalize in making a paper of this kind. 1
am not disposed to do anj^thing of the sort. The duties of a tire
engineer are very clearly set forth in the laws of the State, and
the ordinances of the City. For thfe proper execution of these
duties powei- has been provided. I have exercised it, and you,
who elected me, have not waited till now to learn the results.
The expenses have somewhat exceeded the expectations of
the Joint Committee. In view of the fact that the cost of inau-
gurating the new methods could not be altogether foreseen, this
is not surprising.
In April the department was reorganized by disbanding the
steamer companies, and forming three hose companies. A rea-
souable decree of success has been secured.







Second Assistant Engineer and Clerk,
Herbert A. Caxney.
Steward and Driver of Central Station,
James A. Thompson.
Steward and Driver of Hose Co., No. 2,
William Rand.
Steward aud Driver of Hose Co. No. 3.
Louis H. Steuerwald.
Driver of Lincoln H. &= L. Truck,
Wesley B. Sterling.
Driver of Fountain S. F. E. No. 3,
Oliver W. Coleman.
Engineers of Steamers,
Fountain, No. 3.—AVm. P. Hilliard.
J. S. Abbott, X(). 4.—Eii«?ene Smart.
Cocheco,No. 2.—James Stevens.
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Lincoln Hook cr' Ladder Co. No. i.
Foieniau. \V. J. Miirniy. HO Fir.^t Street.
A.«fiistaut, J. :M. Vaniey, 17 Hill Street.
Clerk, W . 11. Foss, 81 Court Street.
Steward, A, W. Willaud, i> Twoiiibly Sti-eet.
Mt'iiilxMs—F. Goodwin, 4 lieservoir Street.
F. Ty. Brackett, 20 Lincoln Street.
T. .1. liObinsou, 18 Essex Street.
C. M. Baker, J) 1--2 Sixth Street.
T. F. Drew, 80 First Street.
H. H. Decatur, '25 Chestnut Street.
\\\ II. Ham. •K'i Portland Street.
C. F. Hammond. 18 East Brick Street.
AV. King, 94 Third Street.
T. H. Levett, o Chestnut Street.
C. Mitchell, 12 Everett Street.
A. M. Nutter. 26 Fifth Street.
F. E. Xasou, .55 St. Thomas Street.
J. Smith. 25 Court Street.
\V. I. Vennor, 3 Hose House.
\\. S. Yountj. 100 ^Vashinii*t(>n Street.
Hose Co. Xo. I, Orchard Street.
Foreman, E. H. Brown, 3 Silver Street.
Assistant. ^I. ^IcGuinness. 80 Payne Street.
< lerk. N. H. Youuii:, 3 P. P. Avenue.
Hosemen—G. P. Burleigh, 111 Silver Street.
E. I. Burnham, 31 Atkinson Street.
J. F. Felker, 14 Cushing Street.
^I. Kidney. 105 Payne Street.
E. I. Stackpole, 70 Central Avenue,
F. Stackpole, 70 Central Avenue.
G. McKeuuu. 404 Ontral Avenue.
J. Home. f)l Central Avenue.
S. Abl)ott. 202 Aikinsim Street.
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F. Scribner, 28 First Street.
W. Frye, 13 Kirldajid Street.
J. E. Leizer, 30 Cushiug Street.
Hose Co. No. 2, Fifth Street.
Foreman, G. A. Swain, 8 Franklin Court.
Assistant, X. U. Drew, 62* Sixth Street.
Clerk, VV. H. Walker, 53 Fifth Street.
Hosemen—E. M. Foss, 2 Lothrop's Court.
H. K. Leig-hton, 10 Home Street.
C. H. Moore, 59 Portland Street.
O. L. Fernald, 21 Everett Street.
'
C. H. Merrill, 8 Home Street.
C. E. Clark, 37 Fifth Street.
W. S. Buruham, 547 Central Avenue.
Hose Co. No. j, Sawyer's Mills.
Foreman, C. E. Burnham, 3 South Pine Street.
Assistant, H. H. Sterling, 11 Union Street.
Clerk, C. E. Clark, 175 Locust Street.
Hosemen—F. O. Coleman, 143 Locust Street.
J. F. Brown, 13 Fisher Street.
E. Grimes, 10 Burnham's Court.
J. McDonougli, 228 Locust Street.
C. C. Swain, 76 Central Avenue.
G. E. 0':Neil, 77 Central Avenue.
C. E. Smart, 187 Locust Street.
CockeCO Hose Co.
Engineer, E. E. Koberts.
First Assistant, A. G. Ham
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Secourl Assistuat, .J. S. Duine.
Clerk, Wm. E. Whitely.
Hosemen
—
C. H. Brown, J. McEwan, B. Hughes, J. F. Slo-
per, J. W. Fogs, J. S. Holland, G. W. Stacy, M. I. Hayes, C. Hol-
land, G. W. Shapleio-h. W. G. Osborne, W. L. Boston, C. H. Shap-
leio-h, S. H. Biekford. A. Tliompsou, B. T.yueh, J. Hughes, E.
Smith, J. S. Clafk, ^X. R. Clark, G. W. Clark, C. H. Clark, O. R.
Clark, B. McCauu, W. (^>uinlan, T. Curry, P. Murphy, J. Sullivan,
E. Lord, J. Cook, J. Sennlon, J. E. Dame, F. A. Stone, G. E.
White. J. Abrams, l\ Sullivan, G. L. Willand, H. Went^\'orth.
Stokers of Steamers,
Fountain. Xo. 8. Alonzo Yv^hitehouse.
J. S. Abbott, Xo. 4, John D. Babb.
AFPAKATU8.
Cocheco No. 2 steamer, located at Central Station; built by
Amoskeag Mfg. Co. in 1886.
Fountain Xo. 3 steamer, located at Central Station ; built by
Amoskeag Mfg. Co. in 1875.
J. S. Abbott Xo. 4 steamer, located at Hose House Xo. 2;
built by Amoskeag Mfg. Co. .in 1884.
Cataract Xo. 4, located at City Stable; built by Hunneman in
1847.
Lincoln Hook & Ladder Truck, located on First street ; built
hj Abbott Downing Co. in 1889.
One two-horse hose wagon, Xo. 1, located at Central Station
:
built hy -Abbott Downing Co. in 1892.
One one-horse hose wagon, Xo. 2, located on Fifth street
;
built by Abbott Downing Co. in 1892.
One one-horse hose wagon located at Sawyer's 3Jills; built by
Abbott Downing Co. in 1888.
One one-horse hose reel located at the Citj^ Stable; l)uilt by
Amoskeag Mfg. Co. in 1865.
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T\vo-liO]-st' sii])ply wa,ii-()U locMted ;it (Viitnil StatiDii: builr by
II. A. VVortheniM 1882.
'J'wo-horse hose .sleig-h located at Central Station.
• One-horse hose sleio;]! located on Fifth street.
One-horse hose sleij^h located at Sawyer's ^Fills.
This apparatus is all in g'ood working- order.
There are 1*2,800 fopt of cotton hos<' in x\io ^pveral dcitart-
n^ents, as follows
:
5,400 feet at Cocheco Mfg. Co.
2,000 feet at Sawyer's Mills.
•2,900 feet at Central Station.
1,000 feet at hose house Xo. 2.
1,000 feet at hose house Xo. H.
2.000 feet of condemned hose at City Sta])h'.
o lengths of condemned suction hose at City Stable.
HOi;>ES.
There are four horse-; in the depa!-tiueut as follows:
One pair that h-.iuls hose wagon Xo. 1, located on Orchard
Street.
One horse tlmt hauls hose wagon Xo. '2, located on Fifth St.
One horse that hauls hose wagon No. 8. located on c<mjii:i1
Avenue. \u\\v S;iwyei-"s Mill><.
IIOISKS.
Lincoln il. Sc L. House, located on First Strcel. This hoiist-
is in a vvry \w.)v condition; having no undcri»inning ir has settled
until it is fourreen inciies below the sidewalk, and the water from
the sidewalk and f^aves runs into the house. It is an unfit piaee
to keep horses an<l apparatus.
Central Fire Station, located on Orchard St icet . This !)uild-
ing is of In-ick, and. with a lew sliglit repairs, would uiai^e a
model fij-e station.
Hose House No. 2, located on Filth Street. Hiis iiouse was
remodeled last vear and is in a fail- condition.
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llo-f !f(Mi-(' X(». l], looatfd on Ceutrnl Axhuiic. iicii- S.-iw yci-''^
MilN. i- ;i n"\v lioust* ])uilt la«t year.
I.'M'ATION OF FIRE ALAK':M lioXKS.
Box NO.
7. cftnier ( 'ocheeo ;ui(l School streets.
S, '• Payne an'l Hanson streets.
13, near American Honse.
15, corner Broadway and St. John streets.
16, •* Portland and Es^^ex streets.
17, '' Broadway and Xew York streets.
11), •• Broadway and Hill streets.
21. Fir«r street, near H. & L. honse.
28. Boston (fe Maine de])ot.
24. coniHj- (rrove and Fonrth streets.
'2('k " Central Avenne and Sixth street.
27, •• Hongii and Grove streets.
28, •• Central Avenue and Hill street.
29, Central Avenue, near Harrison Haley's house,
81, corner Central Avenue and St. Thomas street.
82. '" Central Avenue and Orchard street.
84. •• Central Avenue and Silver street.
85, •• Spring: aid Locust streets.
87, •• Central Avenue and Locust street.
38, Central Avenue, near John Scott's house.
42, corner Washington and Belknap streets.
45, •• NVashington and Lexington streets.
46, •' Silver and Atkinson streets. •
47, " Washington and Arch streets.
51, '* Mt. Pleasant and South Pine streets.
824, Sawyer's L'l^per Mill.
825, Sawyer's Lower Mill.
FIKK ALARM.
One tower striker attached to City Opera House bell.
One tower striker attached to Central Avenue Baptist ('lunch
])ell.
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Oue tower striker attached to Sawyer's Mill bell.
One steam gong attached to the Williams belt factory
RESEIIVOIR8.
North Side.
One on Chapel street.
One on Portland street.
Two on Broadway.
One corner of Sixth street and Central Avenue.
One on Central Avenue.
One on Reservoir street.
One corner Houg-h and Maple streets.
One on Chestnut street.
One corner of Grove and Fourth streets.
Tw o at the High School house.
Three on €entral Avenue bridge.
Fourth street bridge.
One on New York street.
Two at Garrison Hill.
South Side.
One corner Walnut and Washington sti'eets.
One corner Belknap and Washington streets.
One on Washington street.
One on Hale street.
One on Silver street.
One on Locust street.
One on Mt. Pleasant street.
Two on Tuttle Square.
One on Court street.
One on Pleasant street.
HYDKANTft FOR 8TKA.MKHS.
One on Atkinson street.
Two on Hale street.
Six on Locust street.
Two on Pavne street.
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Two ou Washiugton street.
One ou Folsom street.
'I'wo at Pine Hill.
LIST OF FIUES AND Ai.AKMS DL KIN<4 1893, WITH LOSSES AND
INSURANCE.
Jail. 17, 6.55 P. ai., box 16: wooden building on Essex street,
owned and occupied by John True as a carpenter shop ; damage
to building, SlOO ; insurance paid,' 6100 : damage to contents, $200
;
insurance, none ; cause of fire, defective stove funnel.
Feb. 1, 9.30 a. m.. still alarm; wooden building on Waldron
street, owned by H. A. AVorthen, and occupied by Wm. Harkley
uo damage done.
Feb. 9, 10.42 p. M., box 31 ; vrooden building owned by Straf-
ford County, situated at the County Farm, four miles from this
city, and occupied as an Asylum for the Insane; the building and
contents were a total loss ; 41 persons perished in the flames
cause of fire', unknown.
March 14, 4.20 a. .m., engineer's call; cause of alarm, a call
for aid fi-om the town of Exeter; sent S. F. E. Cocheco Xo. 2,
with hose and 12 men.
March 21, 6.30 a. m., box 324; brick biiilding on Mill street,
owned by Sawyer Woolen Co., and occupied by them as a woolen
mill ; no damage ; cause of fire, unknown.
June 3, 8.45 p. M., still alarm; caused by burning brush on
Broadway; no damage.
June 15, 8.15 P. M., box 13: wooden building on Franklin
Square, owned by Martha S. Tash, and occupied by ^Mary A. Ma-
son, tenant, and W. P. Page, boot and shoe store ; damage to
building. .845 ; insurance paid, .$45; damage to contents, $296.91:
insurance paid, .8296.91 ; cause of fire, unknov.n.
July 4, 9.25 P. M., box 13 ; wooden building on Chapel street.
owned by Mrs. Pichard Kay, and occupied by Frederick Girard ;
flamage to building, 82.50; insurance paid, 82. .50: damage to con-
tents, none; cause of fire, sky rockets.
July 15, 2.11 p. SI., engineer's call: caused by fire in Bellamy
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woods, owned by C. 11. Sawyer and Mi
age, ^20; cause of fire, uuknown.
July 21, 1.20 P. M., still alarm on Broadway; eaused bj^ burn-
ing brush on land of B. & M. H. R. ; no damage; cause of fire,
unknown.
July 24, 3.49 A. M,, box 81 : wooden building on Central A\e-
nue, ow ned by John Holland, and occupied by John Cunningham
as a boot and shoe store, Albert Goodwin, marl)le shop, and Epis-
copal societj^ vestry; damage to building, .$200; insurance paid.
$200 ; damage to contents, $369 ; insurance paid, )$3G9 ; cause of
fire, supposed to be incendiary.
Aug. 15, 11.15 A. M., engineer's call; cause of alarm being the
burning of brush and cord wood on the land of John Watson on
Mt. Pleasant; loss, .$25; cause of fire, unknown.
Aug. 19, 9.36 P. M., box 31; brick building on Central Avenue,
ownied by Belknap society, and occupied by Colbath Bros., meat
market, Hayes & Hodgdon, grocery store, and Belknap society
;
damage to building, $3,237; insurance paid, ,$3,237 ; damage to
contents, $565.67: insurance paid, $565.67;^ cause of fire in-
cendiary.
Aug. 20, 1.25 A. M., box 31 ; second alarm for a fire in the tow-
vv of the Belknap church; cause of fire, incendiary.
Aug. 20. 3.15 A. :\i., box 31 ; brick building on Central Avenue,
owned by the Orthodox societj^, and occupied by them as a
church ; cause of fire, some paper and other material under the
cellar stairs, being set by some unknown person ; no damage.
Sept. 2, 10.32 p. M., box ^1 ; wooden building on Central Ave-
nue, and known as Bracew^ell Block; owned by John Bracewell,
and occupied as stores on the first fioor and ofiices above; dam-
age to building, $562.50; insurance paid, $562.50; damage to con-
tents, $795; iusui-ance i)aid, $725; cause of fire, supposed to be
incendiary.
Sei)t. 20. 4. 25 a. .'\i., box 32; w^ooden building on Central Av-
enue, owned by John S. (Jlass, and occupied by Mrs. Stackpole,
tenant, and George H. iiiddle, bakery; damage to building, $275;
insurance paid, .l!;275; dainnge to contents, $S30; insurance paid,
$830; c.iusp. of fire, incendiarv.
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Oct. 2l\ 11.89 A. M., box 32; wooden biiilditi«; on Wasliioo-ton
street, owned by Theodore W. Woodman, and occupied by James
Gray and Mrs. Dadonreau, tenants: damai^e to binldino-, .SI. 75;
uninsured ; damage to contents, none ; cause of fire defective
chimney.
Nov. 2, 12.39 A. M., box 31 ; wooden building- on Central Ave-
nse, owned by John Holland, and occupied by John Cunning'ham,
boot and shoe store, Albert Goodwin, marble shop, and the Epis-
copal society as a vestry ; damage to building, -$121; insurance
paid, $121 ; damage to contents, i$375 ; insurance paid, $375 ; cause
of fire, incendiary.
ISTov. 13, 5.48 r. :m., box 23; wooden building on Third street,
owned by Thomas PTenderson, and occupied by Michael Sullivan,
tenant ; damage to building, $2 ; insurance paid, $2; damage to
contents, $5: uninsured; cause of fire, children playing with
matches.
Number of Bell Alarms 14
Number of Still Alarms 3
Numiier of Engineer's Calls 3
Total 20
Total amount of losses for 1893 .$8,028 33
Amount of insurance paid 7,706 58
Net loss above insurance paid 321 75
In conclusion I would beg leave to state that the needs of this








To His Honor the Mayor and City Councils of the City <u'
Dover :—
Gentlemen:— \ herewith submit my report from May 1st to
Dec. 31st
:
Appropriation for highways 817,000 00
My predecessor expended, according- to the treasu-
rer's report 7,616 86
Beside outstanding bills, leaving a balance May 1st . 9,383 24
The out districts have expended 2.580 98
Hay and grain 550 00
Teamsters 1,700 00
Blacksmith's bills, for shoeing horses and repairing
carts and tools 150 00
Repairing harnesses 25 00
Superintendent and horse 666 64
Cutting down and repairing Gage's hill 455 80
Fjorest street extension, graded, juid sidewalk built
east side ....'.... 200 00
Nathaniel Twombly, putting up street signs, railings,
repairing plank walks, and material for same . 94 00
Cutting hay on city fai-m and city i)ark 100 00
Paid for gravel 100 00
Hardware bills 75 00
Stone culvert on Ash stfe,et 308 40
Kxpeuded on stre(^ts 2.896 i^^'^
6i
We have built a stone culvert across the upper end of Wash-
ington street, over the Coffin brook, 62 feet long, capacity 4x6
feet, at a cost of §464.93. This was paid for by a vote of the City
Councils, $196.50 being transferred from the Broadway brook ap-
propriation, and and $268.43 from the sewer appropriation.
Broadway brook stone culvert appropriation, 83,000.—From
Broadway to Ham street, 266 feet, the capacity of culvert 3x4
feet ; from Ham almost to Baker street, a distance of 32.5 feet, the
capacity 3x3 feet, 2 inches. We laid a branch to connect with the
one under Y. Mathes' house, a distance of 75 feet, capacity 3x3
feet, 6 inches. The culvert is 666 feet long, and all of it laid on
j)lank and mud sills.
COST.
Transferred by vote of City Councils to X. Y. street
sevrer 8284 80




Entrance fees for 1893 975 00
Total 81,975 00
Locust ssreet sewer, extended from Fisher street, 760
feet, 12 inch pipe 8620 71
Trakej^ street fi'om Locust, where it connects into a
large brick chimney, 340 feet, 10 inch pipe . . 193 50
Watson street sewer, extended 100 feet, 8 inch pipe . 54 25
Transferred to Washington street culvert 268 03
We have set 28 inlets to take surface water.
Sidewalk and crossing appropriation, 82,000. Bought 1076






Joint Standing Committee on Streets,
Sewers and Drains.
The annual report of the Superintendent of Streets will
contain a general accounting for the amounts appropriated. Your
committee, however, deem it proper to refer to the two large
sew^er enterprises of the year. The sum of -$8000 was put into
the annual appropriations for completion of New York street
sewer, and a beginning on the Broadway brook. The amount of
the expenditure for both is ^7,553.17.
The details of cost will appear in the report of the Joint
Standing Committee on Finance. As to the New York street
sewer, it may be said, we began at a point near the line of Thom-
as Brown on the Avenue, and continued towards Garrison Hill, a
distance of about 2000 feet. After going about one half the way,
we struck a large tire department reservoir. We decided to go
through it, using 16 inch iron pipe, and making solid joints. In
order to do this, we were obliged to cut through the two end
walls, and two partitions of brick. And it became necessary to
build brick piers to hold the pipe in place. Tln-ee man-holes were
put in along the line to make it convenient in cleaning. We have
gone about one-half the way up Garrison Hill. Finally, four
chimneys were constructed to cany off the surface water from
the hill.
As to the Broadway brook sewer. VV^^ began at a point on
land owned by Lucien B. i^e.gg^ and proceeded a distance of 2(>6
feet, to Ham street. The main sewer is 4x3 feet ; the extension to
Baker street, a distance of 325 feet, 3x2 feet.
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We have also built a branch from Ham street, on the property
of Valentine ]\[athes, a distance of 75 feet ; size, 3x3 1-2 feet.
This was deemed necessary, and properly completes the job.
In constriictiuo; this sewer we have taken the utmost care to
do a o-ood job, laying all the stones in cement. We have made
an entrance place for each house along the route, and provided








Joint Standing Committee on City Park.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover:—
In what does the utility of a breathing place in a city con-
sist? We mean, of course, what may strictly be called a public
open place—not a square or parade, but set apart as a pleasure
ground for a busy people.
Is it not, first of all, that such a spot should be easily accessi-
ble? It may be large or small, it may command a landscape of
farms, a view of shaded streets and rows of houses, but it must
be more to tempt those tired of the wayworn life of sidewalks.
—
namely, easy to reach.
Now, this applies to our City Park on Garrison Hill. Posses-
sing superior natural advantages, the approaches are faulty, inad-
equate and dangerous. Your committee came into control of an
appropriation of fifty dollars, with the understanding that the
highway department would look out for the approaches. The
fact is patent to everybody that the general condition of the Park
is a disgrace to the city. We have accomplished nothing; to have
tried would have run the cit}' into debt.
For sevenil years the grounds and buildings liave uot been
inviting to those who cannot afford time and money to I'ide to and
from Burnett Park.
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Indeed, the condition of this piece of public property is such,
that your committee is forced to the conclusion that either we
were duped in the purchase, or we have been wilfully negligent
of the people's interest.
Respectfully submitted, Dec. 31, 1893.
John Killoren,
J. Frank Stevens,
Joint Standing Committee on City Park.
City Farm.
The appropriation for this department was fixed at two hun-
dred dollars. The expenditure has been §52.30. It is difficult to
understand why the care of this property is not joined to the du-
ties of the street department. Its product is annually taken by
the street superintendent, and makes uo showing or offset for the
expense incurred.
The account for 1893 stands as follows
:
Consolidated Lio;ht & Power Co
F. E. Cassidy
Consolidated Light & Power Co
Dover \\ater VV'orks
F. E. Cassidy





To THE City Cou>cils of the City of Dover:
|
Gentlemen:—I submit herewith a report of the Police Depart-
ment for the year ending Dec. 31, 1893.
The police force consists of the following- officers, viz.
:
Marshal—James Fogerty.
Assistant Marshal—James W. Robinson.
Day Police—Charles E. Stevens, Thomas W. Wilkinson.
Night Police—Thomas Fody, William Tibbetts, Walter S.
Sterling, William A. Brownell, Thomas Marcotte.
In April, Edward A. Willand tendered his resignation as As-
sistant Marshal, and James Robinson was elected for his unex-
pired term.
Thomas Marcotte was at the same time elected night officer
to fill the vacancy caused by the promotion of James W. Robin-
son to the position of assistant marshal.
The number of arrests for the year have been 577, of which
number 535 have been males and 42 females.
These arrests have been for the following causes :
Drunkenness 352
Violation of liquor law 89
Assault 45
Disorderly conduct 20
Keeping open on Sundaj^ 1]
Breaking and entering 1]
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Larceny 10
Keeping" open after 10 p. ii 6
Bathing in compact part of city •••... 4
Truants 8
Bastardy 3
Brawl and tumult 3
Selling liquor 2




Disturbing religious meeting 1
Disturbing school 1
Obstructing B. & M. R. R 1
Selling stolen- property 1
Malicious injury to property 1
Defrauding public hotels 1
Safe keeping 1
Passing bogus check 1
Threatening bodil}- harm 1
Over-driving a horse 1
Enticing a female child 1
577
These arrests havf beei! fii^jiosed of a* follows:
Paid fine and costs 242
Discharged without trial Hi
Committed to jail HI
Discharged by ordei- of court 43
('ommlited to house of correction 3S
Disclosetl and discharged 22
Laid oil tile on taking i)ledgo 20
Bound over to Supreme Court 1J>
Sentence suspended on IcJiving city 14
Sentence suspended during good bcliavioi- 14
Sentence suspended 10
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DelivcM-ed to out of town officers 11
Appeals . . • • • 10
Quashed 5
Settled by agreemeut, (parties married) 2
Gommitted to X. H. Industrial School 3
Bail forfeited . 1
Continued 1
577
Number of doo;s found without license and killed .... 9
Number of lodgers at police station 520
AVhich is sixteen less than for the year 1892, notwithstanding
the hard times that have existed the past year.
There have been 268 complaints investigated, where no arrests
were made.
The doors of 49 stores have been found open by night officers
and owners notified.
Property to the value of 8300, lost or stolen, has been recov-
ered and returned to the owners.
There have been 7 lost cliil;lren found and returned to their
parents.
There have been two bodies of parties drowned in the Coche-
eo river recovered by the officers.
I have collected from costs and fines 83,526.48. Of this sura
I have paid 8540.33 for complaints and warrants, witnesses, cart-
ing, etc., and the balance, 82,986.15, I have paid into the City
Treasury. A detailed statement of which I have submitted to
the City Councils at everj^ monthly meeting.
In addition to the above sum, the Clerk of the Police Court
has collected and paid to the city .$129.12, making a net income to
the city from the Police Department of $3,115.27, the largest sum
ever paid to the city in any year by this department.
At the close of this term I shall have served the city nine
years in the capacity of City ZSFarshal.
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I wish to extend to the Chief Engineer of the Fire Depart-
ment, George E. Varney, my thanks for the assistance he has ren-
dered in aiding the force to ferret out the causes of the fires that
have occurred during his term of office.
I wish also to express my thanks and appreciation of the
kindness and assistance rendered me by all city officials that have







Joint Standing Committee on Repair of
School Houses.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
Gentlemen:—We have the honor to submit the Annual Eeport
of the Johit Standing Committee on Eepair of School Houses for
the year ending Dec. 31, 1893.
Only a brief review of the work accomplished during the past
year by this Committee is presented.
AVe have had in charge two appropriations : 1 . Cleaning
School Houses. 2. Repair of School Houses.
CLEANING. .
For years preceding the appropriation has been $250.00. For
this sura it has been possible to wash all the woodwork of the
buildings once a year, and to cleanse the vaults twice.
In these days of increased attention to hygienics, this expense
would seem to be warranted. The appropriation for 1893 was
fixed at one hundred dollars. We have economically expended
this sum, but, as might be expected, failed to do all that was re-
quired. The rest of the work was performed by order of the
School Committee. It seems to us that the appropriation should
be large enough to allow the work to be performed in a thorough
manner by your committee, or else you should add to the regular
school appropriation the amount you think required.
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REPAIRS.
TwentT-five hundred dollars was called for, two thousand was
granted. Of the sum placed at our disposal. 8591.04 has gone for
water rates, as follows :
High School 870 00







Pine Hill 5 00
These rates are fixed by the water commission, and we have
no discretion in the matter. We call the attention of the councils
for 1894 to this fact, and beg leave to recommend that a special
appropriation be made for payment of water rates for the several
departments of the city.
PRINCIPAL ITEMS OF EXPENDITURE.
Concreting walks, tinting ceilings and renewing blackboards.
New fence at Sawyer building and providing. water for the house
at Pine Hill. Necessary repaii-s have been made at Garrison Hill
and Lower Xeck.
Doing the best we could, there appears to be an overrun of
$50.00.
Early in the year, a portion of the supporting wall of the
Sherman house yard gave way. A special appropriation of four
hundred dollars was made. AVe found it possible to complete the
necessary repair at an expense of two hundred and thirtj -six
60-100 dollars.




Joint Standing Committee on Repair of School Houses.
Report
OF THE
Building Committee of Addition to High
School House.
To THE ( ITV CorNCIL? OE THE CiTY OF DOVER :
—
'llie Buildms: Committee of the addition to the Higli School
house beg leave to make tiieir report :
The City Councils adopted a resolution Dee. 1, 1892, authoriz-
ing the exf>enditure of three thousand five hundred dollars in the
building and furnishing of an addition to the'High School housei
in accordance with a plan submitted by the School Committee:
and a building committee was appointed, consisting of Messrs. A,
G. Xeal of the Board of Aldermen. A. P. Folsom and J. F. Stev-
ens of the Common Council. T. TV. Woodman and Eev. J. P.
Sheafe of the School Committee. This committee organized Dec.
'.». 1S92. by the choice of Alderman Xeal as chairman, and Chan-
ning Folsom as clerk. Early in 1898, Alderman Chas. L. Picker
was added to the BuiMing Committee.
In March Mr. Xeal resigned as a member of the committee,
and ^Ir. T. AV. Woodman was elected chaiiTnan.
The plans for the building were prepared by architect A. T.
Pamsdell. who superintended the construction.
Dec. 14, 1892. the contract for excavating, and for putting in
cellar, foundation and underpinning, was awarded to D. and C. P.
Chesley for two hundred sixty-nine dollars (8269.00.)
Dec. 21. 1892. the contract for completing the building was




Feb. 7, 1893, the coutract lor pipiug;, radiators, etc., was
awarded to Walter Perjiins for three hundred dollars, (.*?300.00)
the committee concluding that the boiler of the main building was
of sufficient capacity to heat the additional rooms.
As the work progressed, it became evident to your committee
that changes could be made in the details of the plans, wliich
would result to the advantage of the school, llie resulting alter-
ations increased the amounts to be paid to the contractors, as will
be seen in the financial statement hereinafter given.
The addition, as completed, contains two rooms, each about
thirty-six feet square, the height of story being tlie same as in the
main building.
The lower rcsoni is farni:-ihed with individual desks. Noi-mal.
Nos. 1 and '2, with movable chairs. The room in the second siory
is finished and furnirJied as a chemical laboratory, with c(mveu-
ieu(,'es for a class of Uveuty-six pupils to do praclical work.
It is the imanimous opinion of the teachers of the High
school, and of the members of the School Comiuittee, that the ad-
dition is invaluable in Viw sclii)ol work, mailing it possible for our
High school to compHJ'e f:ivorai)ly with othc]- similar institutions.
llie dependence ui)on the old boiler foi- heating purposes has
been j)is:ified by th-.' i-e^ul-'^ (iV)'.aine(] daiing the recent severe
weather in Decern] ler. 1893.
The furnihire 1- f'-wm thi' linn of <leo. S. Perry & Co.. iio<-
ton.
'I'lie sum ap]>ropnated proving iu-Jufiicieu! for the completion
of th(^ work, tilt' couticils re(iueste<l tlie sch(.»o] committee to tak<^
ciiarg(^ of the remaindoj-. 'Jliar bo;:rd accediiig to this request.
y<Mii' committee, a ; sueh, was relieved of the charge. But, tliat
tlie total expense. ma\' he understood, we givv' the •'xiM'nditures of
the S.cbool rommittee \n th-^ tina'i'.id -1 •itenien;-.
SiralVonl Co. Ur-ii.
Scales li lJuiiMli\ .
jn: ;ii iLii!N<;
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Geo. J. Foster & Co 8 95
$25 70
Building.
Paipert G. Bishop $2,718 72
D. & C. P. Chesley 314 00
Walter T. Perkins 302 30
Frank McXally 6 50
Converse & Hammond 1 44
Littlefield, Frary & Co 3 00
J. A. Swasey, (blackboards) 42 34
$3,388 30
Plans and Siipervisiori.
A. T. Bamsdell $86 00
$3,500 00
Expended by the School Covwiiltee.
Finer & Amend ' $43 33
E. H. Frost, furniture 40 03
Geo. S. Perry & Co., furniture 308 08
J. A. Swasey, blackboards 15 26
Palmer & Corson 11 18
J. E. Worster 28 69
Pay roll, cleaning 3 32
Pay roll, grading 85 50
Converse & Hammond, fertilizer 8 25
C. L. Jenness, grass seed 67
$544 31
Total cost $4,044 31
The amount expended by the school committee covers the
grading of the yard, and some minor alterations and repairs in
the main building, the cost of which could not be conveniently
separated.
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In concluding this, their final report, your committee beg-
leave to express their opinion that you have in this addition a sub-
stantial building, elected at moderate cost, which will prove of
incalculable benefit to the educational interests of the city.









Joint Committe on Lands and Buildings
To THE City Couxcu.s of the City of Doveh :
—
The Joint Committee on Lands and Buildings respectfully
submit their report for 1893.
There remains unexpended of the annual and special appro-
priations, amounting* in all to thirteen hundred twenty-nine dol-
lars and seventy-one cents, (81329.71) about four hundred dollars
($400.) Some of the work planned in this department, for which
there was no pressing need, has been postponed, owing to the con-
ditions this year.
During the year your committee have jjlaced a suitable drink-
ing founttiin for horses on Central Square in a location considered
most available for the purpose. Sundry repairs have been made
on the other drinking fountains.
Some repairs have been made on the Ward Four house. As
this building is now, and likely to be for many j-ears, used for
school purposes, jonr committee Avould recommend placing it in
care of the committee on school houses, so that it may be prop-
erh^ taken care of for that purpose. Xothing has been done on
the Ward Five House.
The principal expenditures have been made for repairs and
improvements in the City Building, which your committee is of
the opinion could be made more advantageously by the city hall
commission, as they are about the building constantly, and there-
fore have better knowledge of the needs. Xow, too, it is hard to
tell just where the duties of the commission cease and the Lands
and Buildings Committee begin.
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Should these recommendations be adopted, it would practical-
ly relieve the Lands and Buildings Committee of their duties, and
they would therefore advise abolishing the said committee.
Charles Francis Saw^yer,
Charles A. Leathers,
Joint Committee on Lands and Buildings.
Dover Public Library.
TRUSTEE'S REPORT.
To THE City Col'NCil.s of the City of Dover :
—
Iq preparing our 11th annual relation concerning the institu-
tion in our charge and matters relevant thereto, which we con-
ceive to be within our province, we may well wish that we could
find some road that has not been travelled in pursuit of ideas;
some field that has not been explored for information of value to
such a public trust. ^V'e have tried, but our search has not been
fully satisfactory. In truth there is but very little in language or
line of thought that can be considered as strictly new and hereto-
fore unexpressed in some form in regard to the utility and impor-
tance of the public library and the various other common and ac-
cepted means of general education. But such ideas, principles
and advice as our judgment and experience suggest, w^e will sub-
mit, premising at the start that all educational matters and meth-
ods are within the purview of universal discussion—hence within
our right at the present time. Our public library has become a
fixed and permanent part of our educational system. It is to be
treated as such, equally as good, and even better in some respects
than any other part. It takes no second place in meritorious rank
with Hither church or school. The public free library has become
fully recognized on its merits in this country as is apparent in the
great and rapid increase^of library provisions, facilities and pat^
ronage. V.'e say this for the encouragement of our people, and
will proceed to prove it. To go back six years, there were in the
Ignited states : Free public libraries, 437 ; volumes, 3,721,191 ; free
public reference libraries, 153; volumes, 3,075,099; free j^ublic
school libraries, 93 ; volumes, 177,560; fi-ee corporate lending li-
So
braries, 241 ; volumes. 1,727,870; libraries of clubs, associations,
etc., 341 ; volumes, 2,460,384; subscription corporate libraries, 452;
volumes, 2,044,920; circulatino: libraries proper, 751; volumes,
215,487—a total of 2,405 libraries of all kinds in 1887, and for the
same yeai- a total of 14,022.421 volumes. Ten years ago there
were published in this country 428 reviews, magazines and other
peroidicals of this class. Now there are 1,051. Of periodicals
devoted to science, invention, transportation and technical arts,
there were 146 ten years ago ; now there are 611. There have been
new periodicals started to represent authors, actors, typewriters,
stenog'raphers, iron workers, engineers, electricians, jewelers, tel-
egraphers, photographers, cabinet makers, lumbermen and bicy-
clists. The number of copyrights procured in 1893 exceeded those
of 1892 by 3,000. It is estimated by the competent authority in
the United States Bureau of Education that tlie increase of libra-
ries, during the last six years, since 1887, has been over 27 per
cent., which would make the present number about 3,200, and that
the volumes have increased about 66 per cent., making the present
number about 23,500,000. Xone of the foregoing statistics in-
clude libraries of less than 1,000 volumes. If the number of these
small collections could be ascertained, the aggregate and the in-
crease would appear much larger still. The growth and progress
have been wonderful, while the real substantial bene-its, if they
could be accurately measured, would be still more marvellous and
furnish the incontrovertible proof of the wistlom of such institu-
tions and the expenditures necessary to support them. And in
proportion to the number of volumes ours ranks with the best.
But while we stick to the books and maintain their usefulness,
yet they are only entitled to their fair share of importance in life.
T'he pure gold of o])servatiou must not be e"xchanged for the pa-
per currency of book information, therebj^ gaining, perhaps,
something in breadth of life, but losing in depth. Milton said, "a
man may be deep versed in books and shallow in himself;*' that is,
culture cannot create capability, but only partially direct it. it
has been stated that the noted Dr. Parr was a man of stupendous
erudition, but below par in the practical counuoiA s nise aifairs of
life. Voltaire was a literary marvel, but b(4on;,i(Ml in the categorv
8i
of spoiled childreu. We are sometimes grossly cheated by book-
wise follies. C'arlyle describes a very learned man as "having
squandered any mother wit he had, in process of acquiring his
sublime, long eared omniscience—a poor soul who w^as not born a
fool, though he became one by college learning.'' It was Sir Ar-
thur Helps who said "you can never find out anybody's merits by
ascertaining his book knowledge," and Montalembert declares that
"by much reading one loses the faculty of indignation," which
would make him out of place in this country in the present condi-
tion of public affairs. Prof. Vaughan warns against the idolatry
of books as leading to vacancy of mind. Lessing says, "it is not
the finding of truth through the glasses of other men, but the
honest search for it ourselves that profits."
Xow^ these authorities are not against the reading of books,
but the excessive and intemperate poring over them as if they
w^ere the only indispensable necessities. Eeading is not vital to
character making, though it is undoubtedly an aid to it. The
books that entice are not always the ones that may do us the most
good. Sidney Smith says, "w'it, dexterity and the pleasant ener-
gies of the mind seldom rank themselves on the side of virtue and
social order." Reading cannot make a wise man of a fool, but
may, if it be excessive and at the expense of observation, make a
fool of a w ise man. Too much of it may be compared to exces-
sive smoking, pacificatory in its idle, cloudy dreams, but vicious in
its promotion of composui-e among the actuallj^ chaotic and dis-
composed.
The history of popular education in this country for the last
three or four decades is a curious medley. It is conceded that
there has been advancement in various directions through the in-
strumentalities that have been provided. We doubt if there has
ever been a year of more private liberality, more generous dona-
tions and more zeal in the establishment, extension and endow-
ment of the means of imparting and difiiusing knowledge than
the year 1893. The building of schools and libraries, the promo-
tion of scientific research and art instruction have gone ojj with
commendable vigor, in spite of the drawbacks and counter influen-
ces to which we will allude, and it has been caused by those w ho
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are interested in getting at the substance of tilings instead of the
fleeting shadow, as far as they have been able. But still our liter-
ature of the last forty years has been more the literature of infor-
mation than of genius and power. It is the defect of the present
generation that it is in too much of a hurry in everything to go
thorough in anything. It cannot wait for the hewn granite foun-
dation wall and solid masonry superstructure. Like the common
run of our architecture, the literary productions of the day par-
take too much of the flimsy character of pine and i)utty con-
struction, instead of the solid stone and marble such as the old
masters approved. And although we have progressed iu a good
degree on right principles, and can well manifest some pride in
the retrospect, yet we find and are forced to admit tliat the educa-
tional record of the last forty years down to the present time is
fi'eckled with about all sorts of crazes imaginable— :ill manner of
shiftings, turnings and tinkerings, an easy disposition to skim the
surface of things without delving for the real substance deeper
down, requiring close and persistent application, while the true
objects and purposes of education seem to have been measurably
overlooked, and are rather passing out of fashion. We may note
that our colleges and other educational iUvStitutions of the higher
grade, although not actually degenerated to mere schools of ath-
letic sports in which about all the ambition and energies of the
pupils are bent on securing the mastery in various rough and tum-
ble ganies,the latest reproduction being brutal and heathenish in
its performance—yet a good portion of their time is occupied in
various indulgencies which are no part of an intellectual education
or culture, and no aid to either, but the mere exhibition of brute
force in boys and entirely compatible with the grossest ignorance.
If they were imposed as the jjenalty for l)reach of school dii^ci-
pline, every parent and guardian and the public generally would
hurl their indignant protests against the outrage \rt our col-
lege professors and academic instructors encourage them by their
assent, at least, if not with their open advice, Avhile crowds of
unthinking people appear on the ground to witness and applaud
the ridiculous performance, thus proving their })reference for th<^
excitement and cra/.c of a foot ball hour, over the riii'ht f<^nna1ion
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of character of our youuo- men for a lifetime. We believe the
tendency of these things is to alienate the spirit of co-operation
between school and lil)rary, and demoralize, if not destroy, all
generous emulation and I'ivaly in purelj^ educational matters ev-
erywhere, thus tending- to the final defeat of the fundamental pur-
pose of both library and school. Moreover, and worst of all, it is
charged that the excitement which they produce stimulates bet-
ting on results and leads to dissipation. To whatever extent this
may be true, they are immoral in their influence and we have this
addititional and strongest of all reasons against their toleration.
Physical exercise and development are neces sary, hut they
can he better secured in some useful occupation, decently and in
order, where the moral effect does not conduce to rowdyism and
possible crime. What wonder that boys who are encouraged to
batter each other's head and shins on the campus bj^ day, should
take the license to besmirch and deface the inner courts of the
temples of learning by night, as w^as recentlj' done in a neighbor-
ing town. One performance is as useful and commendable as the
other. It seems to have come to pass that the fundamental need
of skill in life's undertakings, skill in finding something useful to
do and how to do it, has lost its importance in securing what is
called education. But this fact, if such it be, only makes more
conspicuous the value of the industrial plan in fitting for the
practical realities of life. We have the familiar example of the
city boy on the sidewalk to enforce our point. Take him off", give
him something to do and teach qim how to do it, and how to read
intelligently only the simplest English, and you will make of him
a good citizen, while, at the same time, you will do away with
the necessity for nearly all your prisons. Busy hands rarely
commit crime. Sin of all kinds is generally the product of the
unoccupied body and mind. If St. Anthony had washed himself
only once a week, discardeil his hair shirt, and turned his cell into
a work shop, no devils would have bantered him to fight. The
best way to tame a rowdy i« to side-track him in some laborious
industry.
Many men lament their lack of knowledge and with avidity,
but without discretion, sieze upon the first list of fifty books and
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wade in, soon to become bewildered, and then beat a retreat in
despair.
But all the facts referred to connt not against the reading of
books. Eead and read a good deal, but with certain firm ideas,
assured that reading will not do for one what nature has not done
for him, and that reading without a definite plan, a distinct pur-
pose, is only reading for mere pastime. Read those writers who
have a purpose and vvho write either for or against something, or
somebody, or some line of conduct, some principle, measure or
policy of moral or material import, and have decided convictions
in regard to what they write.
Away with the simpering, superficial story tellers of endless
proxility, dispensers of dialectic exuberance, who become fright-
ened at the slightest contemplation of the etei-nal verities, whose
minds love to dwell and ruminate on snch profound themes as
earthen teapots and cornstalk fiddles for the delectation of an
airy mediocrity too prevalent in our times, with never a thought
of the mental and moral expansion and improvement of mankind.
We believe that our selections for this library answer the ad-
mitted necessities as well as any in existence. V>^e are glad to be
able to say that the circulation of last year shows an increase
over the year previous, notwithstanding the smaller purchases of
new books owing to the ideas of economy, suggested, when
our estimates were made to the city councils at the beginning of
the year, reducing our annual apx)ropriation by the amount of
$650, ideas commendable in themselves, but w^hich in city affairs
appear to have been limited to the people's library. Still, while it
is the fact that the trustees have not had so large an amount of
funds as desired, they have managed the best they could and suc-
ceeded very well. They have no fault to find, but only hope for
more liberal consideration in the future.
The fact that the circulation has increased is gratifying in ev-
ery view. It shows an increasing interest which has led to an in-
crease of visitors to the library rooms. During the first year of
our occupancy of these rooms the circulation fell oft', owing no
doubt to the change of location from a much travelled thorough-
fare to this rather more secluded spot, which made a visit to the
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library seem like goiug a long- distance out of the way for a con-
siderable portion of our population. But time is rectifying that
disadvantage, the reaction is going on, and everything is working
as desired, and as it should for the greatest good of all concerned.
We still urge the people to multiply their visits to, and good cheer
for this splendid free library, established and maintained for their
benefit. It is worth to them many times its cost, and is the most
important institution of our city. "With more vigorous emphasis
than ever before we commend it to all the people.
For our financial statement and all library details and special
information in regard to transactions, circulation and other things
of public importance connected with this institution, we refer you
to the report of our secretary and the librarian hereto appended










Trustees of Dover Public Library.
Dover, X. H., Jan. 5, 1894.
Dover Public Library.
LIBRARIAN'S REPORT.
To THE BoAKi) OF Trustees of the Dovek Public Libi^auv :
—
Gentlemen:—It has been the custom of the librarian at tlie be-
ginning of each year, to present to your board a repoit of the
work of the Library for the year just closed. But as the end of
1893 marks the completion of the first ten yeai-s of the working
life of the Library. It seems appropriate to look back a little,and
by a comparison of later and former times, gain a true idea of the
development of Library interests. And in the same connection,
it may not be amiss to glance at other lil)raries that have existed
in our city, successively fostering the reading habit among our
citizens and preparing the way for the Public Library.
The establishment of public libraries is a matter of compara-
tively recent origin. Their growth is one of the wonders of the
century. To our own state of New Hampshire belongs the credit
of first enacting library legislation, and to a small town in the
southern f>art of the state,—Peterborough,—belongs the honor of
the establishment of the first town library in the country. This
was done at a town meeting held April 9, 1888. 'Ihere had been
free libraries in existence before that time ;—libraries equi])ped
and maintained by the munificence (vf 2)rivate individuals; but it
remained for that little New Hampshire town to take a step in ad-
vance of all its age, and aj)propriate by public vote,funds from the
public treasury to form a public library. This was in 1888. The
Boston public library was founded in 1848, and no library of the
kind existed in England prior to 1850.
It is possible that tlie action of Peterhorougb gave rise to
discussion as to the legality of the step. At any rate, some til-
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tfeii years later a l)ill, which liad been before the state legislature,
was passed, aiithoriziu"^ the establishment of public libraries.
This bill became a law July 7, 1849. Almost simultaneously, but
happily for the honor of New Hampshire, a little later, Massachu-
setts enacted similar legislation.
The first library in our own city of which we find any account
was the Dover Social Library, Avhich had a flourishing existence
before the English colonies became the United States of America.
It is probable that Jeremy Belknap maj^ have been influential in
its formation. There is in the possession of Dr. Fred H. Hayes
of this city, a document in the handwriting of Jeremy Belknap,
notifying Daniel Hayes of his election to membership in the Social
Library, July 4. 1776. It is signed by J. Belknap, N. Cooper and
B. Pierce, committee of Social Library. This Social Library was
incorporated Dec. 18, 1792, the first one in the state. There is al-









This is a written list of 199 volumes, classified as follows
:
Languages, 1, Divinity, 40, History, 41, Moral and Philosophical,
29, Husbandry, 4, Voyages and Travels, 20, Xatural Hist, and
Philosophy, 19, Biography, 16, Poetry, 6, Political, 6, Entertain-
ment, 17. From which it will be seen that the reading was of an
eminently solid character.- It is interesting to look over the list
provided for frivolous minds, and classified as "entertainment."
It runs as follows : Devil on crutches, 2 vols. ; terrafillis or the
Secret History of the University of Oxford, 2 vols.; Fielding's
Tom Jones, 4 vols. ; Goldsmith's Vicar of Wakefield; Boyles Voy-
age; Sterne's works, 5 vols. ; Plays and Scates' Ballads, 2 vols.
;
total, 17. It is to be feared that the novel devourers of the pres-
ent day would suffer from starvation if reduced to this catalogue.
Dover has had larger libraries since the days of that old So-
cial Library. But it has never had one of more eminent respecta-
bility or dignity. All its volumes were bound in uniform style, a
dark leather, and it was encased in a fine oak book case, with glass
doors, and preserved in the most desirable stores in town. It died
a lingering death about the year 1820. There had been no books
added to it for years, and it was thought best at last to sell the
volumes off at auction. Dea. Andrew Pierce was purchaser of
most of them, and a few are now in possession of his descendants
living here in this city.
The next library was that of Mr. S. C. Stevens, who kept a
book store in the place now occupied by Littlelield, Frary & Co.
It was a circulating library, and contained less divinity and more
entertainment than did the Social Library. Yet it is probable
that a list of its books would appall some of the readers of the
present day. Following Mr. Stevens came Mr. Eli French, whom
some people yet living in Dover will recall as the teacher of the
old Pine Hill school. Mr. French had a book store and ch-cuia-
ting library in the store now occupied by Miss Byrne. To these
libraries one might subscribe by the year for .$5.00, or by the
month or week at corresponding rates. There are men now in
tow^n who recall with great satisfaction the hours they spent when
boys, sitting up niglits to read the novels of Cooper and Scott
that thev obtained from these libraries.
Deacon Lane succeeded Mr. French in the ownership of store
and library, and when he moved to his well-known store on Cen-
tral Avenue, he moved with him the circulating librarj^, which
was continued by his son, and did not go out of existence till jit-
ter the opening of the public library in 1884.
There have been also other circulating libraries in town.
About the year 1840 Mr. Elijah AVadleigh opened one in his store
on Washington street. When Mr. Daniel Lothrop bought out the
bookstore, he enlarged the library and kept it running till he re-
moved to Boston. And Mr. Frank Hayes, who openiid a book
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Store in the Bracevvell Building, kept a circulating library there
for several years.
Beside these circulating libraries there have been several spec-
ial libraries in this city. The X. H. Medical Society preserved a
library for more than thirty years, but in spite of the physicians
it died at last. There was also an Agricultural Library in town
for some years. This had been formed lai'gely by the eftbrts of
Mr. Wm. F. Estes. Dr. Alphonso Bickford was for years its
president, and Mr. John B. Stevens, Jr., its librarian. It was
kept first in the city clerk's office, and afterwards in the alder-
men's room in the city hall. It numbered some valuable works
among its possessions at an early date, but they became scatter-
ed, and in 1885, the remnant, comprising 64 volumes, was present-
ed to the public library.
These earlier libraries of Mr. Stevens and Mr. French and
Deacon Lane evidently ministered well to the book needs of the
townspeoj)le. But in 1850 steps were taken to form a general li-
brary association, a corporate body, known as the Dover Library.
The formation of this association was due to the efforts of Dr. T.
J. W. Pray, and it is still spoken of by some of the older people
as "Dr. Fray's Library." In the record book of the association,
on the first blank page, is found the following memorandum, in
Dr. Fray's handwriting
:
'*In 1850 I drew up a subscription paper, making it optional
with the subscribers to pay $5.00, either in cash or books, to found
a library for Dover. I circulated the paper and about 100 subscri-
bers were obtained. I found it exceedingly difficult to even get
enough together to constitute a quorum. Subscribers were often
sent for, even to organize. This is the origin of the Dover Li-
brary.
T. J. W. Fkay, M. D."
Dr. Fray always felt the warmest interest in the welfare of
the library. His name appears year after year on the board of
directors, taking his turn as clerk, secretary, treasurer and libra-
rian. He assisted cordialh^ in 1883 in the transfer of the books
from this association to the city, to form the Dover Public Libra-
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ry, and at his death iu 1888, he left by bequest,—though he was
not a man of large fortune,—one thousand dollars to the Dover
Public Library, the yearly income'of which was to be expended
for books. In consequence of this generous bequest and in ac-
cordance with its directions, the following inscription appears in
about two hundred books,—the number, of course, increasing
yearly:—"Presented to the Dover Public Library by T. J. W.
iPray, M. D/'?
Of the 151 names appearing on the list of original stockhold-
ers in this library association, the following are now living:
Charles A. Tufts, John W. Kingman, now of Cedar Fall>.
Iowa, Harrison Haley, Levi G. Hill, Alonzo LI. Quint, Wm. B.
Foss, James M. Haynes, William S. Stevens, Thomas Spurlin, Jo-
seph Hartford, John B. Bruce, now of Manchester, Jeremiah
Home, now of Maiden, Mass., James H. Davis, .Tames D. Thom-
son, now of Boston, Mass., and Everett O. Foss.
The price of stock was $5.00 a share, on ^Ahich a yearly as-
sessment of .$1.00 was charged. There were also yeni-ly subscri-
bers whose fee was voted, after some discussion, to be "Males,
$1.25, females, 75 cents."
The first meeting of the association was held on the dale of
its incorporatioa, at the town hall, Nov. 14, 1850. E. J. Lane
was chosen chairman, and T. J. W. Pray, clerk, and the latter
was sw^orn according to law bj' J. H. White, Esq. J. H. >Vhite,
C. W. Woodman, J. W. Kingman, and Charles A. Tufts were cho-
sen a committee to prepare a code of by-laws, and the meeting
adjourned to Monday, Dec. 9, 1851. After the adoption of the
by-laws at this adjourned meeting, a committee was tippointed to
nominate officers ; and two days later, at a meeting held at the
oflfice of C. W. Woodman, the connnittee reported, and the fol-
lowing oflflcers were chosen : Xoah Martin, president ; T. J. W.
Pray, secretary; Moses Paul, C. ^y. Woodman, Joseph XL Smith,
E. J. Lane, Pichard Kimball, BenJ. Barnes, Oliver Wyatt, direc-
tors.
Before the year was ov<;r the association had received in cash
for certificates of stock, $472.88. It had also received a gift of a
large number of public document;^ some of tluMu of gi-eal v.-iliie.
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from Hou. Jolm P. Hale ; and it had been housed ia a room fitted
up for it by the treasurer of the Cocheco Manufacturing Co., Mr.
John Aiken.
After a year or two Dr. Pray was succeeded by J. F. Cotton
as secretary, and the year following that, the handwrithig in the
old record book changes to a neat business hand, and the name,
**Chs. C. Hai-d}^, Sec'y," is signed to the entries. In 1855 James
\V. Bartlett took the oath of office. In 1873 Mr. Bartlett left the
city, and in the four years of his absence, J. T. S. Lii>bey and
John H. White performed the secretary's duties. Mr. Bartlett
was again elected upon his return, and still holds the position, for
the organization has not been allowed to go out of existence.
. Nor have there been many changes in the other offices. The
presidents have been from 1851 to 1883—Xoah Martin, Beuj.
Barnes, Z. S. Wallingford, Joseph W. Welch, Z. S. Walliugford.
The treasurers were John H. White, Nathaniel Twombly, Charles
A. Tufts, T. J. W. Pray, J. W. Bartlett. The librarians were T.
J. A¥. Pray, E. J. I.ane, T. J. W. Pray, J. H. White and Miss Kate
Adams.
In early times the work of distributing the books fell to the
hands of the assistant librarians, who began to be appointed in
considerable numbers in 1853. The following was the list chosen
for that year, E. J. Lane being then librarian. Nathaniel Twom-
bly, James D. Thomson, James W. Bartlett, George W. Benn,
Samuel F. Davis, Charles C. Hardy, George W. Sargent, Wm. Os-
borne. Of these Mr, Twombly and ^Ir. Bartlett served for twen-
ty years. They all, including the librarian, served without pay,
except the annual vote of thanks that w as invariably given them,
and they were exempted from the annual assessments on theii-
stock. The circulation for those years is given as "about 4500."
The first feminine element in library administration made its ap-
pearance also in 1853, it being voted "that the librarian be author-
ized to appoint four young ladies as assistant librarians,'' but
their names were not I'eccrded.
A catalogue of the library was published in 1851, a twelve
page pamphlet, containing the names of about 350 books. It is
an admii'ablv selected list, and manv of the books ai-e still in use
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at the present day. Supplements were issued from time to time,
and later, full catalogues. A copy of this earliest catalogue was
found among the papers of the late Horace AVhituey of Cam-
bridgeport, a former resident of this city, and an original stock-
holder in the library association. It was presented to the library
by his son, Mr. Edward H. Whitney.
In 1856 the library room was enlarged and refitted. Increase
of privilege brought increase of expenditure. Aftei- this gas and
fuel bills make their appearance in the treasurer's accounts. The
gas bills varied from two to five dollars yearly. The fuel was
about three dollars. The rebinding, done then as now by C, H.
Horton, was from 15 to 20 dollars. The book bill was not far
from one hunded.
The records of the Dover Library were kept with fidelity by
the successive secretaries, and are preserved in the record book
now in possession of Mr. James AV. Bartlett.
So early as 1856, E. J. Lane being then librarian, the sugges-
tion was made in the librarian's annual report,that the city should
take the librarj^, "add to it, and make it w^orthy of the city."
Ten years later, J. H. White being then librarian, there was a
committee, consisting of S. M. Wlieeler, J. H. Smith and .J. E.
Bickford, chosen to confer with the city, relative to the transfer
of the library to the city. And anothei- committee, composed of
C. W. Woodman, S. M . Wheeler, and O. Wyatt, were chosen to
confer with the Agricultural Library for the purpose of consoli-
dation therewith. Nothing came of the action of either commit-
tee.
In Dec. 1876, at the death of Mr. Wm. X. Andrews, it was
found he had left by bequest to the library the sum of §i2000.
This genereus gift had been made with the wish that it might be
the means of bringing about a public library. This was stated at
the meeting at which the money was presented, and a committee
was chosen to take action looking toward that end. The legacy
was put into the hands of James W. Bartlett, as ti-ustee, and was
kept for that purpose. In Jan. 1878, it was voted "to ask the city
to give such annual appropriation as would permit the l)enefits of
the institution to be enjoj^^ed bj- all.''
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This action does not seem to have met with satisfactory re-
sponse. Public sentiment was hugely in its favor, but action was
delayed. Xor was the feeling quite unanimous among- the stock-
holders as to the manner in whicn the change should be consum-
nated. On June 27, 1882, a meeting was held by the owners of
the library to consider the subject of making their property a free
public lil)rary. A committee, of which T. B. Garland is now^ the
only one living, was appointed to consider ways and means. They
reported, ''We deem it incumbent upon the city to establish a
pui)lic library," etc.
In January, 18S3, the matter was brought actively before the
city government by Dr. James E. Lothrop, in his inaugural ad-
dress as mayor of the city. Action was at once taken by the
Councils. A full account of the history- of this action, the text
of the contract, the act of the legislature, is given in the trustees'
report for 1883, and need not be repeated here. In Sept., 1883,
the stockholders of the Dover Library' Association took their fi-
nal vote.
The whole num1)er of legal shareholders were 128
Xo. of shares required to vote yes, two-thirds 86
Xo. voting yes 92
This vote turned over to the city a well selected li])rary of
several thousand volumes, and §2432.10 in cash. •
The Board of Trustees, as first organized, was as follows
:
James E. Lothrop, Mayor, Trustee ex-ofiicio.
John C. Pray, President Common Council, ex-officio.
Jeremiah Smith, Joshua G. Hall, Z. S. AVallingford, T. B.
Garland, from the Dover library.






T. B. Garland was elected lil)rarian on the evening of Octo-
ber 30. The next -day. accompanied by the writer as assistant, he
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went clown to the library rooms to look over the books. From
that time forward, the personal element must enter somewhat in-
to any aecoimts the writer can give of hbrar^^ history.
Neither librarian nor assistant had had any experience in
practical library work, so the latter was at once sent av/ay to
neighboring cities to learn as much as possible. Lowell, Boston,
Newton and other places were visited and studied, and thus forti-
fied with information from these libraries, the work was pushed
on rapidly here, the whole family of the librarian lending their
aid.
The histoi-y of the tribulations of those early days would fill
a large book, but on Jjin. 14, 18S4, the public library was open to
the public. In the ten weeks that had elai)sed since the appoint-
ment of the librarian, 3440 old and 1168 new volumes had been
classified, arranged on the shelf, accessioned, posted, labeled,
stamped, numbered, and a card catalogue had been made of Ihem
by author and title. Our neighboring city of Rochester, just now
in process of the same labor, has taken twice as long to put less
than one-half the number of volumes into order For circulation;
and has had in addition for three months, the services of a trained
assistant from this library, Miss Hollingv/orth, to oversee the
work.
The writer vividly recalls the experiences of that first day.
The work had been carried on incessantly up to within a few min-
utes of the hour of opening; but about five minutes before two,
she sat down in great depression of mind. Ilad it been wortli
while, and would anybody' come?
The clock struck two and the door creaked open. Three
High school boys rushed up the stairs. Following them was a
woman who had been sent by her son sick at home. Close behind
her were more High school boys and some men. Then came a
few ladies who had not wanted to push. Out of the first twenty-
five who registered, only eight were women. In a few seconds
the room was full. With vc^ry unsteady knees the writer rose to
her work.
Ivanhoe was the. first b(M)k wanted. 'IMie mother of the sic'ic
boy went honie with liiart's Adventums of a Young X:it urjilist .
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Thu- carl}' did the Hbniry begin its ministry to the sick. There
were 180 people registered, and 160 took books that first day.
Tliis kept the librarian and four assistants very bus}^. The same
number of books can now be sent easilj^ in an hour; but it must
be remembered that- then everything had to be explained,—the
registry, the card catalogue, the way to use the card and necessity
for the charge ; many people liaving the idea that a public library
was to be a place where the public could select as many books as
tliey cho>5e, carry them av.a}' without charging and keep them as
long as they liked.
Yvlien the first two weeks had expired the enforcement of the
fines for delinquent books occasioned a little surprise. Per-
•^onal friends had supposed that over-due books would never be
thied. But the impartial enforcement of this simple two cents a
day for the past ten years has brought in a revenue to the library
of .§12;10.44. While thergood it has done by causing the prompt
return of the books has been a saving to the library of hundreds
of dolLirs more, in los- and defacement.
Before the library opened, tlie trustees had informally dis-
cussed the question of how many people would be likely to avail
themselves of its privileges. It was supposed that five or six
liundred might safely be reckoned on, and that perhaps in time
the number might rise to one thousand. In point of fact, 2325
persons regi^tei'ed before the year was over, and in tlie whole ten
years just concluded, the total has reached 8505. Of tliese 438
have registered the past year.
The figures of circulation have been no less surprising. In
the ten years the total circulation amounts to 540,175 volumes. Of
this number, 54,187 have been issued the past year, a gain of 1341
over tlie preceding year. In this total circulation, numbering
more than half a million, less than a score of books have been
lost in circulation, and these have been of the cheap grades and
easily replaced.
As was the case with the old library, so there have been few
changes in library administration. On April 5, 1884, Mr. Garland
resigned, and the present librarian was appointed. Miss Beatrice
XL Jenkins, who, before that time, had acted as temporary assist-
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ant, now became first assistant, a position which she still holds.
In 1887 a second' assistant was found necessary to take charge of
the reading and reference room, and Miss Stella vSmith received
the appointment. In 1888, when she removed from the city, she
was succeeded hy Miss Alice O. Folsom. Family changes caused
Miss Folsom \s resignation, and in September, 1889, Miss Ida F.
Holiingworth, the present assistant, took the place.
The library speedily outgrew the quarters first provided foi-
it, and on July 2 and 3, 1886,—the hottest days of that year,—it
was removed to the commodious rooms fitted up for it in the Odd
Fellows' building. On Dec. 8 and 9, 1891,—the coldest days in
the year,—it was thence removed to its present pleasant and com-
fortable apartments. Each removal has been a great step for-
ward. There remains the possibility of one more step in advance
—to a building of its own, constructed especially for library pui--
poses.
Two catalogues and five supplements have been issued by the
library. Of the catalogue published in 189-2, the X. H. Library
Commission have purchased 90 copies, which have been distribu-
ted among the smaller libraries of the state to use as a reference
book and working model.
This report is already so long that but little space is left for
the work of the past year.
The total number of books and pamphlets reported one year
ago was 17,254. There have been 1152 accessions this year, of
which 1014 were bound volumes, and 138 pamphlets, making the
present total, 18,406. Of this year's accessions, 763 were by pur-
chase, 47 were bound volumes of periodicnls from the reading ta-
bles, and 342,—of which the Government furnished 238,—were by
gift. Several of the single volumes presented to the reference li-
brarj' are of much value, especially Studer's Birds of Xorth
America, presented by Wm. S. Stevens, and A Woman of the
Century; presented by Mrs. M. M. Eicker, both volumes in rich
binding. A table giving the list of gifts will be found at the close
of this report.
The number of visitors to the reading room lias numl)er»Hi
16,258.
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The Sunday attendance was 843.
In May the President of the American Library Association
invited the librarian of tlie library to take charge, for a time, of
the library in the Woman's Building at the World's Fair. By the
kindness of the trustees she was allowed two months' leave of ab-
sence for that purpose. The change was rich in opportunity for
enjoyment, and she cordiaU}' thanks the trustees for their action
in the matter.
In closing this somewhat informal and unusually long report,
the librarian would express her pleasure in the cordial relations
existing among all connected with the librarj', and she earnestly







Adams, Chas. W., 1 vol.
Apprentices' Library Co., 1 pph.
Bartlett, Jas. W., 1 vol.
Brett, W. H., 1 pph.
Bronson Library, Waterbury, Conn., 2 pph.
Brookline Pub. Library, 1 pph.
Chicago, city of, 1 vol.
Children's Hospital, Boston, Mass., 1 pph.
Cleveland Pub. Library, 1 pph.
Concord Pub. Library, 1 pph.
Corey, Deloraine P., 1 vol.
Crawford, E. A., 3 vols.
Crunden, F. M., 1 pph.
Dover, City of, N. H., 1 pph.
Fall River Pub. Library, 1 pph.
Farmer, Prof. Moses G., 1 vol.
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Farraington Pub. Library, 1 pph.
Fletcher Free Library, Burley, 1 pph.
Gilford Pub. Librarj^, 1 pph.
Gilford, town of, 1 pph.
Hall, Col. Daniel, 2 vols, 2 pph.
Ham, Dr. J. E., 3 pph.
Harvard University, 1 vol., 3 pph.
Hoboken Free Librarj-, 2 pph.
Indian, K. A., 23 pph.
Iowa State Library, 1 pph.
Japan, Dept. of Ag. and Com., 1 vol.
Lynn Public Library, 1 pph.
Maiden, city of, 1 vol.
Millicent Library, Fairhaven, Mass., 2 pph.
Morse Institute, 1 pph.
N^ashua, city of, 1 vol.
Nat. Civil Service Reform League, 3 pph.
Newark Free Library, 2 pph.
iSr. H., state of, 13 vols.
N. H. State Board of Health, 1 vol.
N. H. Library Commissioners, 2 vols.
Newton Free Library, 1 pph.
No. Adams Public Library, 1 pph.
Omaha Public Library, 1 pph.
Porter, H. C, 1 pph.
Publisher's gift, 5 pph.
Reuben Hoar Library, 1 pph.
Richmond, Dr. A. P., 5 vols.
Ricker, Mrs. M. M., 2 vols.
Rutland Free Library, 1 pph., 2 vols.
Salem Public Library, 2 pph.
Sawyer, Hon. C. H., 1 vol.
Scranton Public Library, 1 pph., 1 vol.
Sinclair, E. M., 1 pph.
Stevens, Hon. Wm. S., 1 vol.
Taunton Public Library, 1 pph.
IT. S. Government Publications, 32 pph., 128 vols.
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University of Pennsylvania, 1 pph.
Wateriiouse, Sylvester, 7 pph.
Weed, Prof. C. M., 1 vol.
Wheeler, Mrs. J. H., 1 vol.
Whitehouse, Ben]., 38 vols.
Wilmington Institute, 1 pph.
Woodbury, C. J. H., 1 pph.
World's Columbian Exposition, 7 pph.
CASH ACCOUNT, 1893.
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1893 $65 91
Received from fines 127 90
catalogues sold 39 00
out of town registrations 8 00
$240 81
Paid to treasurer $10 00
Expended for express, stationery and inci-
dentals 53 49



















Philosophy, Sociology, Religion 98
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Average daily circulation 178
Largest circulation in 1 day, Dec. 2 505
Smallest circulation in 1 day, June 6 42
Xo. of books lost and paid for by borrowers 2
No. of books lost in circulation 1
Xo. of Sundays the reading room was open 39
Average Sunday attendance 22
Total Sunday attendance 843
Hegistration during 1893, in town 429
" '^ " out of town, at $1.00 a year. 9
Total for 1893 438
SUMMAEY OF TEN YEARS.
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
OFFICERS FOR THE YEAR 1893,
TRUSTEES,
A. M. Foss ex-officio, Mayor of the City.
F. E. QuiMBY ex-ofRcio, President of Common Council.
/ Martin S. Hutchings, term expires . 1894
'^Charles H. Sawyer, term expires 1895
-^ John B. Stevens, term expires 1896
H Joshua L. Foster, term expires 1897
V Thomas B. Garland, term expires 1898
"V James E. LOTHROP, term expires 1899
"^ John Holland, term expires 1900













Library The Mayor, Lothrop, Garland.
Report
OF THE
Treasurer of Dover Public Library
TO thp: trustees for year ending dec. 31, 1893.
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand, Jan. 1, 1893 ^35 25
Received from City of Dover 3,200 00
Dr. Pray fund 30 06






Binding . . 200 78




Cash on hand, Dec. 31 $2 86
$3,275 31
Respectfully submitted,
ISAAC F. ABBOTT, Treasurer.
Dover, Jan. 1, 1894.
Examined and approved.




Joint Standing Committee on Cemetery
To THE City Councils of the City of Dovek :
—
Gentlemen:—AYith the acceptance of this report the official life
of your committee comes to an end. The advantages developed
by a year's experience, are as much of a personal as of a public
aature. Let us make our position clear. Entering upon the dis-
charge of our duties with a necessarilly meagre comprehension of
the manifold interests at stake, we have labored under disadvan-
tages which only watchful care and searching investigation i^re-
vented from materializing into public loss. Experience has devel-
oped to our satisfaction the fallacy of the present system of man-
agement. Under the existing condition of things, the develop-
ment of a fixed policy is uncertain, if not impossible. With the
advent of each succeeding year, the personnel of the committee
in charge assumes a radical change ; new theories are brought to
the surface, and perhaps ere their accomplishment another board
assumes the reins of government, aud sacrifices the partially fin-
ished work of their predecessors to enter upon the expansion of
their own ideas. This continual change cannot be productive of
the best results, and the interest centered in Pine Hill Cemetery
—
that hallowed spot where rests the bones of hundreds to memory
dear—demands that the premises are not only maintained in good
condition, but that each year shall add to the beautificatiou and
adornment of the grounds.
We suggest for your consideration, gentlemen, the advisabili-
ty of so amending the existing ordinances as to vest the manage-
ment of aff'airs in a board of five dii-ectoi's, one to be chosen an-
nually for the term of five years.
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With an appropriation of $200 less than the preceding year,
we view w ith satisfaction the worlv accomplished. In addition to
the usual routine labor necessary to keep the grounds in proper
condition, various improvements of a permanent character have
been made.
The expenditure of $220 on that part of the ground immedi-
ately south of the receiving tomb, commonly designated as tlie
old burying ground, has wrought a change which has elicited the
commendation of all who visited tlie hill during its progression.
While this work aj)parently increased the expenditures of the de-
partment, the money devoted to the enterprise was secured from
the sale of lots contiguous to the beautified section, and must be
considered practically as self-developed.
There is urgent need for additional land for burial purposes,
and the extension of the present grounds cannot much longer be
deferred.
The unusual mortality for the past montli has made the fact
painfully apparent that the receiving tomb is too small for a city
of Dover's size. While in ordinary years it might be adequate for
all requirements, yet in seasons when epidemical disorders prevail
it will be found too small to answer the purpose for which it was
designed.
We wish to call particular attention to the Financial State-
ment :
RESOURCES.
Appropriated by City Councils ..... $600 00
From income of department 600 00
lYcdick Fund income 200 00
$1,400 00
EXI'ENDITUKES.
Pay rolls and miscellaneous expenses . . . $1,176 55





The expenditures were increased about $75 by the payment of
bills left unpaid by the Joint Standing Committee of 1892.
INCOME OF DEPARTMENT.
The Superintendent of Burials has turned into the city treas-
ury during the year the sura of $841.00, from the sale of lots and
rent of tomb, and there are available assets aggregating $700.00,
making a total of $1541, or $144.45 in excess of the total amount
expended by the department.
For the energy and zeal of Superintendent F. P. Coleman
your committee have only words of commendation. Although at
times hampered by the necessarily economic policy of the com-
mittee, he has at all times protected the city's interests, and labor-
ed for the general betterment of the grounds under his immediate
supervision.









To Joint Standing Committp:e on Cejieteky :
—
The number of interments in Pine Hill Cemetery for the year
1893 were 190, classified as follows : Adults, .153 ; children, 37.
Twelve monuments have been erected during the year.
In addition to the usual care of the ground, the grade of the
iSTorth Avenue has been lowered, the road-bed macadamized and
gutters paved ; also avenues made on that portion of the ground
recently added. The expenditures of the department for the year
have been .'$i;396.55.
The direct income has been 8841.00, to which should be added
an easily available indebtedness aggregating $700.00, making a net
income to the city of #1,541.00. The water supply has been in-
creased somewhat from last year, but still some parts of the
ground suffer extremely through the dry season.
Great improvements have also been made on the oldest part
of the^ cemetery where rest the remains of the earliest settlers.
The avenue has been widened, 108 loads of loam hauled on, and
trees planted on various portions of the grounds. When these
impiovements are completed, ar^d the monument erected, for
which I have already a paperin circulation which is meeting with
generous encouragement, this will be an attractive part of the
ground, hereafter to be known as "Pilgrim's Park." The addi-
tional appropriation of j$220, voted by the city councils, greatly
aided in this work.
I09
For the prompt and cordial co-operation of the Joint Stand-
ing Committee on Cemetery, His Honor, the Mayor, and for the
many words of endorsement and approval from citizens generally,
and doubly so from those who contributed funds for flowers in






Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.
1\) THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
The annual appropriation for Bridges was fixed at $1000, and
we have asked for no addition. Still we have done more work
than we anticipated. The explanation being, that our preliminary
examination, made for the purpose of estimating expense, occur-
red in mid-winter. We have expended $1,000.27, in manner fol-
lowing : Planking Central Avenue
;
planking and x^ainting Saw-
yer; planking Fourth Street, Watson, Highway Dist. No. 6, Knox
Marsh, Highwav Dist. No. 7, bridges. Eepairing easterly A\'ash-
ington Street, Fresh Creek, Varney, and Bellamy bridges.
The Fourth Street bridge should should be carefully exam-
ined. Perhaps cutting ice from time to time about the piles has
been neglected. Something should be done before the ice goes
out of the river.
Fresh Creek and Varney bridges will need replauking in the
spring. There is urgent necessity for abutments at Highway Dis-
trict No. G, and Knox Marsh bridges.
Finally, Central Avenue, Easterlj^ Washington Street, County




Joint Standing Committee on Bridges.
December 31, 1893.
Check No. 2150, John E. Holland, $35.00, and check No.
2460, Dover Wood Workers, $27.85, belong to Westerly Washing-




Joint Committee on Westerly Washing-
ton Street Bridge.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :—
Gentlemen
:
—We respectfully call your attention to the prog-
ress made on the Westerly AYashington Street bridge.
As set forth in a previous report, it quite early became evi-
dent that the public interest required certain changes in the origi-
nal plan. We appeared before you July 6th, and submitted the
views of competent and experienced persons. Your instructions
were embodied in the following concurrent resolution :
"Eesolved, etc., that in matter of suggested changes in plans
for construction of Westerly Washington Street bridge, the
Joint Standing Committee having charge of same is hereby au-
thorized and empowered to do and act as in their judgment seems
necessary, and for the best interest of the city."
Fully convinced of the importance of the matter in charge,
and being mindful of the Central Avenue bridge record, we em-
ployed S. S. Jenkins, a thorough and competent civil engineer, to
act as inspectoi-. Experience has proved that the act was a time-
ly and valuable one. It goes without question that the work is
being done well and -faithfully, and a good job is certain.
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The inspector has spent a great deal of time in maintaining-
and carrying sewer through abutments.
For details reference is made to the inspector's report, which









Inspector of Westerly Washington St
Bridge.
Dover, :?^. H., January 2, 1894.
To Willard T. Sanborn, J. Walter Twomblj', Patrick E. Mallen,
Committee on Bridges
:
Gentlemen:—The mason work for Washington Street bridge is
completed to top of bridge seats,and the iron work is being put in
position. The work has been somewhat delayed during construction
in consequence of the difficulties met with in preparing founda-
tions for the abutments. The delay was unavoidable. The con-
tract for the work does not call for any specified time in which to
complete the same, and the matter of foundations, sewer connec-
tion, removing material from the w^ork and filling in front and
back of abutments, seems to have been left for future considera-
tion ; no specified provision being made for the same in the con-
tract. It was deemed advisable to make some changes in design
of abutments, and the superstructure has been constructed to
meet such changes.
I have endeavored to forward the work to completion as fast
as possible under existing circumstances. The iron work will be
ready for concrete road-bed, (weather permitting) in from three
to four weeks : but I do not deem it advisable to put on the con-
crete or finish up mason work during the winter, as it cannot be
done satisfactorily.
Submitted herewith is estimate of material furnished and la-
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bor performed, together with statement of estimates and bills ap^-
proved to date.
BILLS AND ESTIMATES APPROVED.
1893.
July 29. No. 1. S. S. Jenkins, bill $40 00
12. 2. J. S. Abbott, estimate 852 50
12. 3. J. S. Abbott, bill 373 81
31. 4. J. S. Abbott, estimate 188 80
15. 5. J. S. Abbott, bill 171 11
Aug. 18. 6. J. S. Abbott, estimate 637 24
18. 7. W. C. Pidgin, bill 25 13
10. 8. Fitz, Dana & Co., bill 12 08
3. 9. Fitz, Dana & Co., bill 51 0;i
Sept.l2. 10. S. S. Jenkins, bill 117 77
11. 11. J. S. Abbott, estimate 1,169 94
16. 12. Henry Sterling, bill 5 40
10. 13. B. & M. Pi. P., bill 3 84
Oct. 15. 14. Dover Lumber Co., bill 2 05
Aug. 25. 15. Somersworth Machine Co., bill . . 20 60
Sept.20. 16. W. U. Tel. Co., bill 37
Oct. 5. 17. Henry Sterling, bill 3 00
Sept.30. 18. E. H. Frost, bill, 24 43
30. 19. S. S. Jenkins, bill , 135 00
Oct. 9. 20. J. S. Abbott, estimate 1,842 88
Nov. 29. 21. J. S. Abbott, estimate 1,107 84
30. 22. S. S. Jenkins, bill 130 00
23. N. E. T. & T. Co., bill 1 20
24. Roberts, bill 21 77
25. N. E. T. & T. Co., bill 1 00
26. G. W. Home & Co., bill 37 50
Nov. 2. 27. J. E. Holland, bill 39 50
28. S. S. Jenkins, bill 154 60
3. 29. J. S. Abbott, estimate 700 00
30. W. U. Tel. Co., bill 1 49
21. 31. J. E. Holland, bill 17 00
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Dec. 2. 32. W. C. Pidgin, bill $6 00
21. 33. J. S. Abbott, bill 680 92
34. J. S. Abbott, back percentage . . . 1,236 66
35. J. S. Abbott, estimate 1,065 13
36. Converse & Hammond, bill .... 8 09
37. Willard T. Sanborn, bill 5 10
38. A. Moulton & Co., bill 1 84
39. C. L. Jenness, bill 7 04
40. J. S. Abbott, bill 35 25
39. 41. Geo. M. Paul & Co., bill 23 46
42. S. S. Jenkins, bill 104 60
43. W. C. Pidgin, bill 5 25
44. Harvey & Butterfield, bill .... 1 00
45. D. H. x\ndrews, estimate 8,000 00
46. Henry S. Sterling, bill 1 70
47. William Hester, bill 3 00
48. Chas. H. Dorr, bill 9 54
49. John E. Holland, bill 11 50
50. John Kivel, bill 10 00
.51. John E. Holland, bill 35 00
52. Dover Wood AYorkers, bill . . . . 27 85
$18,667 91
MATERIALS FURNISHED AND LABOR PERFORMED.
20304.9 cubic feet mason work at 30 cents per foot . . $6,091 47
1918.4 " " '' 20 " . . 383 68
104.5 cubic yards concrete at S'8.00 per yard .... 836 00
967.8 '• earth excavation at 75 cents per
yard 725 85
480 square feet stone cut at 55 cents per foot .... 264 00
Estimate to Boston Bridge Works on account of iron
work 8,000 00
Bills approved for work not provided for in contract. 2,366 82






Special Committee on Copying Ancient
Records.
To THE City Couxcils of the City of Dover:—
The undersigned report in regard to tlie matter of copjing
the ancient records of Dover, as set forth below.
The appropriation was fixed at one hundred and fifty dollars.
This amount has been expended by the City Clerk as follows
:
Of the 166 pages in the oldest book—1647-1753, one hundred
and thirty-three have been carefully copied. The handwriting of
the ancient clerks has been for a long period verj^ difficult to read,
and time and the injury caused by water penetrating the safes at
the two fires has made it very indistinct.
Of the 226 pages of "The Town Account Book,''—1741 to
1786—one hundred and six have been carefully copied.
We further find that the City's Birth Register from 1860 to
1882—very badly injured and much defaced, being also coverless
—
has been carefully copied in full. This book contains 61 very
large double pages, and its accuracy is certified to bj^ the city
clerk. It is in frequent use.
The money has been well expended, and the work should be
completed.







FOR SIX MONTHS ENDING DEC. 31, 1893.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
AVe herewith submit the report of the Commission for the
six months ending Dec. 31, 1893 :
RECEIPTS.
Cash on hand, July 1, 1893 $68 05
The Dazzler 46 85
Humpty Dumpty 43 53
Grimes' Cellar Door 54 30
The Mascot 19 42
Pauline Hall Opera Co 34 79
Paul Kauvar 31 71
Danger Signal 31 60
Count of Monte Cristo 36 16
A Busy Day 20 68
Our Country Cousin 22 61
Lost Paradise 55 87
New Nabobs 49 38
Vendetta 32 92
Trip to Chinatown 131 12
Jarbeau 21 43
Annie Ward Tiffany 41 19
Denning's Minstrels 43 82
Alexander Salvini 96 10
i8
Frank Mayo
Hands Across the Sea
Dr. Bill
Golden Wedding


























Water Com. balance rent
Pent Tower Hall
Check, City of Dover
Banquet Hall
City of Dover, to. balance




Music, priutiug, advertising, etc $995 76
Scales & Quimby, priutiug uotices, tickets, etc ... 16 00
G.J. Foster & Co.,. advertisiug 10 00
C. L. & P. Co., lights 39 69
C. H. Trickev & Co., coal 1,110 63
^' " '^ 121 46
C. L. & P. Co., lights 45 85
Payroll 121 25
Chas. E. King, salary 25 00
Chas. A. P.Ichmoud 2 00
Geo. H. Demeritt, acet. salary 50 00
Pay roll 85 50
Star Stamp Co., stamps 2 35
F. H. Foss, postage 2 00
AVhiton & Knight, tickets 10 00
F. C. Tiltou, suits for stage hands 8 00
T. H. Dearborn & Co 3 38
Chas. E. King, acct. salary 25 00
M. A. Foye, repairing carpet 2 50
Chas. W. Holmes, bill posting 1 00
A. P. Drew, picture frame 2 00
X. E. T. & T. Co 25
S. Packlej% misc 40
E. M. Swan, misc 25
Chas. E. King, acct. salary 25 00
Chas. E. Hodsdon, misc 10 99
C. L. & P. Co., lights 34 56
Pay roll 22 50
Pay roll 38 00
Whirou & Knight, tickets 6 00
F. H. Foss, stamps 6 00
Chas. E. King, acct. salary 25 00
Henry Sterling, trucking 2 00
E. H. Frost, labor, etc. 3 01
Chas. E. King, acct. salary 25 00
Pay roll 54 00
I20
Fred H. Foss, stamps $4 00
Hemy Sterling, trucking
W. A. Morrill, misc
Beach Soap Co




N. E. T. & T. Co
Chas. E. King, aect. salary
u u u
Chas. E. King, misc
M. J. Goodrich
G. H. Demeritt, acct. salary
Pay roll
Pay roll
Chas. E. King, misc
O. W. Farrar, printing notices
Whiton & Knight, tickets
C. C. Abbott, labor
J. Herbert Seavey, misc
Whitehouse & Pinkham
E. Morrill Fur. Co
Geo. E. Varney
J. E. Vickery
A. Moulton & Co
C. L. Jenness
J. S. Abbott
C. L. & P. Co., lights
II II cc
H. M. Davis, labor
C. W. Holmes, labor
Scales & Quimby, printing
Dover Water Works
J. E. Lothrop & Co
1 00
12
C. H. Trickey & Co., coal 500 66
^Vhitou & Knight, tickets 6 00
Dover Water Works, water rent 102 00
C. L. & P. Co., lights 490 88
J. B. Folsom & Co., inisc 6 20
Eugene Smart, ijQisc 25
J. E. Cojde, labor 6 00
V. Mathes, wood 2 00
S. Bouser, labor 1 50
J. T. W. Ham & Co., misc 3 60
J. McGlone, trucking 25.
For water used in raising and lowering Opera House
floor since building was first opened






City Opera House Commission.
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DovEK, X. H., January 1, 1894.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :—
By vote of the School Committee of the City of Dover, I
have the honor to communicate to you the annual report of said
Committee to the City, adopted Dec. 29, 1893, as prescribed by
Section 12 of Chapter 92, of the Public Statutes of the State of
ISTew Hampshire, of which report the reports of the Superinten-
dent of Schools, the Committee on Finance and Claims, the Audit-
ing Committee, the Music Teacher, and the Truant Officer, also
herewith presented, were, by vote of the School Committee, ap-







FOR THE YEAR 1893.
MEMBEES.
Wardl. Term expires.
Oscar F. Kimball January, 1894
George D. McDuffee " 1894
Ward 2.
Thomas B. Garland - 1894
Robert G. Pike " 1895
Ward 3.
William H. Viekery " 1894
Charles A. Fairbanks " 1895
Ward 4.
Theodore W. Woodman " 1894
Charles A. Tufts " 1895
Ward 5.
Francis Reynolds " 1894
James J. Gorman '• 1895
CHOSEN KY THE CITY COUNCILS :
George J. Foster, Ward 1 •• 1895
James H. Southwick, Ward 2 . ^* 1894
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George S. Frost, Ward 3 lauuary, 1895
Joseph P. Sheafe, Ward 4 '' 1894
Michael Sherry, Ward 5 " 1895
Annual Meeting—The second Wednesday in January at 11
o'clock A. M.
Stated Meetings—The second Thursday in each mouth, at









Qualifications of Teachers—Twft^^ (ex-officio) Garlaml, Sheafe,
Kimhall, Pike, Gorman.
Finance and C/«zw5—Southwick, Frost, Foster, Wooihnan.
Sherry.
^^^//^—Fairbanks, licynolds, Vickery, Sherry, Southwick.
Text Books—QiVi\\'Ax\i\. Tufts. SouthAvick, Fairbanks, McDuf-
fee.
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Music and Drazving— P^rost, Siieaft'. Fost«»r. Fair])anks. Kim-
hall.
[ligh School— X\\it<. (i'X-wtiicio) Garland. Profit. Slioaf(\ Vick-
M-y, \Voo(liuaii.
Grannnor Schools—Slieafe, Frost, Foster, Pike, Gormau.
Primary Schools—"S'iekoiy, Foster, Slierry. Soutliwick, MoDuf-
i'ee.
Ungraded Schools—Tike, ^Voodmaii, JJej'iKjlds, Viekery, Gor-




Residence, 98 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Office hours, 8 to 8.30 A. M., 11.45 A. M. to 12.30 v. 3i. on










Committee on Finance and Claims.
To THE School Committee :
—
The Committee ou Finance and Claims makes the following
report as to the receipts and expenditures of thf Board during the
year 1893.
The resources of the Committee, apart from the special ap-




Appropriation by law 818,020 00
Appropriation in addition 8,000 00
Total from City Treasurer . 26,020 00
Surplus trom 1892 41 24
Tuition from persons 255 20
Literary Fund from State Treasurer 2,018 01
From Evening School Approjiriatiou 17 85
S28,852 30
Amount refunded, error in bill 25
$;28.352 55
EXrENDITlTRES.
General account !f!28,011 20
Surplus, 1893 ^ 8341 35
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GEXKRAL F.XPEXSE ACCOUNT BY SUB-DIVISIONS.
Salaries.
Teachers $20,782 48
Superintendent of Schools .
Secretary <^f the Committee
Truant Otlicer
Care of School Houses and School Rooms.












Diploma^ for High and Grammar Schools






















Ti-ausportatiou of pupils $652 50
Miscellaneous items 96 85
$749 35
Special Accoiuits.
High School annex and grading .^544 31
Cleaning school houses 78 88
§623 19
SPECIAL APl'KOPKIATI(», ACCOUNTS.
Free Text Books. '
Appropriation .$1,'^00 00
Eeceived from Evening School appropriation for
supplies 5 62
Received from sale of books 41 70
$1,247 32
Expended $1,534 90













Dover, X. H., January 4, 1894.
We, the undersigned, have examined the boolis and papers
and accounts of Isaac F. Abbott, Treasurer of the School Com-
mittee, and find them properly kept, correctly cast and vouched
for, and that the sum of fifty-six dollars and ninety-two cents re-
mains in the hands of the Treasui-er, which we find to be a deposit
in the Dover National Bank.
We have also examined the receipted bills in tlie hands of tlie
Secretary, and find them to be properlj^ cast, approved by the
Committee on Finance and Claims, or otherwise, as the rules may








to the schooi. c03i.aiittf.k of the schooe distluct of the
City of Dover :
Gentlemen:—I have the honor to submit my twelfth antiuiil re-
port upon the schools of this cit}-.
STATISTICS.
NUMBER PUPILS ENROLLED DURING THE YEAR ENDING JUNE 1893.
132
ASSESSORS' KMTMERATION OF CHILDREN BETWEEN THE AGES OF
FIA E AND FIFTEEN YEARS.







Tugradeii schools . 113
Total 1215














Total . . , 1128
Average attendance for the year compared with av-





Averarge per cent, for the city 89,5
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Average for all schools 79.2






Number of pupils neither absent nor lard}' 78
Aggregate membership of the several classes of the



































Primary schools .... 128
Ungraded schools 10
Total 235






















Number of school houses 19
Number occupied at close of year 17






Average for city 283
Number of teachers who have attended a normal
school 6







>s umber of instances of tardiness during the last
eleven years
:
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TABLE OF ATTENDANCE IN THE DAY SCUOOL SINCE TflE OIKiAN-
IZATION OF THE PRESENT CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT.
141
HIGH SCHOOL.
Duriug the summer of "03 two vacancies occurred by resigua-
liou after re-election.
Miss Mabel Cunimiugs, having accepted a position in Natick,
Mass., was succeeded by Miss Mary Kale ^'oung of this city; and
Miss Beal having beeii compelled to resign by ill health, Miss Em-
ily II. Ham, also of this citv, was chosen to the vacancy.
Graduation.
The annual exercises attending graduation were held in the
City Opera Ho\ise at 2.30 P. M., Fridav, June -28. The following
programme \\ as presented :
MOTTO,—EdticaHon Ends Only With Life.
1. .SOX<i OF ^VELrOME,
By the School.
Words by Marie Louise Barnes.
Music by George D. \Miittier.
2. Six<4ixr;.
By the Class.
a. The Dawn of Day, Reay.
b. Spring's Bright Glances, From Somnambula.
8. Address to the Graduates,
Kev. Phillip S. Moxom, D. D.
4. SiNGixn.
By the Class.
a. In Mercy Near Us, Rimbault.
b. Come to the Fair, Rimbault.
.T. Presextatiox of Diplomas,




Words by Mildred A. Libby.
Music by George D. Whitlier.
CLASS SONG.
On the summit look we backward
To a school life almost o'er
;
Strain our eyes to catch its vision
E'er it goes to come no more.
Turn we from the gathering darkness
To the present's perfect light,
Drinking deep of the sweet sunshine
From the silver cloud so bright.
Yonder heights are dim and distant,
Each must go his chosen way
;
Fight his foes and brave the darkness,
E'er he gains the perfect day.
Reach we out a hand to others,
Let our purpose noble be.
Armed with truth, with shield of courage
Build we for eternity.
Farewell school life ! AVelcome future
!
Aid us in this sad adieu.
Brighten thou this hour of parting,
E'er we tread thy pathways new.
GRADUATES.
Elsie May Bradford, Annie Gertrude Hill,
Edith May Burnham, Mildi-ed Augusta Libby,
Fred F.eroy Carleton, Fannie Pendexter Mathes,
Ernest Bartlett Folsom, John Shackford Meserve,
Arthur Channing Folsom, Nellie Etta Nute,
Emily Savage Folsom, Mary Elisabeth Feirce,
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Willlnin Hale llain, Ilamiah Evans Rollins,
Maro-aret I^mitiue Hamilton, Kobert Johnston Sisk,
Stacy Loclco Hanson, Fannie Faustina Smart,
[[(Mu-y Herbert Harrison, Grace Ellen AVinkley.
The class entering tiie High School in September, 1893, num-
bered fifty-six.
The membership of tli(^ school at the opening of the present






This is the largest number ever registered in the school, and
shows the confidence of our. citizens in its management.






Of the twenty graduates of last June seven are taking a col-
lege course.
The number of pupils of the High School attending to the va-
























Greek and Eoman History 50
The nmnber pursuing the several branches of study at pres-























The addition to the buiLiiag which was under contract at the
time of the last annual report, has been completed, and was occu-
pied by the school in September. It proves well adapted to the
use for which it was intended, and is an invaluable aid to the work
of the school. It contains two rooms, the lower of which is de-
voted mainlj^ to drawing: the upper, to chemistry.
The doubt existing at the time of contracting for tlie l)ull(l-
ing, as to the capacity of the boiler to heat the additional rooms,
has been solved during the recent cold weather. Thursday, Dec.
14, was a very cold day, the thermometef registering ten degrees
below zero, and even lower in some sections of the city. The
new rooms on that day were heated to 68 or 70 dogrees, with the
guage indicating two jjounds of pressui-e.
Three thousand live hundred dollars were appropriated by the
City Councils to erect the addition. 'J'his sum proving insuftkient
the Councils requested the School Committee to complete and fur-
nish the building; the Committee complied with this request, and
expended five hundred forty-four doUais and thirty-one cents for
this purpose, including the grading of the yard. Thus the total
cost has been
:
Expended by the Building Committee $8,o00 00
" " School Committee .o44 81
84,044 31
Models, apparatus and chemicals were purchased for use in
the new rooms at an exjiense of about $300.00.
The question of adding German to the High School course
of study has been considered by the Committee duiing the year
but no action has been taken. That German belongs in a first
class High School course is beyond question. I strongly recom-
mend that some means of admitting this branch be found. 1
would also call attention again to the business value of stenogra-
phy and type writing in such a course as ours. Xot to discuss
their educational value, tluse art? have 'iuch an intimate connec
' 19
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tion with the business world, that, in my judgment, we should in-
troduce them into the High School as soon as the way is clear.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
The closing exercises of the Grammar Schools were of the
usual character, and were held in the City Opera House on Friday




b. The Watch by the Rhine, Wilhelm.
By the Graduates.
2. Address to the Graduates.
America,—Yesterday, To-day and To-morrow.
Eev. A. E. Winship, Boston.
3. Singing.—The Breaking Waves, Browne.
By the Graduates.
4. Presentation of Certificates.
Rev. J. P. Sheafe,





Edgar Rutherford Batchelder, Mary Ida Bunker,
Frank Saward Canney, Alice May Cater,
Ralph Moses Farnham, Charlotte Eleanor Fisher,
Franl; Matthew P'ernald, Eillian Ethel Foss,
George William Gray, Abby Sophia Hersey,




























































Fifty-four of the pupils graduated have entered the High




Tlie conveyance of pupils to and from the graded schools be-
low the High School has been continued during the year with sat-
isfactory^ results from Littleworth, Knox Marsh, and Eliot Bridge
sections of the city.
Allow me to call attention to two other i^arts of tlie city, to
which this plan might be ^^xtended advantageously :
TOLEND SCHOOL.
Total enrollment during the term just closed 11
Average enrollment 10
Average attendance 7
" " for December 3.5
UPPER FAC'JOKV SCHOOL.
Total enrollment for term 5
Average " " 5
Average attendance for term 4
'' '' '' December 2.8
The majority of the children attending these two schools live
at such distance from them that they are obliged to take their
dinners to school ; stormy and cold weather interferes very seri-
ously with their attendance ; the schools are so small that enthu-
siasm is of necessity lacking ; the children do not get the benefit
of the courses in music and drawing conducted by tlie our special
teachers in all schools accessible to them.
It seems to me that, if this matter were presented to the pa-
rents of the children of these schools, they would, on purely busi-
ness piincipl<;s, prefer to have the children carried to the graded
schools, rather than continue the present arrangement. Surely a
child can ride in a covered bai-ge three miles with less hardship
and discomfort than he can walk half that distance. Comforta-
ble transportation would nearly double the school advantages ol'
some of the pupils here considered.
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TRUANT OFFICER.
In accordance with the recomineudatioas of the Special Com-
mittee, adopted in September, 1892, a truant officer was chosen in
Fet)ruary. Ui^ work has been performed under the supervision
an(i direction of a ( 'omraittee on Truancy in accordance with rules
reported by that Committee and adopted by the Board, which
may be found in ''Appendix D." this report.
The annual report of tlie truant officer is herewith presented.
:<irSIC AXD DRAWING.
Thes(^ branches have been under the direction of the same
t ^.achers as last year. Both are eminently competent ; both have
done excellent work. I suggest that an amendment to your rules
to require an annual rej^ort, from the teacher of drawing, as is
now re(|uire^l from the teacher of music, would place these de-
partments ui»on the same basis. The resignation of Mrs. Blais-
dell, now in the hands of the Committee on Drawing, is greatly to
be regretted. The city will be fortunate if a successor shall h?
secured who will prove hei- equal in ability, energy, and execu-
tive pov^er.
EVENING SCHOOL.
The evening school was continued in the spring till March 21,
181)8, when it was closed by reason of irregular attendance of the
pupils.
It was reopened Oct. 23 ; during the present term the school
has had an enroUmeut of eighty-six, with an average attendance
of twenty-six.
Miss Annie L. Staniels, assisted by Mr. Alfred Garland, Miss
Sarah A. Jordan, Miss Ida B. Hanson, and Miss Carrie S. Hanson
were in charge during the early part of the current term. At
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Thursday—A. m., Pine Hill, 8.45 to 9.15 ; Belknap, 9.25 to 11.45
;
F. M., Garrisou Hill, 1.15 to 1.45; Sherman Grammar, 2.15 to 2.45.
Friday, a. m., Peirce Grammar, 8.45 to 9.15: Sawyer Gram-
mar, 9.25 to 11.45; P. m., Hig-h, 12.15 to 1.00.
BI-WEEKLY.
Wednesda}^—p. :m., 1.45 to 3.45;Hale, Sept. 6, 20, Oct. 4, 18,
Nov. 1, 15, 29, Dec. 13, Jan. 10, 24, Feb. 7, 21, March 7, Apr. 11,
25, May 9, 28, June 6 ; Varuey, Sept. 13, 27, Oct. 11, 25, Nov. 8, 22,
Dec. 6, Jan. 3, 17, 31, Feb. 14, 28, March 14, Apr. 18, May 2, 16, 30,
June 13.
Thursday— p. M., Welch, 3.15 to 3.4.5—Sept. 7, 21, Oct. 5, 19,
Nov. 2, 16, Dec. 7, Jan. 4, 18, Feb. 1, 15, March 1, 15, Apr. 19,
May 3, 17, 31, June 14.
Friday
—
p. m., 1.45 to 3.45—Sawyer Primary, Sept. 15, 29,
Oct. 13, 27, Xov. 10, 24, Dec. 8, Jan. 5, 19, Feb. 2, 16, March 2,
Apr. 13, 27, May 11, 25, June 8 ; Peirce Primarj' and Sherman Pri-
mary, Sept. 8, 22, Oct. 6, 20, Xov. 3, 17, Dec. 1, 15, Jan. 12, 26,
Feb. 9, 23, March 9, Apr. 20, May 4, 18, June 1, 15.
DRAWING—ETHEL S. CHUTE.
WEEKLY.
Monday—p. M., Hale, 1.45 to 3.45.
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Tuesday—A. m., Belknap, 8.45 to 11 ; Pine Hill, 11.15 to 11.45;
p. M., Varney, 1.45 to 3.45.
Wednesday—High, 8.30 a. m. to 1 r. m.; Peirce Piiniaiy r.
M., 2.15 to 3.45.
Thursday—A. m., Sawj^er Grammar, 8.45 to 11 ; Peirce Gram-
mar, 11.15 to 11.45; P. M., Sawj^er Primary, 1.45 to 3.45.
Friday—A. M.. Welch, 8.45 to 9.15; Sherman, 9.40 to 10.45;
Garrison Hill, 11.30 to 12.
Winter Arrangement: Sessions—8.45 to 11.45 a. m. 1.45 to 3.45 p. m.
Appendix B.
NO SCHOOL" SIGNAL.
The following resolutions were adopted March 11, 1892
:
Resolved—That the "no school" signal, viz.,
2-2, struck at 7.40 o'clock A. m., shall be considered as a notifica-
tion that no forenoon session will be held in any of the graded
schools ; when struck at 7.55, the signal shall apph^ to the gram-
mar and primary schools onl}-. The signal for no afternoon ses-
sion shall be struck at 11.15 a. m., or 1.05 p. m.
Eesolved—That the superintendent be hereby directed to
instruct the teachers and pupils properly and thoroughly in regard
to the foregoing resolution.









kui.es of school committee.
Chapter VI.—As to Jauitors. [Adopted Nov. 9, 1893].
1. Janitors shall be chosen by the School Committee aimiial-
ly, who shall have the care of the buildiags assij^iied to them dur-
ing the entire year.
2. They shall sweep the floors of their respective buildings
twice every week during term time of the schools ; the stairs, en-
tries and corridors, as often as may be required to keep them in a
neat and cleanly condition.
3. They shall dust the desks, chairs, and other furniture of
the buildings after every sweeping ; the windows and blinds at
least once a week; and the walls and ceilings every vacation; they
shall remove all chalk-dust from the chalk-troughs once a week.
4. 'J'hey shall inspect all privies, closets, and urinals daily
;
and be resijousible for keeping them and their surroundings neat,
clean, and in a proper sanitary condition, suitably disinfected.
5. They shall clean in a thorough manner the buildings un-
der tlieir charge during the month of August, including school-
rooms, entries, corridors, stairs and basements. They shall clean
the floors of the school buildings and the privies every vacation.
They shall flush the urinals and closets daily.
6. They shall wash the ink-wells at the close of every term.
7. They shall keep the basements in a neat and orderly con-
dition; remove all ashes during the month of June to some accessi-
ble place in the yard.
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8. They shall see that the school rooms are properly warm-
ed, ascertain the temperature frequently by personal consultation
with the teachers, and eudeavoi- to keep the temperature of each
room at the required stantlard at all times (hiring school sessions.
9. They shall prepare all wood furnished for fuel.
10. They shall keep the yards and grounds about the build-
ings free from weeds and waste matter of all kinds ; keep side and
cross walks clean ; care for shade and ornamental trees ; remove
marks and other, defacements from buildings and fences when
possible ; have a general oversight of school property ; and in all
cases strive to keep the buildings a)id their surroundings in a neat
and healthful condition.
11. They shall remove snow and ice from the door steps, and
keep in good condition the paths leading to the school buildings
and out-houses. They shall keep nnj ice on the steps, paths or
sidewalks, covered with sand or ashes.
12. They shall keep the furniture properly fastened and re-
paired, and make all minor alterations and I'epairs required.
13. The janitors who are employed for their entire time will
spend all the time during school hours, in or a1)out the buildings
under their charge. In making their circuits among their build-
ings they shall have and observe a schedule of regular hours at
each building of which the teachers shall be advised.
14. They shall perform such other duties as the Committee
may from time to time prescribe.
15. The duties of the janitors as prescribed in this chapter
shall be performed to the satisfaction of the principals of the sev-
eral V)uildings, as far as they relate to the care and the heating of
the ]"ooms.
16. The Superintendent of Schools shall see that these regu-
lations are carried out.
Appendix D.
SULES FOR TKUANT OFFICER.
ADOPTED APRIL 13, 1893.
1. A truant officer shall be chosen by ballot at the first stated
meeting of the School Committee after the annual meeting in Jan-
uary.
2. He shall devote his whole time during term time of the
schools, to the duties of his office.
3. The truant officer shall have a regular office hour daily,
when school is in session, at the city building, subject to the ap-
proval of the Committee on Truancy.
4. Under the direction of the School Committee and the Su-
perintendent, he shall be the special officer of the board for the
execution of the Public Statutes, of the State and the ordinances
of the city relating to truants, children who habitually neglect to
attend school,and children employed in mnnufacturing establish-
ments. He shall make himself thoroughly acquainted with said
statutes and ordinances, and cari-y out then- requirements so far
as practicable prompt!}^ and faithfully.
5. He shall visit the office of the Superintemhnit twice on
evevy school day, for the purpose of obtaining the complaints of
the teachers and of the Superintendent: viz. at 9.15 A. :m. and 2.30
p. M.
(). He shall diligently and promptly seek out children who
have been reported as truant or irregular in their attendance and
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report the result of hi^i invesl igation to the teacher making com-
plaint as soon as possible, and prosecute such as seem necessary
to the Committee on Trnancy, under the direction of said Com-
mittee.
7. He shall ascertain the names, ages and residence of chil-
dren of scliool age not attending school, and the reasons for such
non-attendance, so far as within his power, and shall report the
same to the Superintendent of Schools, and under his direction
take such* further steps not repugnant to law, as maj^ be necessary
to secure their attendance at school, making prosecution under
the ordinance only as directed by the Committee on Truancy.
8. He shall ascertain the names, ages and residences of all
persons between the ages of five and sixteen years, residing in
the city of Dover, and suclT other facts as the Committee on Tru-
ancy may require and mai;e a record of the same in a suitable
book for the use of the School Committee, and perform such oth-
er duties as the Committee on Truancy may require.
i>. When directed by vote of the School Committee, ho
sliall prosecute persons for violation of Chapter 93, Section 13,
and Chapter 93, Section 15, of the Public Statutes.
10. He shall record the result of his investigations daily, in
the matter of children reported as truants or irregular in attend-
ance and of children not attending school, in a book prescribed by
the Committee on Truancy ; this book shall be presented to the
School Committee at every stated meeting, and sliall be open to
inspection of members of the Board at all times.
11. He shall make a monthly report of his work to the
School Committee, through the Superintendent of Schools.
Appendix E.
ROLL OF HONOR.
List of pupils of the public schools not absent or tardy dur-
ing the year ending" June, 1893 :
HIGH SCHOOL.
Laurel A. Beede, George S. Demeritt, Arthur C. Folsom,
Walter A. Foss, Harry Holland, Harry W. Hove, Fred W. 0"Neil,
Robert D. Webster, Edith A. Demeritt, Jennie, Gray, Margai'et
B. Hamilton, Carrie M. Mudge, Isabelle M. C. Rose, Laura H.
Smith, Blanche L. Stirling.
GRAMMAR SCHOOLS. .
Sawyer, First Class—Frank S. Canney, Russell W. Pinkham,
Nellie E. Baybutt, Charlotte E. Fisher.
Second Class—Harry X. Gage, Matthew Gray, Chester A.
Hull, Otis P. Mudge, Charles N. Tasker, Elizabeth Gray, Ethel C.
Lucas.
Third Class—Joseph W. Hanson, Fred L. Marsh, William 11.
Tootill, Carrie L. Conlen, Alice G. Hayes.
Fourth Class—Herbert Baybutt, Fred S. Caverly, Martha B.
Nutter, Susan M. Nutter.
Belknap, First Class—Helen Heggie, Roy S. Prime, George
H. Wiuslovv.
Second Class—Mary H. Folsom, Martha C. Wingate.
Third Class—Walter R. Vickery, Bernice E. Piime.
Fourth Class—Edith M. Davis. Florence IL Coleman.
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Sherman, Second Class—Fred Currier, Alfred Hamilton, Frank
R. Laskey, Etta S. Walker, Carrie A. Drew, George H. Smart.
Peirce, 3d and 4th Clas^^es—Frank Chamberlin,^ Albert E.
Hayes, Myra B. Spencer, Annie L. Lowell, Bessie M. Perkins.
. PKIMAKT SCHOOLS.
Saw yer. First Class—Everett Gage, Fred Wilkinson, Florence
Blanchard.
Second Class—Dwight Hull.
Peii'ce, 1st and 2nd Classes—Walter C. Hartford, Edward V.
rhompson, Alice 31. Kurd, Mabel B. Pi-yor.
2nd and ord Classes—Bei-nice Spencer, Lucinda Aldrich.
Hale, First Class—Benjamin F. Frj^, Harry E. Frias, Robert
T. J. Jones, Joseph E. Sjkes.
Second Class—Lillian M. Westran.
Third Class—Grace E. Pinkham.
UNGKADED SCHOOLS.
Upper Factory—Garfield F. Husse}-.
Garrison Hill—Leon F. Babb, Alice F. Dame, Mary E. Han-
son.
Upper Xeck—Minnie Furbish, Charles Furbish, Herbert Fur-
bish.




Oscar F. Kimball . .
George D. McDufFee
Ward 2.
Thoraas B. Garland .





George E. Varney .




CHOSEN BY THE CITY COUNCILS
George J. Foster, Ward 1 . .
James IT. Southwick, Ward 2
George S. Frost, Ward 3 . .
Joseph P. Sheafe. Ward 4 .



























Qualifications of Teachers—Tufts, (ex-officio) Garland, Sheafe,
Pike, J. Joseph Gojman, Varney.
Finance and Claims—Southwick, Frost, Foster, Sherry, Vick-
ery.
Health—Fah'banks, Southwick, Sherry, Varney, James E.
Gorman.
Text Books—Garland, Tufts, Southwick, McDuffee,Fairbanks.
Music and Draiuing—Frost, Sheafe, Foster, Fairbanks, Pike.
High School—TvdX^, (ex-officio) Garland, Frost, Sheafe, Vick-
ery, Varney.
Grammar Schools—Sheafe, Frost, Foster, Kimball, J. Joseph
Gorman.
Primary Schools—Vickery, Foster, Sherry, McDuffee, James E.
Gorman.








Residence, 98 Silver Street.
Office, City Building.
Office hours, 8 to 8.30 A. M., 11.45 a. m. to 12.30 p. m. on









Office Hours—8 to 9 A. i\i. on School Days.
Appendix G.
SCHOOL CALENDAR.
All schools begin Sept. 4; will close Dec. 15—15 weeks. Va-
cation two weeks.
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All open Jan. 1, 1894. Primary and Ungraded, 11 weeks to
March 16. Grammar and High, 12 weeks to March 23. Vacation
three weeks and two weeks respectively.
All open April 9. High, 11 weeks to June 22 ; others, 10 weeks
to June 15.
HOURS OF SCHOOL SESSIONS :
High School—8.30 a. m. to 1 p. m.
PRIMARY AND GRAMMAR SCHOOLS.
Fall term—8.30 to 11.30 A. m. ; 1.45 to 3.45 p. m.
Winter term—8.45 to 11.45 A. M. ; 1.45 to 3.45 p. m.
Spring term—8.30 to 11.30 a. m. ; 2 to 4 p. m.
UNGRADED SCHOOLS.
9 A. m. to 12 m. : 1 to 3 p. m.
Appendix H.
KULES FOR PROMOTION AND GRADUATION.
First—The several teachers in the High and Grammar schools
shall, at the end of each week, record the standiao- of the pupils
under their charge, as regards recitations and deporlmeut, and in
such record shall make use of the tei-ms satisfactory^ passable and
unsatisfactory.
Second—Only those pupils whose work would not entitle
them to the usual promotions shall be classed as unsatisfactory,
and in all such cases a report of the pupil's standing shall be sent
each week to the parent or guardian, stating the fact that such
work will not entitle the pupil to promotion ; and a report of the
standing of all pupils shall be sent as above at thy middle and
close of each term.
Third—The said teachers shall conduct frequent written re-
views in the various branches of stud^v, keeping a record of the
work of the several pupils in such reviews in the manner prev-
iously indicated,
Fourth—At the close of each school year, and at such other
times as the Superintendent may require it, the teachers shall fur-
nish him a list of the scholai's in their respective classes, with
their standing; their weekl}^ records with the records of the re-
views shall be their guide in making up such a list.
Fifth—The Superintendent shall conduct sucli examinations
as he may consider necessary to his proper understanding of the
work of the teachers and proficiency of the pupils.
Sixth—All ffromotions shall be matle b}' the Superintendent
from the lists furnished him by the several teachers; and the
.
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teacher's record of the sttiiidini^ of the pupils with the results of
his own personal examinations, shall be his guide in such promo-
tions.
Seventh—In case any scholar fails of the usual promotion, the
parent or guardian shall be notified of the fact ; and also that at a
certain specified time, previous to the commencement of the next
terra, the pupil may have the benefit of a special examination.
Eighth— If in the graduating exercises, any parts are assigned
as of special merit, the pupils shall be selected for such parts by a
jjluralit}^ vote of the teachers and the members of the class from a
list of candidates selected by the teachers of such pupils as they
deem worthy of such honors, and such list shall contain at least
twice as many names as there are parts to be assigned.
Ninth—At no time shall the teacher in any way inform any
of the scholars of their relative standing; nor shall they make
known the list of candidates for honors till they are to be voted
upon.
Tenth—All rules of the School Committee now in force in-
consistent with the above are hereby repealed.
Appendix







Martin Galligan, High, Sawyer, Peirce, ^600.00.
Geo. H. Patterson, Belknap, Varney, Hale, Pine Hill,
Daniel Ford, Sherman, #75.00.
George Pvutter, Welch, #50.00.
TRUANT OFFICER,










Prineipal of Sawyer School












Second and third terms, per day, .$.50.




GEADUATES OF THE DOVER HIGH SCHOOL
1854.






















Harriet Augusta Freeman, Hannah Sawj'er Eand,
Sarah Frances Furbush, Amanda Malvina Stevenson,





















Elizabeth How Garland, Sarah Leslie Hallam.
1862.
Sarah Helen Chapman, Sarah Helen Ross,
Mary Elizabeth Wentworth.
1863.
Hester Ann Jackson, Mary Asenath Short,
Oliver Clinton Wendell.
1864.




































































































































































































































































































Mattie Lawrence Blanch ard,
Carrie Etta Colbath,















































































































Charles Cushman Peirce, Harry Truman Stirling,
George Winslow Perkins, Charles Bennett York.
William GreenoughWallingford, Vienna Locke Hill,
Posa Maud Andrews, Florence Norwood,
,




Mary Frances Garmon, Alice Belle Towle,
Julia Ann Grant, Lizzie Jane True,
Emily Hersey Ham, Helen Orpha Willey,
































































































DOVER HIGH SCHOOL—COUESE OF STUDY ADOPTED
CLASSICAL COURSE.
First Year.
Latin^ second and third terms :—Latin Grammar and Reader.
Translate English into Latin, orally and in writing. Special
attention to etymology and syntax.
Mathematics—Algebra, throughout the year.
English—Grammar, first term.
Physiology, first term.
History of Greece, first term.
History of Rome, second term.
Second Year.
Latsn., throughout the year :—Grammar continued.
Caesar's Gallic war, books 1-4.
Reading at sight, of easy passages. English into Latin,
orally and in writing.
Special attention to giammar work.
Greeks throughout the year :—Grammar and Reader.
Translate English into Greek, orally and in writing. /
Special attention to etymology and sj^ntax.
French., last half of year :—Keetels' Grammar.
Sauver's Causeries avec mes Eleves.





Ejiglisk—Composition and Ehetoric, first half of the year.
Third Year.
Laiin, throughout the year;—Latin Prose Composition,
^neid. books 1-4.
Two orations against Catiline.
Grammar—Prosody.
Eeadiug at sight.
Greek—throughout the year :—Xenophon's Anabasis, 1-4.
Beading at sight.
Greek Prose Composition-
Attend specially to forms and constructions.
French^ throughout the year :—Keetels' Grammar.
Hennequin's Idiomatic French.





Latin, throughout the year :—Cicero, five orations.
Virgil, books 5 and 6 of the ^^neid; The Georgics, or the Bu-
colics and books 1 and 2 of the Georgics.
Review ^^neid.
Eeading at sight, Latin Prose Composition completed.
Grammar reviewed.
Greek., throughout the year:—Homer's Iliad, books 1-3.
Greek composition completed.
Grammar thoroughly reviewed.
French.^ throughout the year :—Sauveur's Grammar.
Two Classic plays, Moliere's or Eacine's.
Two modern plays, A. Daudefs Contes Choisis.









Physics, 2d and 3d terms.
Mathematics^ Algebra thoughout the year.
Book-keeping' may be substituted for Algebra the last half of
the spring term.
English—First Term. English grammar, with text books, to
include parsing and analysis, four recitations a week. Reading
from advanced reader, and spelling from advanced speller, one
recitation a week.
Second Term.—English grammar, with text-books, continued,
with written exercises to teach punctuation, use of capitals, pos-
sessives, plurals, and plural forms, four recitations a week. Read-
ing from advanced reader and written spelling, once a week.
Third I'erm.—English grammar, with parsing from difficult
authoi's and with written exercises to teach forms of letters, busi-
ness communications, bills and receipts, four recitations a w^eek.




French—last half of year :—Keetels' Grammar, Sauveur's Cau-
series avec mes Eleves.
Six of La Fontaine's Fables.
Roulier's Prose Composition.
Mathematics—Book-keeping or Algebra for four weeks; Geom-
etry for the remainder of the j-ear.
English.^ first half of year :—Dictation exercises to familiarize
class with common forms of language and writing, paraphrases,
oral and written, of choice passages of poetry into prose. Read-
ing and spelling from poetical works, as Scott's, Wordsworth's,
Longfellow's, etc.
Rhetoric, with reference to figurative language, style, etc.,
requiring pupils to I'ead selections from standard authors, and
write abstracts of same for the class.
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Third Year.
French^ throughout the year:—Keetels" Grammar. Ilenne-
quin's Idiomatic French.
Zevort's History of France.




French^ throughout the year ;—Sauveur's Grammar.
Two classic plays, 3Ioliere's or Eacine's.
Two modern plays.
A. Daudet's Contes Choisis.




Physical Geography, eighteen weeks.
English—throughout the year :—Literature and History.
ENGLISH CLASSICAL COURSE.
This course is like the classical, omitting Greek. The science




To THE School Committee of iiie School District of the
City of Dover:
I submit my secoud auaiial report as Director of Music iu the
public schools of Dover.
T am glad to be able to inform you we have gained in music in
many ways, both in quality of tone, and ability to read music in-
telligefitly at sight.
The ])upils have a desire for good music, and the teachers un-
derstand better the principle to be used in the system for gaining
the best results; and both are doing excellent woi-k.
The chromatic scale has been taught in the second year's work
with good results. Tiie small pupils enjoying the various tones
found therein, and soon learning to give them from dictation as
well as representation.
The second reader has been introduced this year earlier than
last, showing an advancement in earnest, careful work.
1 have made many careful tests ; nearly all my lessons have
been on the line of tests in sight reading and writing.
What has been accomplished you can best learn by visiting
the several rooms during the session of school.
In the first part of the second reader we have given careful
thought in the grades where used, to all keys ani all kinds of
measure.
I would advise a change in music readers iu the upper Gram-
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I hope to see more parents and school officers this j^ear than
before ; it stimulates all to better endeavor.
I should be pleased to show the principle used in Dover in
singing to any one interested, and you are very welcome to exam-
ine the work in any and all grades.
I am glad to be able to say we are far in advance of last year's
classes at this time, and shall endeavor to keep so.
Thanking you and all for pleasant associations,
I remain, very respectfully,
GEORGE D. WHITTIER,
Director.




To THE School Committee :—
I resijectfully submit the followiug report for the year 1893
:
1. Number of complaints fiom teachers 348
2. Number of complaints from the superintendent . . 19
3. Number of complaints from members of the school
committee 1
4. Number of complaints from the Parochial school . 51
5. Number of complaints from other sources 26
6. Whole number of complaints received 445
7. Number of cases of absence investigated 341
8. Number of eases of tardiness investigated 11
9. Number of children found absent without good rea-
son 128
10. Number found to be truant 93
11. Number found at work illegally 10
12. Number of childi-en not enrolled placed in school . . 37
13. Number o'f visits to schools 425
14. Number of visits to families 469
15. Number of visits to manufacturing establishments . 14
16. Number of arrests 4
17. Number of children prosecuted 3
18. Sentenced to State Industrial School 2
19. Sentenced to Jail 1





Be it ordained by the City Councils (ft the City of Dover:
Section 1. If any person having- the charge of any animal,
vehicle or other object, shall snfier the same to remain in any street
or way opposite the premises occupied bj^ another person, so as to
prevent or interfere with the convenient approach by any way or
means, to said premises, and shall wilfully neglect or refuse to
move said animal, vehicle or other object, when so requested by
said occupant, his servants, or a police ofiicer or constable, he
shall pay for each offence a fine not exceeding ten dollars.
Passed April 6, 1893.
Be it ordained by the City Couucils of the City of Dover :
That each fireman of stealiiers shall receive for his services
per year $75. The chief engineei-, S200; first assistant, $75; sec-
ond assistant engineer, .|565 ; clerk of the board of engineers, $25
;
engineer of steamer, 8125; assistant engiueers of steamers, .175;
clerks of steameis, $50 ; foreman of steamers, $40 ; hose men, $40
first and second assistant foremen, $40 each ; Cocheco Hose Co..
No. 1, men not exceeding 42 in number, $35 each; in full for all
services rendered, provided that said sums shall not be paid to an
engineer or other member of the department unless he shall have
served at every fire dui-ing the year iu this city or shall have ren-
dered a, sufficient excuse for his absence from such fire.
IkUles suspended and ordinance passed, April (5, 1893.
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Jjo it onlnined l<y the City Councils of the City of Dover:
1 hat Section 12 of Chnp. XV be amended so as to read as fol-
lows :
Section 1 2. The city mni-shal shall receive for his services
one thousand dollars a year; the assistant marshal eight hundred
dollars a yeai-; the police officers and night watch seven hundred
and thirty dollars per yeai-.
Eules suspended and ordinance passed, May 4, 1893.
He it ordaine'l by the City Councils of the City of Dover:
.^ KCTioN 1. That the salary of the steward and driver at the
central station shall be 82 i,er day. That the steward and driver
at the Sawyer station, in addition to house rent, shall be 81.57 per
day; that of the steward and driver at the Fifth street station, in-
cluding house rent, shall be $1.57 per day.
Skc. 2. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
iUiles suspended and ordinance passed May -f, 1893.
Voted to susi>end rules so far as they apply to the enactment
of ordinances.
Then, upon motion, the following ordinance was passed by a
two-thirds vote.
An ordinance to govern all persons conducting night lunch
carts upon the public streets.
|]e it ordained by the City Council? of the City of Dover:
Section 1. Thatany person holding a license or who may
lioreafter be granted a license for the purpose of conducling a
night lunch cart, shall pay the sum of 825 per annum in advance
for all night lunch carts so conducted.
Si:c. 2. That all responsible citizen? of Dover desiring to set
up aiid operate lunch carts shall be granted license in conformitj'
with section one of this ordinance.
Sec. 8. This ordinance shall take effect upon its passage.
Passed Oct. 12, 1893.
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Be it ordained by the City Couucils of the City of Dover
:
Section 1. That the foUowino- be added to Seetiou 1 of Chap-
ter XXXI of the city ordinances : ''And every non-resident
street peddler or street hawker selling domestic fruit on the streets
at retail, shall, for the privilege of so selling such goods in and
within the city limits of Dover, pay to the city clerk of the city
of Dover a monthly tax or license of $10 per month.
Sec. 2. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
Eules suspended and passed in concurrence, Dec. 8, 1893.
Be it ordained by the City Councils of tlie Cit.v of Dover
:
Section 1. Section VII of the City Ordinance and entitled,
•*The Cit}^ Opera Building," passed ]May 7, 1891, is hereby amend-
ed bj'^ striking out from the seventh section thereof the words,
"For theatrical or opera purposes, the sum of fifty dollars per
day ; but if the ci^ty's scenery be not used, five dollars per day
shall be deducted," and inserting in lieu thereof the following
words: "For theatrical or opera purposes, the sum of fiftj- dol-
lars per day, except that the Commission may lease for three or
more consecutive days at the rate af forty dollars per day."
That said ordinance is further amended by sti iking out the
words "ten dollars per evening" in section VII, and substituting
therefor the words "six dollars till eleven o'clock, and one dollar
for every hour afterwards in the evening."
Sec. 2. The Commission shall pay for no orchestra, advertis-
ing or posting expensti incurred in connection with any occupa-
tion of the building.
Sec 3. This ordinance shall take effect on its passage.
Piissed December 29, 1893.
JOINT RESOLUTIONS
TASSEL) IX 1893.
Voted March 2, 189o, without dissent, to graut the pi-ayer of
tlie following petition
:
To the City Council;^ of the City of Dover
:
Represent Sawyer Woolen ^Mills that they have in process of
erection and nearing completion a brick mill on the southerly side
of Bellamy river in said Dover, which they propose to complete
and put in operation for the manufacture of woolen and worsted
cloths, and ask and hereby petition your honorable bodies to ex-
empt said mill, the machinery to be placed therein and put in op-
eration, and the capital to be used in operating the same, from
taxation for the term of ten years.
SAWYER WOOLEX MILLS,
By their attorney, J. G. HalL
Dover, X. IL, March 2, 1893.
The following report was accepted :
To the City Covinciis—In accordance with the following resolu-
tion :
"Resolved—That the Committee on Lands and Buildings be
instructed to examine, and, if in their judgment, fire escapes or
exits are necessary from the opera house balconies, report costs
to the councils at the earliest opportunity."
Your conniiittee would report that they have made an exami-
nation, and in their judgment additional exits are necessary.
The only means of additional exit, which can be readily ob-
tained, is by widening the doors or by additional doors leading
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from second balcony, and constructino" a stairway from the. corri-
dor to the stairway which leads to the banquet hall j>;allery. This
would hardly seem sufficient. We would ask that the lands and
buildings committee be authorized to procure such advice as they
.may deem necessary, and that they report the cost, etc., of what-
ever changes may be required to the city councils.
Chakles F. Sawyer,
Charles A. Leathers.
Resolved, etc.—That the committee on lauds and buildings is
hereby authorized to hire whatever expert advice they may
deem necessary, and that they report the cost of pi'oposed chang-
es to the city councils.
Eesolution adopted June 1, 1893.
The committee on lands and buildings made the followiug re-
port :
The committee on lands and buildings, who were instruct-
ed to investigate and report on the advisability of additional
exits from the theatre in the city building, have consulted Mr.
George G. Adams, architect of the building. His reconnnenda-
tions are attached to this report.
Your committee v/ould advise the adoption of Mr. Adam's re-
commendations, they being the only feasible means for securing
the desired safety in case of fire.
We would also recemmend placing a line of hose on the west
side of the stage. The estimated cost of the proposed changes is
as follows
:
Asbestos curtain $500 00
Widening upper balcony doors 50 00
Tinning under stage . . . . s 102 00





Com. on Lands and Buildings
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The followiug is the letter of the architect referred to
:
Lawrence, Mass., Aug. 21, 1893.
Mr. Charles Francis Sawyer :
Dear Sir—lu answer to your communication, asking for my
opinion and suggestions, with reference to the best method of se-
curing additional means of exit from the upper balcony of the
new city hail building ; the necessity of more ]37-otection to guard
against the possible danger of fire in the vicinity of the stage and
the advisabilitj^ of constructing fire escapes on the outside of the
building, I beg leave to say. That, when I designed the building,
it was my purpose as w^ell as that of the building com-
mittte, to h-ave the small stairways on the outside of the pro-
scenium box used as exits from both balconies. Between fiity
and sixty i^ersons could pass down each of these stairways in a
minute, without unreasonable haste.
This as you are well aware, would provide the persons pass-
ing down over them an entirely different exit, and not necessitate
their meeting the crowds from the other exits, at the end of the
hall.
1 am strongly of the opinion that the frecjuent and general
use of these stairs would obviate all the trouble complained of in
this respect. They should of course, be suitably designated "ex-
its," and the attention of the public should be called to them and
their use. Persons sitting in the vicinity of them should be re-
quested to make their exit down them, especially when there is a
large gathering of people present. Thus in a very short time,
the people would get familiar with them and use them as readily
as any of the present means of exit. If these stairways were
solely for the upper balcony, they could be cleared in much less
time than required for the first balcony to be cleared at the pres-
ent time, and I am informed by Capt. Demeritt that there is no
fault found with that balconj'-. I would advise that the doors
opening from the upper balcony to the corridor be made at least
one foot wider.
Eeferring to the Digest of the Statutes with reference to the
inspection and construction of buildings in the city of Boston I




"Eveiy building hereafter erected and every building hereaf-
ter altered, to be used as a public building shall have two indepen-
dent exits from each division, compartment or gallery, with an ag-
gregate capacity in width of not less than 20 inches, to each 100
persons that said buildings shall at any time contain. All exits
from any public building shall be opened for the use of every de-
parting audience.''
My plan shows seats on this balcony for 380 persons. Xot
quite that number I believe have been x)laced there. The width
of the exits now contain 132 inches, which would allow the seat-
ing of 660. Notwithstanding this fact, I would still advise that
the main entrance doors of upper balcony be made wider, for the
reason that most peo^Dle entering a public hall seek to depart by
the same entrance through which they came in
As to the suggestion that an opening and stairway be made
on the east side and down to the corridor of the banquet hall
stairway, I am of the opinion that it would not be practicable,for
the reason that the corridor floor in the north projection is a full
story beneath the floor of the second balconj^, and this would ne-
Qessitate starting back on the balcony far enough to get head
room under the ceiling of the corridor—thereby cutting off part
of the passage way on first balcony and interfering with those
passing out. The loss and inconvenience thus sustained would be
much more than the advantages gained for the balconj^ above.
Again, the starting of this stairvray would be so close to the doors
now opening into the corridors, that enlarging these exits would
amount to fully as much as the x)roposed stairway.
With reference to the construction of fire escapes on the out-
side, I have to say that I am opposed to it, for the reason that the
fire escapes would, be in no way equal to one of the proscenium
box stairwaj'^s. The stairways which 1 propose are protected
from any fire from the stage ])y proscenium wall partition, which
is a sixte(;n inch brick wall. With an asbestos curtain at the
proscenium aix-h opening, the liability of a fire and panic would
be reduced to a minimum. Xine-t(^nths of all the fires that occur
in theatre? and public halls originate on or about the stage. For
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this reason an asbestos curtain properly hung should be put up at
once.
I desire further to call your attention to the report of the city
hall building committee, wherein they advise and recommend the
tinning of the ceiling of the dressing rooms under the stage, and
the front stage partition and door opening Into the orchestra.
These recommendations meet with my most hearty approval,
and would, if followed, practically insure you against the danger
of loss and panic by fire originating in the vicinity of the stage.
The cost of changing width of main doors would be $50 ; tin-
ning under the stage, $162; and the asbestos curtain all hung com-
plete, $500.
Very respectfully yours,
GEOEGE G. ADAMS, Architect.




The two boards went into joint convention to canvass the
mayor vote. City Clerk, John B. Stevens, presided.
A joint committee, consisting of Aid. Babb, Messrs. Quimby
and Brennan, reported as follows :
Your committee have canvassed the returns made to the city
clerk of the votes given in for Mayor on the 28th day of Novem-
ber, 1893, and find
:
Whole number cast 2,020
Scattering • . . . . 10
Robert J. Shaw 662
Alonzo M. Foss 1,348





Resolved—That Alonzo M. Foss, having received the larg-
est number of votes at the last municipal election, held Xovember
2Sth, 1893, for mayor, is hereby declared to have been duly elect-
ed.
The report was accepted and the resolution passed.
December 8, 1883.
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The following is the statement of the vote in Ward One, as
declared by the Moderator of said Ward, at the close of the polls
on the twenty-eighth day of Xovember, 1893 :
FOR MAYOR.
Alonzo M. Foss 248
Iiobert J. Shaw 55
John P. Gage 2




Horace T. Babb • • 251
Charles E. Wendell 240
FOR COUNCILMEX.
George Whipp 1
Charles E. Wendell 1
Patrick Devlin 57
Charles W. Eollins 62
Charles E. Clark 70
George E. A\Tiipp 239
Charles O. Baker 241
Alvah T. Eamsdell 242
FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE.
Samuel Eackley 65
Elias C. Yarney 66
Oscar F. Kimball 240
George D. McDuffee 241
FOR MODERATOR.
Samuel R. Leighton 65




Charles W. Da\is 63
Micajah S. Hanscom 245
FOR SELECTMEN.
Charles O. Baker 2
John McCooey 61
Frank B. Pierce 64
Isaac H. Porter 66
Walter S. Mchols 238
Martin P. Bennett 240
George A. Peabody 241
FOR WARD CLERK.
Marilla M. Picker . 1
Charles F. Hasty 64
WilhamEeed 241
A true copy of record—attest
:
Charles O. Baker,
Ward Clerk, AVard One, City of Dover.
Eeceived Nov. 29, 1893, at 11 a. m., and recorded in city rec-
ords.
J. B. Stevens, City Clerk.
The following is the statement of the vote in Ward Two as
declared by the Moderator of said Ward, at the close of the polls
on the twenty-eighth day of November, 1893 :
FOR MAYOR.
Alonzo Melvin Foss 348
Robert J. Shaw 102




James M. Fai iiliam 82B
Erastus A. Crawford 320
Ilanison L. Smith 125
Charles T. Henderson 125
FOR COUNCILMEX.
Charles A. Leathers 326
Charles E. Jenness 327
William A. Oilman 316
True M. Eollius 122
Henry J. :Mulleu 133
Walter T. Perkins 122
FOR SCHOOL COMillTTEE.
'J'homas B. Carlaud, for two years 327
I5(-n)amin F. Kenuard 124
FOR MODERATOR.
Frank Kines 325
James W. Foss 124
FOR SELECTMEN.
Oliver J. Clark 327
Benjamin L. Xudd 327
Arthur L. Snell 328
Frank Henuesy 122
James M. Varney 124
John 3[oran 122
FOR WARD CLERK.
Samuel H. Hull 325
John K. Oowen 124
Marilla IvI. Ricker 1
A true copy of record—Attest:
Samuel H. Hull,
Ward Clerk of War<] Two.
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Fieeeived Xov. 28, 1893, at 7.30 p. m., and recorded in City
Records.
J. B. Stevens, City Clerk.
The following is the statement of the vote in Ward Three as
declared by the Moderator of said Ward, at the close of the polls
on the tAventy-eighth day of November, 1803 :
FOR MAYOR.
Alonzo M. Foss 314
Eobert J. Shaw 72
Foss' majority 242
FOR ALDERMEN.
Charles E. Meserve ; 274
Charles L. Kicker 290
Augustns W. Dearborn 109
Samuel M. Welch 86
FOR COUNCILMEN.
George E. Buzzell 294
Alfred R. Flynn 300
W. H. Jones 300




William H. Vickery 297
Mrs. John Scales 1
Charles H. Dearborn 87
FOR MODERATOR.
John W. Leavitt 299
Herman E. Canney 71
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JNiitlianiel C. Hobbs






George W. Xeal . .
Frank H. Fleer . .
H. H. Clifford . . .
W. H. Sheafe . . .
Henry H. Clifford .
AValter J. Huohes .

















Clerk Ward Three, City of Dovei'.
ords.
Eeceived Xov. 28, 1893, at 7 p. m., and recorded in City Eec-
J. B. Stevens, City Clerk.
At a meeting of the legal voters of Ward Four, in the City of
Dover, State of New Hampshire, holden on the twenty-eighth
day of November, A. D., 1893, the following Votes were by them
in open meeting given in to the moderator, and said moderator in
presence of the selectmen and ward clerk, and assisted by them,
sorted and counted said votes, and at the close of the meeting
made a declaration thereof, as follows :
FOR MAYOR.
Alonzo Melvin Foss 393
26
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Robert J. Shaw 16'5
Scattering 4
FOR aldermi:n.
Charles Francis Sawyer 382




James Walter Twombly 387




Levi W. Tow le 180
Scattering 2
FOR SCHOOL COMMITTEE,
George E. Varney ' 380
Frank P. Stevens 188
Scattering 1
FOR SELECTMEN.
George E. AVhitehouse 384
Joseph W. Peirce 384
Edwin H.Flagg 381
John Swallow 189
Henry H. Sterling 189
Peter F. Murphy 189
FOR MODERATOR.
Walter W. Scott . . . . ' 384
James H. Card 187
CLERK.
Harry H. Smith 383








Ward Clerk, Ward Four.
Keceived Nov. 28, 1893, at 8 p. m., and recorded in City Eec-
ords.
J. B. Stevens, City Clerk-
The following is the statement of the vote in Ward Five as
declared by Moderator of said Ward, at the close of the polls on
the twenty-eighth day of November, 1893 :
FOR MAYOR.
Robert J. Shaw 268
Alonzo M. Foss • 45
FOR ALDERMEN.
John Killoren 192
John J. McCauu 170



















John A. Flannagan 14
FOR ASSESSOR.
James E. McSorley ; . . . . 181
Patrick J. Carragher 4
Patrick Carragher 114












Marilla M. Kicker 1
Hugh Carr 12
FOR WARD COMMITTEE.
James N. Whalen 182
Harry McNally 183
John Dione 183




Received Nov. 28, 1893, at 10 p. m., and recorded in City Rec-
ords.
J. B. Stevens, City Clerk.
CITY EXPENSES FOR 1893.
BEING AN ITEMIZED ACCOUNT MADE UP FEOM THE
BOOKS OF THE CITY CLERK AND CITY TKEASUREB.
The Joint Stauding Committee on Finance presents the fol-
lowing statement of all expenditures from December 31, 1892, to
December 31, 1893. Items of payment to the same individual at
sundry times are included in the aggregate amount given, if paid
for the same object. Some department changes have been made,
and the Treasurer's report will show in some instances that checks
issued have been kept over from both '92 and '93. Every effort
has been made to pay all the bills for the current year.
STATE TAX.
Appropriation, $22,525.00.
State treasurer $22,525 00
COUNTY TAX.
Appropriation, $35,103.90.
County treasurer $35,103 90
CITY RAILKOAD BONDS.
100 $1,000 bonds, Nos. 1 to 100, inclusive $100,000 00
200 $500 bonds, Nos. 1 to 200, inclusive 100,000 00
75 $200 bonds, Nos. 1 to 75, inclusive 15,000 00






10 $1,000 bonds, N^os. 21 to 30, inclusive $10,000 OO
INTEREST.
Appropriation, $15,850.00.





Isaac F. Abbott, school treasurer $26,020 00
EVENING SCHOOL.
Appropriation, $350.00.
Isaac F. Abbott, school treasurer .......... $350 00
FREE TEXT BOOKS.
Appropriation, $1200.00.
Isaac F. Abbott, school treasurer $1200 00
DOVER PUBLIC LIBRARY.
Appropriation, $3200.00.
Isaac F. Abbott, library treasurer , . $3205 50
LIGHTS.
Appropriation, $9525.00.
V,on. Light & Power Co $9514 50
PAUPER DEPARTMENT.
Appropriation, $3500.00.
George W. Gray, overseer of poor $5058 62
20/
For many years this account has been settled in the spring.
That of this year is made to date.
CURRIER FUND.
Orders of Mayor 850 00
SUPPORT OF PRISONERS.
Appropriation, §350.00.
County of Strafford #1092 72
State Industrial School 24 00
$1,116 72
WATER ^yORKS DEBT.
'i'he Savings Bank for County of Strafford, from pre-
mium on P. & D. stock 822.500 00
MILITARY APPROPRIATION.
Appropriation, $400.00.
Sawyer Rifles 8200 00
Strafford Guards 200 00
8400 00
WARMING AND LIGHTING OFFICES.
Commission of Citj^ Opera House 81.022 00
LANDS AND BUILDINGS EXPENDITURES.
Appropriation, 81,200.00.
Samuel Bonser, machinist work 82 SI
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware 118 33
Union Supply Co., lamps, etc Ill 11
Eugene Smart, keys, etc 19 70
E. Morrill Furniture Co., chairs, rubber mats, etc . . 70 10
American Ex. Co., service 15
J. G. Leathers, carpenter work . . . , 30 04
R. Hollings & Co., globes 23 25
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D. Foss & Son, double windows
Littlefield, Fraiy & Co., stock and labor
Boston c^ Maine Eailroad, freight
Fred Davis, hauling paving stones
W. T. Perkins, plumbing, etc
C. L. Jenness, hardware
Dover Cement Drain & Sewer Pipe Co., pipe ....
(?. E. Lord, painting
Con. Light & Power Co., service in Ward 4 house . .
Aaron Eoberts, labor
H. A. Worthen, incidental
E. H. Frost, wood work
J. H. Xealley, tarltan
George P. Burleigh, blacksmith .
W. A. Morrill, incidental
S. H. Foye, incidental
B. D. Stewart, carpenter work
J. B. Folsom & Co., paint, glass, etc
Dover Water Works, setting watering trough, etc . ,
Converse & Hammond, phosphate




Frank Knott, labor $8 25
Patrick Dobbin, labor 8 25






'Con. Light & Power Co
^. E. Cassidy .....
Dover Water Works . .
$6 30
2iO
George J. Foster, printing and advertising ^4 70>
Scales & Quimby, printing city reports, etc 446 20




C. M. Jones, salaries , $174 96
Scales &.Quimby, i)rinting 15 20
Varney Pharmacy, disinfectants, etc 8 16
H. A. Worthen, repairs 1 40
Fred H. Foss, postage 2 00
J. A. Clough & Son, grain 48 10
A. E. Meserve, hay 23 52
J. G. Leathers, carpenter work 9 03
A, M. Hacking, copying 1 00
E. B. Lane, stationery 1 00
Charles A. Fairbanks, salary . 100 00
W H. VTckery, disinfectants 1 81
O. A. Gibbs, assignee, disinfectants 15
V. Mathes, grain 16 29
W. G. Hagar, printing 75
C. H. Horton, binding 50
E. Page, hay 19 19
J. E. Vickery, vaccine points, etc 19 08
E. R. Angell, analysis of water 3 00
A. P. Eichmond, mediciil service 2 00
Fred M. Banker, hay 17 96
Lothrops & Pinkham, sundries 1 79
C. L. Jenness, hardware 2 71
J. H. Randlett, repairs ? 75
E. S. Tash & Co., sundries 2 85
J. T. Peaslee, repairs 2 65
A. T. Pinkham & Co., sundries 68
J. B. Folsom & Co., sundries 1 33
21^
teeter Drapeau, blacksmith work 20 95
George P. Burleigh, blacksmith work 3 05
HEALTH PAY ROLL.
Pay roll, Jan. IG, 1893.
John Flannigan $6 12
Daniel Fenton 9 00
Frank 3IcNalley 4 50
Pay roll, February 1.
John Flannigan .$21 00
Daniel Fenton 14 25
Pay roll, February 9.
John Flannigan SIO 50
John Eastman 6 00
Pay roll, February 13.
John Flannigan $6 00
John Flannigan, Jr . , 10 50
Pay roll, February 20.
John Flannigan $5 25








Pay roll, Februarj^ 27.
John A. Flannigan $10 50
John Flannigan . . . 4 50
Pay roll, March 3.
John A. Flannigan $10 50
Daniel Fenton • • 5 25
C. M. Jones 58 33
Pay roll, March 6.
John A. Flannigan $10 50
Daniel Fenton 6 75
Pay roll, March 13.
J. A. Flannigan $10 50
Daniel Fenton 8 25
Pay roll, March 20.
J. A. Flannigan $10 50
Daniel Fenton 7 50
•John Flannigan 75
Pay roll, March 27
.
John A. Flannigan $10 50









Pay roll, April 10.
John A. Flannigan 810 50
Daniel Fentou 6 00
Pay roll, April 17.
John A. Flannigan .$10 50
Daniel Fenton 5 25
Pay roll, April 24.
Daniel Fenton .$10 50
John Galev • 6 00
Pay roll, May 1.
John Eastman .$6 00
C. M. Jones 58 33
Pay roll. May 8.
Daniel Fenton .§10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Pay roll. May 15.
Daniel Fenton .$10 50







Par roU. May 22.
t>amel Fenton §10 5<)
Patrick McDonald 4 O
Par roU. May 29.
Daniel Fenton 810 50
Patrick McDonald 6 75
r. M. Jones. (Mav 58 33
Pay roU. June .5.
Daniel Fenton -SIO 50
Patrick McDonald * 7 5«^
Pay roll. June 12.
Daniel Fenton SIO .50
Patrick McDonald 6 75
Charles LiUv 1 5«>
Pay roll. June 19.
Daniel Fenton SIO 50
Patrick McDonald 6 75
Pay roU. June 26.
Daniel Fenton 610 50







Pay roll, July 3.
Daniel Fenton 810 50
Patrick McDonald 6 75
C. M. Jones, (June) 58 32
Pay roll, July 10.
Daniel Fenton 810 50
Patrick :McDouald 6 00
Pay roll, July 17.
Daniel Fenton $5 25
Patrick McDonald 4 50
Charles Lilly 1 50
Charles Merrill 3 50
Pay roll, July 24.
Charles Merrill 810 50
Charles Lilly 5 25
Pay roll, July 31.
Charles Merrill $10 50
Charles Lilly 6 00






William H Neal ^10 50
2l6





Pay roll, August 14.
William H.Neal ^10 50
Patrick McDonald Oo
$16 50
Pay roll, August 22.




Pay roll, August 29.
W. H. Xeal ^10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
C. M. Jones (.August) 58 33
674 83
Pay roil, September 5.
AMUNeal ^10 50
Patrick McDonald 7 50
$18 00
Pay roll, September 12.
^^'•^'eal $10 50






Pay roll, October 30.
C. M. Jones, (October) 858 33
Will Xeal 10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Voucher 2427.
Pay roll, I^ovember 6.
William H. Neal $10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Voucher 2446.
Pay roll, Xovember 13.
\Mlliam H. Neal 810 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Voucher 2445.
Pay roll, November 21
.
William Neal .§10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Voucher 2518.
Pay roll, November 27.
William Neal 810 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00











Pa}' roll, December 4.
William Xeal §10 50
Patrick McDonald G 00
Pa}" roll, December 11.
William Neal $10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
Pay roll, December 18.
AMlliam Neal $10 50
I'atrick McDonald 6 00
Voucher 2757.
Pay roll, December 26.
William Xeal $10 50
Patrick McDonald 6 00
C. M. Jones 58 32
Voucher 2756.
Pay roll, December 30.
W. H. Xeal $10 50





E. Morrill Furniture Co., chairs and desks . . . $26 55
$74 82
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Littlefield, Frary & Co., hardware .$2 65
Dover Cement Drain and Sewer Pipe Co., pipe ... 15 60
AVilliam H. Neal, labor 9 00
Dover Water Works, service 21 00
Pay roll, February 18.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 4 50
D. Drew 8 25
E. Hayes 8 62
Pay roll, April 24.
F. P. Coleman .$12 00
Horse labor 3 00
W. H. Neal 7 50
J. Smith 7 50
Pay roll. May 1.
F. P. Coleman |12 00
Horse labor 4 50
W. H. Neal 8 25
J. Smith 7 50
Pay roll. May 8.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 4 50
W. H. Neal 6 00







Pay roll, May 15.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 6 00
W. H. Xeal 8 25
E. Hayes 8 25
Daniel Drew 8 25
Pay roll, May 22.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse labor 6 00
W. H. Xeal 7 50
Ezra Hayes 7 50
Daniel Drew 7 50
George Young 1 50
Pay roll, May 29.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 6 00
W. H. Neal 9 00
Ezra Hayes 9 00
D. Daniel 9 00
G. Young 9 00
Pay roll, June 5.
F. P. Coleman , $12 00
Horse labor 6 00
W. H. Neal 9 00
E. Hayes 9 00
D. Drew- 9 00






Pay roll, June 12.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse labor 9 00
\V. H. Xeal 9 00
E. Hayes 9 00
J. Hall 7 00
C. Hussey, 3 loads of stone at $2.00 ... 6 00
Scales & Quimby, printing 4 50
Pay roll, June 19.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse labor 6 00
W. H.Xeal 6 75
E.Hayes 8 25
J. Hall 7 00
(,'. Hussey, 2 loads of stone 4 00
W. A. Morrill, 1 carpet 8 00
Pay roll, June 26.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse labor 4 50
W. H. Xeal 7 12
E. Haves 7 50
Pay roll, July 3.
F. P. Coleman .* . . . $12 00
Horse labor 7 50
F. IIay«;s 9 00






Pay roll, July 10.
F. P. Coleman §12 00
Horse labor 4 50
W. H. Neal 7 50
E. Hayes 1 50
Pay roll, July 17.
F. P. Colemau • §12 00
Horse labor 1 50
W. H. Xeal 9 00
E. Hayes 75
Pay roll, July 24.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 3 00
W. H. Xeal 9 00
Pay roll, July 31.
F. P. Coleman . §12 00
Horse labor 8 00
W. H. Xeal 7 50
W. H. Gage, 8 loads of stone at §2.00 ... 16 00
Pay roll, August 7.
F. F. Coleman §12 00
Horse labor • • . . 1 50
E. Hayes 7 50
D. Drew 7 50







Pay roll, August 14.
F. P. Coleman
Horse ....
E. Hayes . . .
D. Drew . . .
Pay roll, August 26.
Frank P. Coleman





Pay roll, September 25.
F. P. Coleman .$10 00
Horse 3 00
T). Drew 9 00
E. Hayes , 6 00
J. W. Hall 2 00
Pay roll, October 24.
r. P. Colemau
Horse ....
Pay roll, October 2.
F. P. Coleman ^12 00
Horse labor 1 50
D. Drew 8 25
E. Hayes 8 25
Pay roll, October 9.
F. P. Coleman '. $12 00
Horse ... 8 25
D. Drew 8 25
E. Hayes 7 50
Pay roll, October 16.
F. P. Coleman $12 00
Horse 3 00
D. Drew 8 25
E. Hayes 7 50









D. Drew $9 00
E. Hayes 9 00
Pay roll, October 30.
F. P. Coleman ' $12 00
Horse 1 50
D. Drew 7 50
E. Hayes 7 50
J. Hall 2 00
Pay roll, November 6.
F. P. Coleman " $12 00
Horse labor 2 25
E. Hayes 8 25
D. Drew 8 25
Pay roll, November 20.
E. H. Frost, pair tomb doors $4 15
Llttlefield, Frary & Co 6 67
J. H. Seavey 10 19
F. P. Coleman .
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Pay roll, November 20.
Improvemeut of old part.
F. P. Coleman $20 00
Horse labor 50
D. Drew 15 00
E.Hayes 15 00
J. Coleman 10 50
J. Hester 9 00
F. P. Coleman, 100 loads of loam, $1.50 per
load 150 00
$220 00
Pay roll, December 6.
F. P. Coleman $15 00
D. Drew r» 75
E. Hayes 9 75
J. Coleman 9 75





A. M. Foss, mayor $500 00
J. B. Stevens, city clerk 917 00
G. H. Demeritt, city messenger 600 00
Isaac F. Abbott, city treasurer 350 00
William F. Nason, city solicitor 300 00
William E. Whiteley, clerk of common council ... 100 00
L. L, Gerry, city civil engineer 89 27




C. W. Smith, stationery $S Si
DAMAGE BY DOGS TO DO:\IESTIC ANIMALS.
J. H. Kelley " $12 00
Morrill Chesley 2 00
William T. Page 3 00
Daniel F. Jenness
, . 31 00
Charles Watson 13 00
Alonzo Home 4 00
Daniel F. Jenness 12 00
Moses 3Ieader 20 00
Ellen Cilley 4 OS
Strafibrd Dem. Asso., printing 9 (iO
Eclson C. Eastman, book of licenses 3 12
Addie M. Hacking, tj^pe-writing blanks , 3 .50
Scales & Quimbj^, printing 10 SO
Scales & Quimby IKSO
Strafford Co. Dem. Asso., printing 8 10
George J. Foster & Co., printing 14 95
Moses M«ader 2.5 00
William T. Page 16 00
Charles Watson ' 4 00
Alonzo Home 4 00
Alonzo Home >. . 4 00




A. S. Hall, inspector .$7 50
P. E. Mallon, inspector 10 00
James Sherry, inspector 10 00
P. J. Duffy, inspector 7 50
C. S. Clifford, inspector 7 50
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J. Oates, inspector )$2 50
Mrs. Nell Cassidy, crackers and cheese 1 25
Geo. J. Foster & Co., printing 51 87
P. J. McManus, crackers and cheese . 4 40
A. L. Suell, selectman 00
8. H. Jeuness, inspector 10 00
J. H. T.eighton, inspector 7 50
J. A. Morgan, inspector 12 50
J, A. Peirce, inspector 10 00
L. T. Chadwick, inspector 7 50
C. A. Leathers, inspector ,. . 10 00
C. H. Fox, inspector and moderator 13 00
G. E. Varney, inspector 10 00
H. A. Stone, inspector 7 50
J. W. Place, inspector 10 00
J. A. Flannigan, inspector 10 00
F. F. Fernald, inspector 7 50
C. E: Meserve, inspector 7 50
C. O. Bakei-, clerk 20 50
G. E. Whipp, inspector and selectman 13 30
C. H. Hersej', inspector and selectman 13 50
O. J. Clark, inspector and selectman 16 00
J. M. Ha7>^es. moderator 13 50
F. Pines, moderator 13 00
S. H. Hull, clerk 33 50
B. L. Xudd, selectman 22 00
L Richmond, clerk 10 00
Tristram A. Young, selectman 7 50
J. D. Babb, selectman 7 50
L. Goldschmidt, selectman 16 00
H. C. Grime, selectman 16 00
D. L. Pinkham, clerk 22 50
W. W.. Scott, moderator 13 00
W. Eenshaw, clerk 10 00
F. Rogers, moderator 10 00
James Hayes, selectman 10 00
C. A. Fairbanks, moderator 10 50
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D. McFaddeu, selectman $10 00
F. McXalley. selectman 10 00
M. Brenuan, selectman 16 00
AV. H. Eines, inspector 2 50
K. G. Bishop, carpenter work 15 45
G. E. Baker, inspector 2 50
C. H. Trickey, fuel 1 00
G. H. Biddle, food 19 85
B. D. Stewart, carpenter work 4 09
J. J. McClintock, selectman 6 00
J. H. Davis, supervisor . . . 30 00
J. C. Tasker, supervisor 30 00
F. E. Quimby, supervisor 30 00
G. E. Whitehouse, selectman 6 00
J. V. & D. E. Hanson, carpenter . 17 08
F. Howland, selectman 6 00
A. W. "Willand, care of ward house 15 00
Straf. Co. Dem. Asso., printing 62 50
J. F. Stevens, inspector 2 50
H. Nio^hswander, inspector 2 50
H. K. Otis, inspector 2 50
G. G. Xeal, selectman 6 00
J. E. Gorman, selectman 6 00
J. Cavanaugh, inspector 2 50
P. McArdle, inspector 50
J. W. Leavitt, moderator 3 00
H. E. Smith, inspector 2 50
Dover Wood AVorkers, labor 1 60
J. S; Clark, sawdust 2 00
G.H.Patterson, cleaning • • -. 3 00
X. H. Smith, inspector 2 50
AVilliam Eeed, selectman 6 00
F. H. Fleer, selectman 6 00
Scales & Quimby, printing 97 30
P. J. ^[arkey, clerk 12 00





Sawyer Post, G. A. R .S200 00
SPECIAL.
William F. Xason, expense
William B. Pineo, witness
John H. Grimes, execution vs. the Fire Commission .
Robert G. Pike, legal service for Fire Commission . .
William L. Foster, " " - '^
A. M. Hacking, copies
John S. Glass, service on unsettled tax lists ....
John W. Riues, " " " ....
W. U. Tel. Co., telegrams
Phoebe J. Young, execution
Charles A. Tufts, witness
M. C. Lathrop, expert witness
John R. Ham, " "
A. McArdle, copies
J. G. Hall, llgal advice
C. B. Hurd, labor .
Strafford Co, Dem. Asso., advertising
Geo. J. Foster & Co., advertising
William H. Yickery, stationery for councils ....
James H. Davis, labor
Dover Water "Works, water for troughs, drinking
posts, etc 108 GO
George W. Prescott, detective work on matter of sup-
posed incendiary tire
Henry W. Clapp, drinking fountain
Lucien B. Legg, right of Avay for Broadway sewer .
A. P. Drew, photos in actions vs. city for damages .
Mark Annis, damage to pung
S. L. Huntress, labor






Henry Beede, Methodist bell
John Fogg, Cocheco bell
George E. Whipp, Belknap bell
William H. Seavey, Calvin Baptist bell'. .
John Blanchard, Orthodox bell
William Westrom, Unitarian bell
John Goodwin, City bell
A. Brownell, Sawyer's bell
John Lutolf, Episcopal bell
Thomas McKenna, Catholic bell
ei 50
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Henry M. Harper, city being trustee $1,190 65
John J. Mack, witness 15 00
William H. Roberts, taking notes, etc 3 00
George G. Adams, witness 76 50
B. F. Chadbourne, witness 30 00
Edward A. Abbott, witness 12 00
William F. Xason, legal advice 112 00
Western Union Tel. Co.. service 59




G. W. Clarke, service
A. Young, hay
W. H. Yickery, sundries
Joseph D. Frost, hay
K. Haley & Co., fuei
E. Morrill Furniture Co., sundries
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service
James A. Thompson, steward
William E. Eand, steward
The X. E. Gamewell Co., stock and labor
A. E. Meserve, hay
AMlliam B. Pineo, service
B. & M. Railroad, freight
Consolidated I-ight & Power Co., service
Samuel Bo user, machinist work
X. E. Gamewell Co., stock and labor
William Burley, labor on fire alarm ........
James A. Thompson, steward
William E. Rand, steward
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service
S. B. Hartford, hay
Herbert A. Canney, sundries
30
^17 50
Charles E. Beriy, C(.<ll:n', etc




J. G. Leathers, carpenter work
E. L. Emerson, labor .
Osc;ar Locke, service V
Littlefield, Frary & Co., repairs, etc ... .
C. L. Jenness, hardware
W. A. Morrill, window shades
Charles H. Dearborn, blacksmith v/ork . . .
C. W. H. Moulton & Co., repan-s, etc ....
Charles H. Trickey & Co., fuel
Eugene Smart, stock and labor
R. Haley & Co., fuel
K. J. York, fuel
X. E. Gainewell Co., stock and labor ....
John T. W. Ham, 1 sq. blanket
X. E. Gamewell Co., stock atid labor ....
W. W. Willand, steward
William E. Kand, steward
G. W. Parker & Co., hay
George A. Webster, mason \vo!-k
.Tames A. Iliompson, sundries
James A. Thompson, steward
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service . .
Foote & Siiell, hardware
Converse & Iljimmond, sundries
George Whitehouse, service
Willis S. Stetson, service
Consolidated Light <fe Power Co., service . .
Hiram Burley, labor on fire alarm
James A. Thompson, stewaid
Scales & ()uimby, printing
Scales & Quimby, printing
(jeorge C. Goodwi:i, incidentals
William W. Willand, steward
$8 SO'
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William E. Rami, steward
Charles E. Berry, harness, etc
Boston Woven Hose ct Rubber Co., i)lay j/ipes. shut
offs, etc
Charles E. Berry, repairs
J. T. Peaslee, 1 express harness
B. & M. Eailroad, freight
Samuel Eamsdell, 1 clothes reel
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service
U U ii u u
X. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service
James A. Thompson, steward
William A^^ Willand, steward
William E. Eand, steward
James A. Thompson, steward .
Charles PI. Gushing, grain
Cocheco Hose Co., Xo. 1, pay roll
Steamer 'No. 3, pay roll
Hook & Ladder Co., iDay roll
Hose Co. Xo. 1, pay. roll
Hose Co. Xo. 2, pay roll
Board of engineers, pay roll
James M. Stevens, service
James M. Stevens, service
William P. Hilliard, service
John D. Babb, service
Smith W. Gray, service
Alouzo Whitehouse, service
Eugene Smart, service
J. H. Blanchard, service
A. A. Pike, service
C. H. Trickey & Co., fuel .
George B. Palmer, grain
X. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service
William E. Eand, steward
James A. Thompson, steward
Consolidated Lificht.ct Power Co.. ser\ice
S'uy .50
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X. Frost, hay $7 OO
William AA^. Willand, steward 47 10
Dover Water AVorks, water service 10 9&
R. G. Bishop, carpenter work 3 28
R. G. Bishop, carpenter work 9 04
William E. Rand, steward 48 67
William ^Y. AAllland, steward 48 67
James A. Thompson, steward . " 62 00
B. D. Stewart, carpenter work . . , 22 83
Geo. J. Foster & Co., printing 50
J. A. Clough & Son, grain 20 10
W. F. Gage, hay 36 50
Am. Steam Gauge Co., repairs 3 00
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 9 00
Scales & Quimby, printing 1 50
AVilliam E. Rand, steward 48 67
B. & M. Railroad, freight 50
James A. Thompson, steward 62 00
William AY. Willand, steward 48 67
Thomas Agnew, labor 8 00
A. J. Roberts, sundries 2 43
AAllliam E. Rand, steward 47 10
James A. Thompson, steward 60 00
William W. AVilland, steward 47 10
E. B. Lane, stationery 60
H. M. Davis, machinist labor 6 25
Lebbeus Hill, hay 38 80
George B. Palmer, grain, etc 33 45
George B. Palmer, grain, etc 9 00
Consolidated Light & Power Co., sundries 1 62
Consolidated Light & Power Co., sundries 72
'i'he Electi-ic Gas Eighting Co., service 24 26
Charles 11. Trickey & Co., fuel 90 00
Cocheco Mfg. Co., rent, etc 12 50
Sti-af. Co. Dem. Asso., printing and advertising . . 2 40
S. B. Hartford, hay
'
10 10
Norman Spriuger, service 13 75
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C. L. Jeime^s, hardware $11 47
Michael INIcGuiuness, service 24 25
William E. Rand, steward 48 67
AVilliam W. Willaud, steward 48 67
William W. Willand, incidental 1 60
James A. Thompson, steward 62 00
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware 23 20
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 9 00
Peter A. Huo;hes, service 14 21
Littlefield, Frary & Co., hardware and labor .... 19 90
Herbeit A. Cauney, incidental 1 00
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service . ... 17 46
J. P». Folsom & Co., incidentals 4 82
J. Hinraan, 4 dozen Babcock extinguisher charges . 24 00
Herbert A, Canney, incidental 1 75
William W. Willaud, steward 29 83
Churbuck & Vittum, sundries 4 11
B. & M. Eailroad, freight 11 39
William K. Porter, 1 bay horse 300 00
Thomas Agnew, labor 2 25
J. W. Place, care of steamer 25 00
X. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 9 00
William E. Pand, steward 47 10
Consolidated Light & Power Co., service 20 16
Lebbeus Hill, hay 41 70
J. G. Leathers, carpenter work 6 79
James A. Thompson, steward 60 00
Louis Steurwald, steward 17 27
John D. Babb, service . 37 50
Board of engineers, service 182 50
James Stevens, service 62 50
AVilliam P. Hilliard, service 62 50
Eugene Smart, service 62 50
Alonzo Whitehouse, service 37 50
Hose Co. Xo. 1, pay roll 272 06
Hose Co. Xo. 2, pay roll 205 00
Hose Co. Xo. 3, pay roll 170 06
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Hook & Ladder Co., pay roll $309 39
Coclieco Hose Co., No. 1, pay roll 722 50
George P. Burleigh, blacksmith work 25 45
J. E. Vickery, sundries 2 00
Scales & Quimby, printing 3 15
John T. Hill, sundries 00
I. B. Williams & Sons, steam for goug, etc 113 88
Strafford Co. Dem. Asso., adveitising 80
Eugene Smart, machinist 2 30
Scales & Quimby, printing aud advertising 1 35
X. E. Tel. & Tei. Co., service 9 00
William E. Eand, steward 48 67
J. S. Abbott, hay, straw, teaming, etc 95 09
C. W. Thurston, agent, one express sleigh 45 00
E, B. Mills, 1 pung 40 00
W. T. Perkins, stock and labor 2 GO
A. Moultou & Co., stock and labor 21 10
J. F. Seavey, fuel 13 2()
James A. Thompson, incidental 1 15
James A. Thompson, steward
X. E. Gamewell Co., repairing fire alarm indicator .
George B. Palmer, grain '
George B. Palmer, grain 14 58
H. A. Worthen, repairs 6 65
Louis Stuerwald. steward 48 67
Dover Water ^V'orks, water service 29 50
George A. ^Vebster, sundries 2 22
George McKeuna, service- 20 00
W. H. Poberts, service 20 09
H. A. Hall, blacksmith work 40 50
C. F. Furbish, blacksmith work
Littlefield, Frary & Co , stock and labor 7
J. F. Wessenger, carpenter work
Lothrops & Pinkham, sundries
C. L. Jenness, hardware















V. H. Caverh', expense $5 39
F. F. Fernald, associate justice 4 24
Churbuck & Vittum, incidental 1 00
James Fogerty, expense 19 00
Beach Soap Co., soap 3 50
G. E.Durgin, blanks 3 00
James Fogert3% city marshal 999 96
James W. Kobiusou, assistant marshal 7"4 92
Charles E. Stevens, day police 713 30
Thomas Wilkinson, day police 723 30
William H. Tibbetts, night police 723 30
William Brownell, night police 723 30
Thomas Fody, night police 723 30
AValter Sterling, night police 723 30
Thomas Marcotte, night police 548 32
Plummer Smith, special police 145 05
E. A. \\'illaud, assistant marshal 198 98
Xewell Young, special police 68 00
James Ford, special police 20 00
James Pettis, special police 4 00
Thos. Leavitt, special police 4 00
M. Grimes, special police 2 00
T. Agnew, special police 2 00
John Cronin, special police 2 00
G, Smith, special police 4 00




R. N. Koss and A. O. Mathes, auditors 830 00
J. S. Abbott, labor 3 50
E. H. Frost, stock and labor 4 12
C. H. Mills, trucking 1 10
Charles Porter, labor 3 00
B. & M. Pailroad, freight 2 11
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A. G. Burnhani, labor
Alice J. Variipy, labor
William Slmes, eaipenter work
Geo. E. Osgood, labor
Koy E. Frost, labor
J. Herbert .Seavey, keys
Dover Clothing Co., rent of typewriter
G. H. Horton, 1)indiag books
Thomas Groom & Co., blank books
Town of Rolliu^ford, tax
Charles E. Hodsdon, stationer for City Councils . . .
Star Stamp Co., stamps
S. L. Huntress, labor
American Express Co., service
F. C. Tilton, sundries ...
(ieo. AV. Parker & Co.. teams for notifying council?^
and committees
Cocheco ^Ifg. Co., rent
Dover Water Works, service
J. B. Stevens, preparing city reports and reading
proof
Scales & Quimby, printing and advertising
Geo. J. Foster & Co., printing and advertising . . .
Fred H. Foss, postage
Strafford Co. Dem. Asso., jiriutiug and advertising .
A. M. Hacking, labor on state and city reports . . .
Buff & Berger, stationery for engineer
J. B. Stevens, 3 copies vital statistics
J. B. Stevens, express and teaming
John W. Howe, labor
Leigh Eichmond
James Hughes, labor
Hub Blank Book Co
Morgan, Grossman & Co
L. Isaacs & Co., pens
Dover Wood AVorkers, stock and laboi-




VV. r. Telegraph Co S3 00
C. W. Smith, stationery for civil engineer 7 13
J. W. rate & Co., file boxes 2 25
^V. T. Sanborn, maintaining -^^•atering trough .... C 00
A. G. Clark, sundries 2 07
Addie 31. Hacking, copying old recoi'ds 167 43
H. A. Redfield, insurance 278 25
Herbert B. Grime, insurance 453 75
D. H. Wendell, insurance 411 00
Crawford, Tolles & Co., insurance 367 50
G.B.Prescott, insurance 90 00
Frank F. Fernald, insurance 175 00
Charles A. Tufts, insurance 86 63
Frank P. Shepard, insurance 217 50
J. H. Wheeler, vital statistics 22 00
A. P, Bichmond, vital statistics 44 50
y. M. Newcomb, vital statistics 63 75
<Teorge P. Morgan, vital statistics 59 25
John G. Pike, vital statistics ....•• 1 25
J. D. O'Doherty, vital statistics 20, 25
George R. Smith, \ital statistics 33 00
Est. of D. T. P. Chamberlin, vital statistics 12 50
II. A. Jendrault, vital statistics 16 75
Florella Estes, vital statistics 3 75
John R. Ham, vital statistics 24 00
I J. G. Blanchard, vital statistics 31 50
M. C. Lathrop. vital statistics 83 75
L. G. Hill, vital statistics 12 75
C. A. Fairbanks, vital statistics 11 25
r. J. Ward, vital statistics 21 25
M. B. Sullivan, vital statistics . 81 00
M. O. Franklin, lal)or 2 62
H. C. Fisher labor 1 50
Lothroi)s tic Pinkham, pens 1 50
('. A. Marshall, labor 2 62
E. lUiinham, labor 1 25
J. P. L. Anns Co., sundries 1 35
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\y. T. Perldii^, stock uiul labor iu safe $14 2S
E. B. Lane, stationery 8(; OS
X. E. Tel. & Tel. Co., service 09 80
C. M. Litliefield, labor G 00
Littlefield, Frary & Co., stock aud labor .5 .50
$3,700 40
ADDITION TO HIGH SCHOOL HOLSE.
Appropriation, $3,483.25.
l{. G. Bi^hoi), contractor $2,718 72
D. & C. I\ Chesley, stone work • • • 314 00
Walter T. Perkins, plumbing, etc 302 30
A T. Kamsdell, architect 80 00
Frank McNallev, labor 50
Converse & Hammond, lumber 1 44
George J. Foster & Co., printing 8 95
Litliefield, Frary & Co., hardware 3 00




















Joseph S. Abbott, stone foundation
Joseph S. Abbott, stone foundation
S. S. Jenkins, civil engineering service, per contract
Joseph S. Abbott, stone foundation
Boston & Maine K. IJ., freight
Fitz, Dana & Co., steel bars, etc
Somersworth Machine Co., castings . . .
Henry Sterling, trucking
Fitz, Dana & Co., metals
Joseph S. Abbott, stone foundation ....
S. S. Jenkins, inspector
William C. Pidgin, labor
Joseph S. Abbott, stone foundation . . .
8. S. Jenkins, inspector
Western t^nion Tel. Co., service
Edwin II. Frost, wood work
Dover Lumber ( 'o., lumber •
Henry Sterling, trucking
N. K. Tel. & Tel. Co., service
J. E. Holland, labor
Preston Koberts. mason woi-k
S. S. Jenkins, inspector
Western Cnion Tel. Co., service
George W. Home & Co., lirick
J. S. Abbott, stone foundation
S. S. Jenkins, inspector • • • .
William C. Pidgin, labor
John E. Holland, labor
J. S. Abbott, stone foundation
Western l^nion Tel. Co., service
Dovei- Wiitei- Works, 7 pieces cast iron pipe
A. Moulton & Co., incidental
$373 81
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J. S. Abbott, stone foimdatiou $1,236 66
C. L. Jenness, hardware 7 04
J. S. Abbott, stone foundation 1,065 13
•' " " 680 92
S. S. Jenkins, inspector 104 00
Geo. K. Paul, gas pipe 23 46
John E. Holland, labor 11 50
William C. Pidgin, labor 5 25
F. C. IlarveY, incidental 1 00
AVilliam Hester, lal)or 3 00
John Kivel, legal opinion 10 00
rhas. C. Dorr, labor 9 54
Henry Sterling, trucking 1 70
J. S. AI)bott, extra work 35 25




W. E. Shore j^, type writing $2 00
W. U. Tel. Co., service 1 15
W. T. Wentworth, work and plank 39 96
Samuel Bonser, machinist work 3 00
Dame Brothers, bridge timber 75 06
A. M. Hacking, type writing 6 31
Dover Wood AVorkers, stock and labor 27 85
*John E. Holland, labor 35 00
Converse & Hammond, stock 8 09
Nathaniel Twombl}^, stock and labor 801 85
$1,000 27




George W. Home & Co., brick #250 50
Lazier Cormier, labor 1 50
Stephen W. George, edging 537 90
Frances Ledoux, concrete G5 00
D. & C. P. Chesley, edging 215 40
A. H. Beede, carpenter work 6 '25
J. S. Abbott, stone and labor 92 70
Pay roll, April 24.
Beuj. Whitehouse §12 25
Frank McXally 6 00
Michael Grimes 7 50
I 'ay loll, May S.
Benj. T. Whitehouse
Edward I. Biirnham
Frank MeN ally . . .
John Gailev . . . .
Pay roll, May 1.
Benj. T. Whitehouse §10 50
Edward I. Burnham 3 50
Frank McXally 7 50
Chas. Lilly 1 50
Patrick Hughes 1 50
A. M. Dearborn 6 00
John Galley 9 00
Patrick McKernin 10 50
Michael McMamis 3 00
•^3
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Pay roll, May 15.
Ijenj. T. Whitehouse ,$18 38
Edward I. Buniham 4 38
Frank McXally 7 88
Johu Galley 3 00
Pay roll, May 22.
Beuj. T. Whitehouse .$13 12
Frank McXally 6 38
Pay roll, May 29.
Beuj. T. Whitehouse |21 00
Frank McXally 9 00
Pay roll, June 5.
Benj. T. Whitehouse |14 00
Frank Mc:N^ally 6 00
Pay roll, June 12.
Benj. T. WTiitehouse $3 50
Frank McXally 4 50
Pay roll, July 3.
Benj. T. Whitehouse $14 00
Frank McXally 6 00
John Flannagan 8 75








Pay roll, July 10.
Beuj. T. Whitehouse $14 00
Terrence Valley 7 00
John Flanuagaii 7 00
Frank McXallv 6 00
Pay roll, July 17.
Terreuce Valley $10 50
John Flauuao^an 10 50
Pay roll, July 24.
Benj. T. Whitehouse $12 25
Terreuce Valley • . . . . 8 75
Johu Flanuao-an 8 75
Frank MeXally 6 38
Pay roll, July 31.
Benj. T. Whitehouse .$19 25
Frank McXally 9 00
Pay roil, Au«;'ust 7.
Benj. T. Whitehouse $10 50
Frank McXally 5 25
Pay roll, August 21.
Terreuce Valley $7 44
^Tohn Flaunaoan 8 75








Pay roll, Augii;*t 28.
Beiij. T. Whitehouse $5 "25
John Gaile}' 7 44
John Flauuagan 7 44
'J'errence Valley 3 50
James MahoDey 3 38
Frank McXally 2 25
Pay roll, September 5.
$1
50
Pay roll, September 25.
Benj. T. Whitehouse '$7 00
Frank McXally 5 25
John riannagan 4 38
Terrence Valley -4 38
Pay roll, October 2.
Terrence Valley $10 50
John Flannisran 9 63
Pay roll, October 6.
John Galley -"^T 88
James Neil 7 50
Pay roll, October 9.
Benj. T. Whitehouse $10 50
Frank McNally ^ 50
Pay roll, October 10.
John Galley ^^1 '^^
James O Neil ^ '^5
Pay roll, October 23.
John^Gailey -^^0 50








Pay roll, October 'SO.
John Galley $8 75
James Xeil 7 50
Henry Hutehins 1 50
Owen Carragher . 2 25
James Grimes 3 00
Austin Bradeeu 3 00
Pay roll, November 13.
John Gailey $10 50
James Xeil 9 00
Pay roll, November 20.
John Gailey $10 50
James Neil 9 00
John Flanagan ' 5 25
Frank McNallev 4 50










Pay roll, December 11.
Henry Cox $9 00
Francis Donnelly 8 25
Terrance Valley 10 50
Frank Vallely 6 00
Frank McGlinu 4 50
$19 25
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William Howland $6 00
James Neil 7 50
James Egelton 6 00
James Mahouey 4 50
JohnjHester :^ 00
John Eodtlea 4 50
John Flaimigaa 4 50
:srieheal McXalley 6 00
James Wood 4 50
Patrick Barry 4 50
John Myers 6 00
James McKenna G 00




Appropriation, $250.00 and Receipts.
Edward McLaughlin, labor $8 25
Somersworth Machine Co., castings 86 00
George W. Home & Co., brick 7^ 25
Smith W. Gray, pumping out cellar 7 00
Dover Cement Drain ife Sewer Pipe Co., pipe .... 164 63
Eugene Smart, pumping out reservoir 6 00
Tibbetts & Clark, lumber 9 29
Converse & Hammond, lumber 28 75
J. F. Wessenger, ii-ou work 2 80
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware 9 55
D. & C. P. Chesley, stone and labor 159 90
W. A. Morrill, incidentals 1 04
AVliitehouso & IMnkham, incidentals 9 10
Pay roll, April 24.
'iVM-ry V^alb^y 89 62









Pay roll, July 3.
$6 75
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Pay roll, October 0.
Terranee Valley $11 00




John Plana o-an .










Pay roll, Xovember 20.
Terreuce Valley $10 00
Frank McXally 4 50





Addic >L Hacking, notices to abutters $1 75
L. L. Gerry, eiigiueer 15 00
\\ Mathes," cement 24 80
Dover Lumber Co., lumber 2 00
D. & C. P. Chesley, stone and labor 1,551 68
Converse & Hammond, cement, etc 163 11
Foote & Snell, hardware 7 78
Nathaniel Twombly, labor 2 65
Petei- Drapeau, iron work 11 80
A. J. Koberts, sundries 1 15
Pay roll, August 20.
John Roddeu $7 88 '
Dennis OX'onnell 7 88
James Wood -4 88
James Mahoney 4 88
James O'Neil .' 4 88
John Sullivan • 4 13
Reuben Xason 3 38
Pa}' roll, August 28.
Jackson Shaw $2 00
Keu])en Xason 6 75
John Sullivan 6 38
James Wood 6 38
James O'Xeil * 6 38
Edward Smith . 6 38
James Ivlahoney 3 00
John Mallon 6 38
.lolm Hodden 6 38
Di-nnis O'Connidl • • 6 38
Loid Pearl 4 88




Pay roll, September 5.
Jackson Shaw $515 75
Keiiben Xasou 9 00
James Wood . 1 88
Jomes Feeuey 14 25
Edward Smith 7 50
•Jodn Flauuagan, Jr 9 00
John Mallon . 7 88
James O'Xeil 4 88
John Sullivan 3 38
Pay roll, September 11.
Jackson Shaw $15 00
Reuben Nason 7 50
James Feeney 5 50
Edward Smith 7 50
Jonu Mallon 7 50
Pay roll, September 18.
Jackson Shaw 818 00
Eeuben Xason 9 75
John Mallon 9 00
James Feeney 9 00
Edward Smith 9 00
John Flannagan, Jr 4 50
James Wood 7 50






Pay roll, September 25,
Jackson Shaw $15 OO*
Keubeu Xason 7 50
Edward Sniith 5 25
John Flannagau, Jr 3 38
James Feeuey 6 75
John Mallon 2 25
James Wood 1 50
Pay roll, October 2.
Jackson Shaw $16 50
Reuben Nason 9 00
Edward Smith 6 75
James Feeney 8 25
James Wood 8 25
John Rodden . . . . : 8 25
John Sullivan 8 25
Dennis O'Connell 6 00
141 63
$71 25
Pay roll, October 9.
Jackson Shaw $15 00
Keuben Xason 8 25
Edward Smith 3 38
James Feeney 7 38
James "Wood 7 38
John Rodden 7 50
Dennis O'Connell 3 00
George Canney 1 88
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Pay roll, October 16.
Jacksou Shaw $15 00
Reuben Xasou 8 25
Edward Smith 7 50
James Feenev . 7 50
Oeorge F, Canuey 7 50
•James Wood 7 50
John Kodden 4 50
Pay roll. October 23.
Jackson Shaw $18 00
Eeubeu Xasou 9 75
Edward Smith 8 25
James Feeue}^ . 9 00
Georo^e F. Canney 9 00
James Wood 9 00
John Kodden . . 9 00
Pay roll, October 30.
Jackson Shaw $12 00
Keuben Xason 6 00
Edward Smith 6 00
George F. Canney 6 00
James Feeney 6 00
James Wood 6 00






Pay roll, Xovember 6.
Jackson Shaw $18 0(?
Reuben Xason 9 00
George F. Cannev 9 00
Edward Smith 9 00
James Feeuey 9 00
John Rodden 9 00
James Wood 9 00










Dover Cement Drain & Sewer Pipe Co . . .


























Johu Flamiigaii $7 50
Edward Smith 6 (M)
Thomas S. Welcli 6 00
James O'Neil 6 00
Edward Keeiiau 00
Michael Grimes 8 'io
Jamesi Mahouey 6 00
Johu Welch 6 00
Johu Roddeu 6 00
Byrue Nevil G 00
Johu :\Iyers G 00
Deuuis O'Couuei- 6 00
James Wood 6^00
Lemuel Hawkius 6 00
James Feeuey 3 75
lleury Moses 4 50
Pay roll, July 10.
Michael Grimes $1 88
Johu IJoddeu (5 38
Deuuis 0"Couuell . 1 88
Total
NEW YOIflv STREET SEWEK.
Dover Cement Draiu & Sewer TMpe Co., pipe .
Hiram F. Suow, contractor
(icorge A. We])sler, mason
George Ilorne & Co., bricks
Dover Water AVorks, cast iron pipe, labor, etc
Lyman (ierry, engiueeriug
F. A. Lunt, lead
J. S. Abbott, labor
Somersworth ]Machiu(; Co., castings




Pay roll, May 1.
Michiu-l Breunan $10 50
Thomas Agnew 9 00
Denuis O'Conuell 9 00
Michael Grimes 9 00
Terry Valley 10 50
Thomas Reed 6 00
ITiomas Reed 3 00
James Mahoney 9 00
T.or Jack«on 8 87
Terrauce Valley . .
Thomas Agnew . .
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Pay roll, May 29.
Terrance B. Valley $10 50
Michael Grimes ^00
Jolm Flannajrau 9 00
Pay roll, June 5.
Terrance Valley $10 50
Michael Grimes 8 25
John Flannagan 9 00
AVilliam Howlaud "5
Pay roll, June 12.
JVrrance Valley $2 G3
John Fhmnao-au 2 25
Par roll, June 17.
Terrance Valley $1 /a
John Flannagan 1 50
Pay roll, July 24.
Terrance Valley $1 75
John Flnnnagan 1 50
James Wood 1 50







Pay roll, July 30.
Terrance Valley $12 00
Johu Flaimagan 9 00
John Roddeu 6 00
$27 00
Pay roll, Augusat 7.
Terrance Valley $12 00
Johu Flannagau 8 25
James McKenua 7 50
John Rodden 6 75
James Wood 4 50




Dover Cement Drain & Sewer Pipe Co., pipe . . . . ' $84 00
Pay roll, Xovember 13.
Terreuce Valley $8 00
Thomas Welch 6 25
Frank French 6 25
John Harrighan 6 25
Domiuick McGowen ... 2 50
lAKchael KilcuUen 6 25
James Mahoney 6 25
Owen Cullens 6 25
Patrick Grimes 6 25
John Welch 6 25
John Egelton 6 25
Edward Keeuan 5 50
James Parle 4 75
Michael McManus • • • 4 50
34
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Peter ]\IcGnigaa 4 75
John Flannigan 6 00
Byrne Xevil
, 3 25
John McLaughlin 3 25






Pay roll, March 10.
Harry Page $15 75
Josiah Cheeney g 00
Frank Page 18 00
W. S. Babb and team 36 75
W. T. Page 17 25
H. T. Henderson 18 00
Moses Hussey and team 18 00
Elmer Pray § 95
Robert Joixlan 4 50
Peter Jordan 4 50
Herbert Seekins 1 50
Estate George VV. Page, teams 34 50
Pay loll, April 21
.
VV. F. Gage and horses ,«^07 50
William Berry 3 75
Cyrus Smith 18 00
Danifd Gage 7 50
Tom IMekford and liorses 24 75
Heujamiu Ilussey 12 00




























John Myers 81 50
Francis Donnelly 1 50
Moses Hussey and pair horses 11 '25
W. S. Babb and pair hoi-ses 13 50
Walter Gage and pair horses 13 50
John Hussey 1 50




D. & C. P. Chesley, stone and labor
George P. Burleigh, iron work
Pay roll, November 13.
Jackson Shaw $10 50
Reuben Xason 5 25
George Canney 5 25
Edward Smith 6 00
James Feenej^ 5 25
John Eodden 4 50
James Wood 4 50
Daniel Buckley 75
John Myers 1 50
Pay roll, November 20.
Jackson Shaw $\o 00
Eeuben Nason 17 50
George Canney 7 50
Edward Smith 7 50
John Eodden 7 50
James Wood 7 50





Pay loll, December 11.
Jackson Sha^^• $13 50
Ixeuben Xa<on 6 00
Edward Smith 6 00
James Feeuey 7 50





To THf: <;iTY COUNCIl.S OF THE ClTV OF DOVER:—
Gentlemen— I lipi-'v'by submit: my report for 1893.
i have vacciuated duriug the year one hundred and thirty-
eight school children, and have attended to such demands as have
been made upon me l/y the Overseer of the Poor and the City
Marshal.
As a health officer I think I may congratulate the city coun-
cils upon the remarkable immunity which the city has had during
the year fi-om contagious diseases. "VMiile it is not possible that
this freedom from this class of diseases is entirely due to the ef-
forts of the board of health, yet it is fair to assume that the
spread of such cases as have occurred has been in a great measure
prevented.
Each case which h:is occurred has been promptly quarantined
and the family isolated.
We have repeatedly suggested that the councils consider the
advisability of protecting the communitj^ by the vaccination of
those who are employed in our mills. At this time, when small
pox is visiting some of our sister cities, it seems to me that this
(juestion is worthy of consideration. By this I am not to be un-
derstood as recommending a general vaccination, but that such
persons who are employed in our corporations as have never been
vaccinated should be. With the work which has been carried on
2/2
in this line in the schools, and the employees in manufacturing' es-
tablishments protected in the manner suggested, the community
would be reasonably safe from any possible epidemic of tne dis-
ease.
Eespectfully submitted,





To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
Gentlemen :—For information as to what has been accom-
plished hj the Health Department for 1893, and the recommenda-
tions for 1894, you are respectfully referred to the report of the
executive officer annexed hereto.
Eespectfully submitted,
Chas. a. Fairbanks, M. D., (ex-officio),
James Fogerty, (ex-officio),
C. M. Jones, Exc. officer.
Board of Health.




Executive Officer Board of Health.
To THE City Councils of the City of Dover :
—
In accordance with the customarj^ usas^e, the Sanitary Olficer
herewith submits liis annual report for the year ending Dec. 31,
1893:










When it is understood that tbe house-to-house inspection
commences the first of May, it will be seen that premises that
were in good condition as to sanitation in May, may not be so in
July. Therefore it is the earnest wish of tlie Sanitary Officer that
he be notified by the owner or tenant as soon as a nuisance exists,
that he may have the same abated at once.
nuisances.
As in previous years privy vaults take the lead. Tons of ex-
crement are deposited, and give oft' their deadly poison, and,
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strange to say, it is hard to convince many people that it is verj-
^etriniental to health. We have had but two complaints the past
j^ear arising from the Sixth street slaughter house— (reason)—the
propiietor gave it care and attention.
Nuisances as found upon inspection :




Filthy hog pens 5
Hens in cellar 3
Dogs in cellar 4
Manure heaps 6
Slops on ground 15
^\et cellars . •
.
43
Ashes in street 18
Stagnant lAater in barn cellars 4
i received a communication from the School Ei ard asking me
to abate a nuisance arising from the oil tank in close proximity to
the high school building. The follo-iving correspondence explains
itself r
r>oyEK, X. II.. Xov. 15, 1893.
I/lCK s 'I'tTTLE, Pros. B. ct M. Eailroad:
Dea:- Sir— It has been the custom for several years for your
road to use an oil car tank on the sj)ur tiack in the Eastern Divi-
sion freight yard, the same being within a few feet of the high
school ])uilding. When the oil is removed by the gas companv
the odor is very nauseating and unhealthy to the teachers and pu-
pils, as w ell as tenants in the neighborhood. Please give the mat-
ter your earliest attention, and oblige,
C. M. Jones,
Executive Ofiicei- Board of Health.
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Boston & Maine Railroad,
President's Office,
Boston, November 17, 1893.
C M. Jones, Esq.
:
Executive Officer Board of Health, Dover, N. H.
Dear Sir—I will have the complaint mentioned in yours of
16th inst., concerning the placing of oil car near the high school,
investigated and remedied if possible.
Yours truly,
Lucius Tuttle, President.
Boston & Maine Railload,
President's Office,
Boston, November 22, 1893.
C. M. Jones, Esq.
:
Executive Officer Board of Health, Dover, N. H.
Dear Sir^-Further replying to yours of 16th inst.
Until your letter no complaint has been made to us of the
placing of the car of oil where it has been standing. Orders have
been given that it should be removed to a location where it will
not be objectionable to any one.
Yours truly,
Lucius Tuttle, President.
Office of the Board of Health,
Dover, N. H., December 28, 1893.
Sec. School Board




Executive Officer Board of Health.
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SKWKRS.
It is; witli pleasure that I note the fact that the Broadwty
nuisance is abated, after four years solicitation to the city coun-
cils. The citizens. in that locality are much indebted to alderman
Xute for the appropriation ; also to commissioner Hurd for the
faithful manner in which the sewer was constructed. The sum
of $3000 was appropriated, and over six hundred feet of stone
work constructed at a cost of $350 less than the appropriation.^
It is the earnest wish of the board of health that a culvert, three
by five feet, might be constructed from the B. & M. Eailroad to
f"hapel street to connect with the culvert that extends to tide-wa-
ter. I liave measureil, and find the distance to be 600 feet. After
investigation I find it can be built at a cost of $5.00 per foot, or.
in round numbers, $3,000.
We still find it necessary to flush the David L. Drew brook
often as a sanitary measure. When it is understood that all sew-
ers on the lower avenue south and east of Tuttle square empty
their contents into this bi'ook, it will be readily seen that the at-
mosphere in that localit}' must be "sadly contaminated. Were it
not for the overflow of Court street reservoir jt would be unendu-
rable.
NIGHT SOIl>.
As in former years it has been a constant source of trouble.
At some seasons of the year we are at a loss to know what to do
with it. We could use it on the city farm to enrich the soil were
it not for the close proximity of county buildings. In order to
get better service in transportation, we shall ask your honorable
body to pass an ordinance granting the board of health power to











the payment of two meu, the expense of keeping horse, together
with fin-ni«hing medicine and food for indigent families that are
isolated on account of contagious diseases, also office expense,
must all be met by this appropriation, we consider the amount re-
ceived as small as possible for services rendered.
I desire, in closing, to express my appreciation of favors re-
ceived and courtesies shown me during the past year.
IJespeci^fnlly submitted,
C. M. Jones,
Executive Officer Board of Health.
HIGHWAYS,
Appropriation, ."516,000.00.
A. J. Seavey, velerinar}^ service f2 00
Joseph Frost, hay 13 95
George W. Home & Co., bricks 6 00
J. E. Kennedy, sundries 3 91
Chas. H. Dearborn, blacksmith work 96 61
J. H. Burleigh & Son, blacksmith work 56 75
W. H. Vickery, horse medicine 9 75
Walter T. Perkins, plumbing 8 52
J. H. Burleigh & Son, blacksmith work 3 42
B. & M. Kailroad, freight 2 31
E. B. Lane, stationery 1 05
S. C. Hayes, hay 290 22
AMiitehouse & Pinkham, sundries 15 44
J. A, Clough & Son, grain . 134 95
Peter Drapeau, blacksmith work 48 30
Fras Leclerc, carpenter Avork 11 38
S. L. Huntress, labor 24 76
Scales & Quimby, printing 3 75
Henry Sayward, gravel 121 00
Walter England, hay . 29 00
J. T. Peaslee, harness repairing 12 15
C. H. Trickey & Co., fuel 21 00
William T. Wentworth, labor 23 40
A. J. Seavey, veterinary service 9 00
J. C. Thompson, plank 8 40
Frank ^V^ Halliday, sundries 30
George B. Palmer, grain 96 44
A. J. Seavey, veterinary service . 6 00
Henry Law, repairing harness 9 90
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Walter T. Fei-kins, plumbiug .$12 00
H. A. Wortheu, repairing 30 45
€. F. Fuilnish, blacksmitliing \yov]i 143 71
C. ^V. Hall, blacksmithing work 23 80
Swamscot Machine Co., stock aud ]al)or .... 5 :23
Smith & Gould, hoi'se mediciue 3 00
V. Mathes, grain 58 95
V. Mathes, grain 6 87
J. F. Wessengei-, repairs 2 10
J. Herbert Seavey. hardware '. . 10 57
D. 31. Howard, repairing 14 00
E. Young, hay H 20
Cement Drain & Sewer Pipe Co., pipe 3 00
" " a ;; -19 08
Straf. Co. Dem. Asso.. printiug 2 80
Chas. H. Dearborn, blacksmithing IS 00
Foote & Snell, hardware 21 -^2
J. B. FolsoRi & Co., paint, oil, etc 11 V3!'
George P. Burleigh, blacksmith 8 90
Henry Sayward, gravel 23 00
Peter Drapean, blacksQiithiug 11 25
Converse & Hammond, lumber 21J 84
George B. Pahner, grain 2 00
A. J. Seavey, veterinary serviee 3 00
Scales & Qnimby, printuig 1 50
Edward Keenan, labor 9 62
C. B. Trickey & Co.. fuel 13 05
Dover Cement Drain & Sewer Pipe Co., pipe .... 29 88
V. Mathes, grain 52 85
A. J. Seavey, veterinary service 10 00
J. F. Peaslee, repairing IS 67
J. Frank J^oberts, sundries 84
Alva Carr, hay 15 30
Tibbe^ts & Clark, lumber 3 45
Daniel York, cutting down trees 16 00
Foote & Snell, hardware 21 60
W. F. Gage, hay . 11-1 70
36
Dover Water AVorks, water service ^4 oO
J. A. Cloucrh & Sou, grain 102 Go
Dover Water Works, water service 5 00
Con. Light & Power Co., light service 25
Somersworth Machine Co., labor and material ... 85 00
U U U U U '' . . . 39 00
Eliza A. Evans, hay 22 20
L. L. Gerry, engineei'iug service 5 00
J. V. & D. E. Hanson, labor 1 75
A. .1. Eoberts, paint, oil, etc 1 50
Daniel York, cutting trees 6 00
V. Mathes, grain 103 90
F. Grindy, gravel 40 00
Dover Lumber Co., lumber 11 62
A. J. Seavey, veterinary service 5 00
Daniel York, cutting trees 16 00
Foote & Snell, hardware 10 70
Dover Lumber Co., lumber 1 00
C. H. Trickey & Co., fuel 43 65
H. Tasker, gravel 12 75
J. W. Howe, painting 9 92
Samuel Bonser, machinist 210
J. F. Wessenger, repairing 18 20
George P. Burleigh, blacksmithing 19 48
Foote & Snell, hardware 3 60
C. W. Smith, stationery 75
Beach Soap Co., soap 2 84
J. T. Peaslee, repairing 21 05
Peter Drapeau, blacksmithing 15 50
David M. Itoward, repairing 50
C. W. Hull, blacksmithing 34 65
Furbush & Spinney, blacksmithing 62 15
Henry Sayward, gravel 63 50
Moses D. Page, gravel 3 60
1. B. Williams & Sons, incidental 1 00
Converse & Hammond, lumber 19 53
L. L. Gerry, engineering 12 00
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Xathaniel Twonibly, carpentering
J. A. Clough & Son, grain
H. A. Worthen, repairs . . .
C. L. Jenness, hardware
Charles H. Dearborn, blacksmith
J. Herbert Seavey, hardware
Dover Water AVorks, water service
a a u a
J. \Y. Hartford, repairing harness
A. M. Hacking, copying highway notices ....
HIGHWAY DISTRICT NO. 1.






















Isaac L. Lucas* pay roll, Jau. 9.
W. B. Storlius: . ,
J. W. Place ...
O. W. Coleinau .
W. W. NVillaud .
E. J. Srackpole .
John Flannigan .
Henry Cox . . .
John Sullivan . .




Thomas Parle . .
Daniel Fenton . .











Terry Valley . .
David Flynn . .
John G alley . .
J. L. Short ridge
Richard Eoberts
Pay roll, January 23.
^V. B. Sterling


























John F. Eastman 1 50
$123 50












































J. S. Abbott, for horse and driver
I. L. Lucas for horse
Frank McArdle and horse











Edward Duffee . .
John Flannigan .
Michael Grimep .
Pay roll, February 27.
W. B. Sterling .
J. W. Place . .
O. W. Coleman
W. W. Willand .
E. J. Stackpole
Owen^NIcGuigau





















Michael Brennan . . . fS 2o>
Charles Lilly 00'
\Villiam Howland 6 00^
James McCooey . . . . 6 00'
Patrick Barrj^ . . 4 aO'
John O'HerroD () 00'
Alonzo Stevens 6 00'
Horace ^Vallace . . . • 6 00'
Jumes Grimes 5 25
Florence Mi'nnehan 6 00*
Thuothy AYay 4 50
John Welch \ 4 50'
John Eoddeu 5 25
John Flanigan . , . . 4 50'
Peter Hughes 4 50'
Frank Timmons 4 50
Hugh buffee 4 50
Patrick Clancy 4 50
Ira A. Biitterfield O 00
John Hester . . . . • , 4 50'
James O'Neil 4 50'
Michael Burns . . 4 50"
John Dobbins 3 75
ITiomas Myers 3 75
O. W. Coleman 3 00
James Hughes 3 75
Simeon E. Emery 3 00*
Estate Frank McArdle 3 00
James Heffron 4 50
John Buckley 4 50
Patrick McDonald 3 75
James McKenna 4 50
Joseph Coleman 3 75
Joseph liutterfield 4 50
John Mallon 3 00
James Cassidy 1 50
Burt Clough 6 00
4 50
ig-z
James Woods . . .
Jerry Groggiu . . .
James Mahoney . .
Michael Brenuan .
Charles I. ill}' . . .
William Howland .
James McGooey . .
Patrick Barrj^ . . ,
Joha O'Herron . .
Alouzo Stevens . .
Horace W. Wallace
Timothy Way . .
John Matlon . . .
Florence Minnehan
John Hester ....
James Dobbins . ,
Thomas Myers . . .
James HefFron . .
Simeon E. Emery .
Patrick O'Donnell .
James McKenna . .
Joseph Butterfield ,
Burt Clough . . .
Hugh Kelley . . .
Michael Printy . .
James AV. OWeil . .
John Myers - . . .
John 1^. Shortridge
Peter Hughes . . .
Frank Tiramons . .
Frank ^IcArdle . .
Patrick Flannigan .
Hugh Duflee . . .
McClaire Coleman .
Joseph Coleman . .
John Flannijxau . .
#6 (B
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Thomas Burns S6 75
Thoin;i>j K. T.aviii 3 75
$338 75
Pay roll, ^March 13.
W. B. Sterling $12 25
John W. Place 10 50
O. W. Coleman 12 25
W. W. VVilland iO 50
E. .1. Stackpole 10 50
John Sullivan 9 00
Hugh Cassidy 9 00
Francis Donnelly 9 00
Alonzo Stevens 9 00
0\ven McGuigan 9 00
Frauci? Gorman 9 00
John Flannigan 10 50
John Mallon 5 50
Frank McArdle 4 50
Frank McXalley 9 00
Michael Brennan 9 00
Patrick Murray 9 00
Thomas Burns 4 50
John Gailey 3 25
Thomas Reed 9 00
Edward Duffee 8 25
Thomas Agnew 3 00
James Woods 5 25
James Mahoney 7 50
James McCooey 5 25
John F. Eastman 7 50
James Grimes 6 75
Dennis OTonnell 7 50
Patrick McKernan 8 25
John Hester 3 75







































riiailos Lilly s 75
John Fl;nini,2,au ....... 1 50
Patrick McKeruan 1 50
Uny roll, March 2
W. B. Sterlino: .
John W. Place .
O. ^y. Colemau .
^V. W. Willaud .
E. J. Stackpole .
John Sullivan . .




John Mallon . .
Fr.iQk McXalley .





Thomas Reed . .
AYilliam Ham . .
Michael Brennan
Isaac L, Lucas . .
Patrick Murray .













Frank Eogers $5 25
Paid for fare to South Newmarket 80
Express, trucking and dinner for a machinist .... 1 15
John Flauuio;an 8 75
$230 68




























Pay roll, May i.
W. B. Sterling SI 2 25
John W. Place 10 50
O. W. Coleman 12 25
E. J. Staekpole . 10 50
John Flaunlgan 10 50
Henry Cox 10 50
John Sullivan 9 00
Francis Donnelly 9 00
Patrick Murray 6 75
Owen McGuigan 10 50
Francis Gorman 7 00
Alonzo Stevens 9 50
John Mallon 9 00
John F. Eastman 3 75
John Flannigan 9 G2
James McKenua 9 62
Frank McArdle 7 87
Frank Rogers 10 50
William Howland 9 62
Edward Duffee 4 50
Isaac L. Lucas 83 33
^266 06
SAMUEL F. KURD'S PAY ROLL.
Pay roll, May 8.
John W. Place $10 50
W. B. Sterling 12 25
O. W. Coleman 12 25
Edward Staekpole 10 50
John Flannigan, Jr 10 50
Owen McGuigan 5 25
Henry Cox 6 00
Thomas Agne\\ 3 00








John Sullivan . .
John Mallon . .
Alouzo Stevens .
John Eastman . .
Dennis O'Conner
John Eodden . .
Frank McNalley .
James Mahoney .




John Eastman f8 25
Samuel F. Hurt! 40 00
$176 13



















Pay roll, May 29.
Wesley Sterling $12 25
O. W. Coleman 12 25
John W. Place 10 50
Edward Stackpole 10 50
John Flannigan, Jr 10 50
OwenMcGuigan 10 50
Henry Cox 9 00
Patrick Murray 9 00
John Sullivan 9 00




John Mallon . .
John Eastman . .




Samuel F. Hurd .
Wesley Sterling . .
O. W. Coleman . .
John W. Place . .
Edward Stackpole .
John Flannigan, Jr
Owen McGuigan . .
Henry Cox ....
John Sullivan . . .
Patrick Murray . .
Francis Donnelly .
Alonzo Stevens . .
John Mallon . . .
John Eastman . . .
William Howland .
James McKenna . .
John Rodden . . .
James Wood . . .





Pay roll, June 12.
Wesley Sterling- .
O. W. Coleman .








John Rodden . .
John Mallou . .
Alonzo Stevens .
John Eastman . .
AYilliam Holland
John Gailey . . .
James Wood . .
Michael Grimes .
Samuel F. Hurd .
$187 25
Pay roll, June 19.
Wesley B. Sterling

















Jaraes AVood $7 00
James Mahoney 1 50
$140 87
Pay roll, July II.
William Rowland • .$7 50'
John Gailey 7 50
Francis Donnelly 7 50
|22 50
Pay roll, July 17.
Wesley B. Sterling ^12 25
O. W. Coleman 12 25
John W. Place 10 50
Edward Stackpole 10 50
John Flanuigan, Jr 10 50
Owen McGuigan 10 50
James Grimes 10 50
James Wood 10 50
Henry Cox 9 00
Patrick Murray 9 00
Fl-ancis Donnelly 9 00
John Sullivan 9 00
Alonzo Stevens 9 75
John Mallon 9 00
William Rowland 9 00
John Gailey 6 00
James McKenna 9 00
Michael Grimes 1 50
John Eastman 9 00
Samuel F. Kurd 40 00
$216 75
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Pay roll, July 24.
Wesley B. Sterling
O. W. Coleman . .
John W. Place . .
Edward Stackpole .
John Flannigan, Jr
Owen McG iiigau . .
Patrick Murray . .
Francis Donnelly .
Henry Cox . . . .
John Sullivan . . .
Alouzo Stevens . .
John Mallon . . .
James McKenna . .
James Wood . . .
James Grimes . . .
John Myers ....
John Gailey ....








Johu Sullivan . .
Francis Donnelly
John M\'ers . . .




John Eastman . .
James Neil . . .
James AVood . .
John Rodden . .
Alonzo Stevens .
Pay roll, September 18.
Wesley B. Sterling
O. W. Coleman . .




John Gailey . . . .
James McKenna . .
John Eastman . . .
Patrick ^Murray . .
Michael Grimes . .
John Myers . . . ,
James Xeil . . . .
Henry Cox . . . .
Johu Rodden . . .
Dennis O'Connell .
Alonzo Stevens . .
.^8 75
312









































Pay roll, October 7.
































































John Myers . . .
Patrick Murmy .





John Eastman . .
Francis Donnelly
John Sullivan . .
William Plowland
James J. Keelty . ,
Patrick Berry . .
John Keelty . . .
John Moore . . . .
John Parker . .
Samuel F. Hurd .
1208 74
Pay roll, Xovember 6.
Wesley B. Sterling ^12 25
O. W. Coleman 12 25
John W. Place 10 50
Edward Stackpole 10 50
Austin Bradeen 10 50
OwenMcGuigan 10 50
John Myers 9 00
Henry Cox 9 00
James McKenna ^ . . . . 9 00
John Eastman 6 00
Francis Donnelly 9 00
John Sullivan 9 00
Alonzo Stevens 9 00
William Ho\Yland _ 9 00
§10 50
5i6
James J. Keel'ty . .
Patrick Berrj^ . . .
John Keelty . . . .
Florence McCarthy
John Parker . . .
James Grimes . . .
Owen Carrao-her .

































James Keelty . .
Patrick Berry . .
John Myeis . . .
Daniel Buckley .
John Sullivan . .
John Keelty . . .
Samuel F. Hurd .
9 63
3i8






















James Neil . . .
John Egletoa . .
AVilliam Ilowlaud
Johu Sullivan . .
Michael MeXally
John Rodden . .
Michael Breeu .
Owen McGuigan





















Samuel F. Hurd for Dec.
m 50
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Levi Havre $1^ 4B
John W. Pray 10 29
Georsre Cheney 4 50
District No. 4, Pay roll, December 18.
Moses S. Hussey, 1 man
" " "1 man
" " " 1 team
" " " 1 team . . . . .
" *' " 1 man and horse
John Hussey
Willie S. Eabb
" '' ^' 1 team
Harry Page, 1 team
Frank Page,
Tillie Henderson ..... ...
Moses S. Hussey .















l)istricts Nos. 4 and 5, Pay roll, June 26'.
John W. Plaee





























Moses Hussey and horses
W. S. Babb and horses . .
Walter Gage >aud horses .
District Xo. 5, Pay roll, April 11.
















District No. 5, Pay roll, December
SV. F. Gage and horses
Daniel Gao-e
District "No. 6, Fay roll, April 15.
W. E. Rines .
Ivory Varney, men and two horses
E. C. Varney and horses
Hiram Corson and horses
M* L. Lord and horses
J. W. Varney .
James Furbiish
Charles N. Staples
District No. 6, Pay roll, July 20.
M. L. Lord, man and horses
Hiram Corson and horses
Ivory Varney and horse
J. W. Varney and horse
Frank Varney and horse ....••





W. E. Rines, man and horse
District Ko. 6, Pay roll, Dec. 18.
W. E. Rines and horse




District No. 7, Pay roll, January 23.
William T. Weutworth, men and horses ^18 30
J. H. Leighton 75
J. 31. Hayes 75
Jasper Hayes 6 68
Moses Meader
' 75
William Johnson 10 80






George Call . . .
Joseph Hayes . .
Chas. Cole . . . .
District No. 8, Pay roll, January 24.
Asa S. Baker ....
George E. Baker . .
Charles O. Baker . .
Sumner H. Stirling .
A. S. Baker, horse . .
S. H. Stirling, horse .




A. J. Sterling and horses $15 75
C. O. Baker
Sumner H. Stirling
Xat. Home and horses
Geo. E. Baker
Xat. Home taking down fence in Upper Factory road,
Freeman Hussey
District No. 8, Pay roll, May 16.





Pank. 210 feet, Asa S. Baker
District Xo. 9, Pay roll, January 27
7 05
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J. C. Hayes $ 90
W. H. Johnson 12 50
District Xo. 9, Paj- roll, April 14.
J. Y. McDuffee . .
Cx. D. McDuffee . .
" " oxen
J. L. Foss
J. C. Hayes ....
C. W. Leighton . .
Eli Page
" Oxen . .
W. H. Johnson . .
District Xo. 9, Pay roll, Xovember 16.








William H. Johnson ....
District Xo. 10, Pay roll, January 28.
^23 56
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G. L. Jenness, gravel $2 30
Strafford Co. Farm 10 50
District No. 11, Pay roll, March 13.
George Pinkham and team
Henry Pinkham and team .
John Hanson and team . . .
J. W. Clements and team .






District No. 11, Pay roll, April 13.
$30 35
District No. 10, Pay roll, April 14.
Chas. H. Cole and horses $29 10
G. L. Jenness and horses 7 50
$36 60
District No. 10, Pay roll, November 25.
Chas. H. Cole, men and horses $32 40
G. L. Jenness, men and horses 8 40
G. L. Jenness, gravel 4 00






John Coleman . .
Alonzo Pinkham
District Xo. 11, Pay roll, November 6.
Oeo. Pinkham and team
Henry Pinkham "
Chas. Roberts *'
Enoch Hanson " •••....
J. W. Clements "
Ai. Austin
J. H. Henderson for 80 loads gravel .
District Xo. 11 1-2, Pay roll, January 18.
J. ^V. Ford
Oeo. W. Ford







Geo. Ford, 137 loads gravel
District Xo. 11 1-2, Pay roll. May 5.
85 25
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John E. Pinkham § 60
Thomas Henderson, five loads gravel at 15 cts. ... 75
District No. 11 1-2, Pay roll, June 22.
John E. Pinkham
Two horses each, 86 hours ,
140 loads gravel
District Xo. 12, Pay roll, March 1.
Augustus Schuyler, work on road from Feb. to March,














District Xo. 11 1-2, Pay roll. May 5.
J. W. Ford $8 55
C. H. Morang 6 00
Henry Pinkham 45
Alouzo Pinkham 3 90




Hiui y Twombly $2 30
Burt Twombly 3 00
Eoxie Varuey's horse 1 50
District Xo. 12, Pay roll, June 22.
$47 00
Augustus Schuyler and horse $18 00
Isaac Yarney and horse 9 00
34 loads gravel 5 78
]yirs. R. Varney gravel 5 78
Chas. Twombly and horses 17 25
B. Twombly 3 75
Thomas McDonough 1 50
Edward Xeville 3 00
Pat. McDonough 5th, 6 75
Chas. Gushing 4 50
Daniel Drew 6 00
Stephen Austin and horse 9 00
Joseph W. AVingate 8 40
District Xo. 12, Pay roll, September 20.
A. Schuyler $18 00
" horse 9 00
Thomas McDonald 3 30
James O'Xeil 3 30
Bert Twombly • • • 2 25
Chas. Twombly 3 75
Dan. Drew 3 00
Stephen Austin 3 30
." horse 3 30
John Cairns 3 30
Charles Varney 3 30
Charles Cushing 3 30
Isaac Varney and horse $6 60
" for gravel 8 84
E. Varney " 8 84
Thomas McDonald 1 50
District No. 12, Pay roll, November 25.
District No. 13, Pay roll, March 29.
William P. Tuttle and horses







Geo. Austin • • . . .









A. Schuyler $13 50
" horse 4 50









Harry Dennett . .
Franli Varney, two horses
Frank Brownell and four horses
Cliarles F. Furbush. one liorse
District Xo. 14, Pay roll, July 17.
B. F. Brownell and horses
" one man and two horses ....









I. L. Lucas, 100 loads gravel • • .







District No. 14, Pay roll, November 9.











Aaron Roberts, 85 loads gravel
Districts Nos. 14 and 24, Pay roll, March 6.
B. F. Brownell, one man and two horses
F. M. Jeffs, " "


















C. E. Austin $6 00
Cass Roberts 1 50
C. H. Brownell 3 00
Districts Nos. 14 and 23, Pay roll, April 19.



















District Xo. 15, Pay roll, April 4.
Barney McKone • • $11 62
Owen Murray 1 50
District No. 15, Pay roll, May 1,
District No. 15, Pay roll, Aug. 15.
Barney McKone ....
" " horse .
Barney McKone . . . .




Barney McKone . . .
" " horse
Chas. Pike
Barney McKone . . .
" " horse
$13 12
Barry McCone $9 75





H. Drew . . .
John Meserve .
Ed. Meserve . .
J. Gagner, man
J. Twombly . .
A. Meserve . .
District Xo. 16, Pay roll, March 12.
District No. 16, Pay roll, April 14.
L. AV. Towle, team and man





District No. 16, Pay roll. May 5.
L. W. Towle, team . .
Mark Chase, team, man
Ham Foss, team ....













Chase's man . . . . ,
Thos. P. Drew, man and oxen, three hours each .
Thos. P. Drew and oxen
Andrew Meserve
Thos. P. Drew
Thos. P. Drew and oxen
Andrew Meserve
Thos P. Drew and oxen
H. Drew
Andrew Meserve
Thomas P. Drew and oxen
H. Drew
Andrew Meserve
District No. 16, Pay roll, July 17.




" " and oxen
H. Drew
T. P. Drew and oxen
H. Drew
T. P. Drew and oxen
H. Drew
Nine loads of sand
75
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District Xo. 16, Pay roll, September 20.
T. P. Drew
" " and oxeu
H. Drew
T. P. Drew, 18 loads sand ....
" " and oxen
H. Drew
T. P. Drew's man, cutting bushes
T. P. Drew, man and horses . . .
" " '* oxen and horse
a u Li (;
T. P. Drew's man
T. P. Drew, man, oxen and horse
T. P. Drew's man
" " oxen and horse
20 loads of sand
District No. 16, Paj^ roll, November 16.
Thomas K. Drew ....
II. Drew
" horse and oxen .
Two men, oxen and horse
;i u ((
50 loads sand
District No, 17, Pay roll, March 6.
$1 50
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Wilbur W. Corson . .
Clinton Rowe . . .
Albert Austin . . . .
" horses .
Daniel Buckley . . .
" horse
Ed. Hackett
" horse . .





District No. 17, Pay roll, April 8.
L. J. Corson . .
A. D. Leathers .
F. A. Leathers .
Clinton Rowe . ,
Lyman Lougee .
Geo. E. Cole . .
Ed. Hackett . . .
Albert Austin .
Joseph Hodgdon
District No. 17, Pay roll, April 28.
$7 50
341
District Xo. 17, Pay roll, June 24.
W. H. Ford and horses
T. Twombly and horses





District Xo. 17, Pay roll, August 9.
District Xo. 17, Pay roll, September 28.
$11 25
342
District No. 17, Pay roll, December 15.
Thomas Twombly
Two horses . . .
W. H. Ford . . .
Two horses . . .
Albert Austin . .
Two horses . . .
J. B. Towle . . .
Two horses . . .
Hayes Perkins . .
John Meserve . .
L. E. Towle . . .
Willis Wadley . .
District No. 18, Pay roll, March 2.
John F. Torr . . .
1 pair horses . . .
Chas. W. Torr . . ,
Willie Hooper . .
To one pair horses
Joseph Drew . . .
Andrew Torr . . .
Abram Cilley . . .




Lyman Lougee . .
E. L. Jenkins . .
$3 00
343








District Xo. 18, Pay roll, June 22.
J ohn F. Torr
" oxen
" horses






8. C. Rowe •
Willie Hooper •
" pair of horses . .
District No. 18, Pay roll, December 18.
John F. Torr
One pair of horses














District No. 19, Pay roll, February 7.
David S. Hanson . .
Two horses
James B. Cole ...
James D. Hayes . . .
Two horses
AYilliam H. Twombly
Joseph Furnald . . .
One horse
District Xo. 19, Pay roll, April 12.
David S. Hanson .
Two horses , . .
James B. Cole . .
James D. Hayes .
Two horses . . .
Frank Davis . . .
William Davis . .
Two horses . . .
Frank Lord . . .
Two horses . . .
Charles Cross . .
Plummer Smith .
George Elliott . .
James Wood . .
Arthur Witham .
John Wood . . .






District Xo. 19, Pay roll, July 19.
David S. Hanson . .
Two horses
James B. Cole . . .











Chas. Miles . . .
Wilson Smith . .
Jeremiah York .
John S. Xorton .
Edward Kay . .
A. K. Wormwell
Chas. F. Willey ,
Charles Rand . .
Patrick Grady . .









S. C. Hayes • •
Charles Miles ,
Wilson Smith











District Xo. 20, Pay roll, September 19.
Young Brotheis
Harry Kelly . .
Edway Kay . .
Chas. Miles . .
District Xo. 20, Pay roll, Xovember 9.











District Xo. 21, Pay roll, October 14.







William Coarser, bridge plank











Thomas H. Pinkham . .
District No. 22, Pay roll, April 5.














Charles Watson, 33 loads gravel
William Allen, 48 feet plank . .
2
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District Xo. 22, Pay roll, November 18.
William H. Allen . 825 05
Joel Holmes 15 75
Joseph Perkins 15 00
Patrick Cassidy 12 00
Francis Cassidy 9 00
Eldridge Perkins 4 95
Tom Otis 60
District No. 23, Pay roll, October 12.






Charles Pike, 60 loads gravel at 20 cents per load . .




Fred W. Davis .
John Galley . . .
Patrick McKenna
Jerry Goggin . .
$82 35
Louis E. Tuttle : . . . $13 50




District Xo. 24, Pay roll, March 3.
Henry G. McDuffee .




District Xo. 24, Pay roll. May 5.
C. E. Xute
H. G. McDuffee




W. A. Gilman, 13 loads sand





District Xo. 24, Pay roll, December 27.
W. A. Gilman
H. G. McDuffee








CLERK OF POLICE COURT.
To THE City Couxcils of the City of Dover:
The Clerk of the Police Court submits the following report
for the yenv ending December 31, 1893. There have been entered
on the Police Court Civil Docket, thirty-six (36) cases. On the
Police Court Criminal Docket, four hundred and ninety com-
plaints for the following causes, viz.
:
Drunkenness 267
Violation of Liquor Law 89
Assault • 45
Disorderly conduct 20
Keeping open on Sunday 11
Breaking and entering 11
Larceny 10
Keeping open after 10 P. M 6
Bathing in compact part of City 4
Truants • 3
Bastardy . • • • 3
Brawl and tumult 3
Selling liquor 2








Obstructing B. & M. K. K
Selling stolen property
Malicious injurj^ to property
Safe keeping . . . . •
Threatening bodily harm
Over-driving a horse • . . .
Enticing a female child
Total 490
These cases were tried and disposed of as follows
:
Paid fine and costs 242
Committed to jail 61
Dischai-ged by order of Court 28
Committed to House of Correction • . 38
Disclosed and discharged 22
Laid on file on taking pledge 20
Bound over to Supreme Court 19
Sentence suspended on leaving city 14




Settled by agreement (parties married) 2




The clerk of the police court has collected in fees for service
one hundred and twenty-nine and 12-100 dollars ($129.12) and has
paid the same to the City Treasurer.
Feeling that I should give all my services and attention to my
355
law practice, in the month of March, 1893, 1 tendered my resigna-
tion as Clerk of the Police Court and on Jan. 9, 1894, the same
was accepted. I have held the position nearly twelve years and
durino-my term of service as Clerk of said Court, I have received
uniform kindness and courtesy from Hon. George S. Frost, Jus-
tice of said Court, Hon. Charles A. Tufts, Associate-Justice,
James Fogerty, City Marshal, and the police officers, and I hereby





Officers Elected in iVIarch, 1894.
REGULAR POLICE OFFICERS.
Thomas Wilkinson, William A. Biowuell,
Walter S. Sterling, William H. Tibbetts,
Charles E. Stevens, James W. Robinson,
Thomas Fody.
INSPECTOR OF KEROSENE.
ASSISTANT SURVEYORS OF HIGHWAYS.












































































































































































































SEALER OF WEIGHTS AXD MEASURES.
John W. Leavitt.
Barney McKone,






























Horace T. Babb, Frank B. Williams,
Martin V. B. Wentworth, Henry P. Glidden,
Clarence I. Hurd.
FISH AND GAME WARDENS.
Thomas M. Steele, James X. Whalen,
George A. Webster.
FENCE VIEWERS.
















































































Address of Mayor A. M. Foss, Inaugural 9
Annual Report of Jt. St. Com. on Finance U
City Treasurer 15
Overseer of the Poor 26
City Solicitor 28
Water Commissioners 30
Chief Engineer Fire Dept 49
Superintendent of Streets 60
Jt. St. Com. on Streets, Sewers and Drains .... 62
Citv Park 64
CitV Farm .> .66
City Marshal 67
Jt. St. Com. on Repairs of School Houses 71
Lands and Buildings 77
Cemetery 10.5
Superintendent of Burials 108
Jt. St. Com. on Bridges 110
School Committee 123
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Board of Health 273
Clerk of Police Court 352
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"
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Municipal Election
19(5Overseer of the Poor, Annual Report of .'.'.'.'.'. 26
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Inspector of • '• "<' " " 113
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Burials, " " Iqs
School Committee, Annual Report of .'.'.".".'.'.' 123
Report of Com. on Finance and ciainis of . . . . 126
Supt. of Schools 131
Programme for Special Teachers 151
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Rules of * 154
Rules for Truant Officer .....'.'. 156
Roll of Honor 158
Organization of, 1894 160
School Calendar • • • 162
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"
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